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Abstract
The area of remote music collaboration has undergone a phase of unprecedented
growth in recent years. Capitalising on previous developments in the field of networked
music collaboration, contemporary ‘remote music collaboration software’ (RMCS)
enables interaction between global communities of musicians. The development of
Web 2.0 combined with the emergence of innovative software platforms has opened
new avenues for the crowdsourcing of musical input and collective work. This practiceled research considers the intersection of RMCS with social networking options and
responds to the question: how does remote music collaboration software impact on
collaborative music production? Related areas of investigation include collectivity,
communication, workflow, productivity and software design.
The fieldwork involved collaboration on over a dozen musical compositions
with over 40 participants located in various geographical locations on three continents:
Europe, North America and Australia. In addition, selected collaborative partners were
interviewed in order to further assess the experiences of using the platforms and the
impact it had upon their practices. Incorporating practitioner-based enquiry, this
research enabled a mapping of the architecture of musical collaboration in the online
world, explained through the classification of phases of development of collaborative
projects and a discussion on the process of collaborative music production ‘in the
cloud’. A major contribution of this dissertation concerns analysis of various modes of
collaborative work facilitated by online platforms. Aiding this analysis is a
classification of how social networking combined with cloud-based music production
technologies can lead to new and alternative approaches to music production in global
contexts. Creative outcomes of this project and subsequent examination of results
further the existing understanding of a range of project management and technical
challenges facing online collaborators operating within communities focused on music
production. As a result, this research helps to determine the impact of cloud-based
software on the collaborative practice of a music producer.
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Introduction
This research incorporates a practice-based approach and explores the contemporary
landscape of remote music collaboration. Collaborative work that constitutes my
project was enabled by specialised ‘remote music collaboration software’, which I refer
to as RMCS. My practice focuses on three examples of RMCS that facilitate
collaborative music production in the cloud: Ohm Studio, Audiotool and Blend. The
recent development of this technology is shifting the creative practice of globally
dispersed music producers, and in doing so is creating new interactions and pathways
between these producers. The practical component of my research involved the
composition, recording and production of music. This component is available in the
form of a portfolio including multimedia files and additional information on the project.
The portfolio is available online as well as embedded in the PDF version of the
dissertation, and includes 11 original compositions, four remixes and 14 compositions
featuring elements of sampling and remixing. To create these outputs I collaborated
with over 40 participants located in various geographical locations on three continents:
Europe, North America and Australia. In addition, selected collaborative partners were
interviewed in order to further assess the experiences of using RMCS and the impact it
had upon their practices. My work is situated in the academic field of the art of record
production, with an emphasis on online communication and remote collaboration. I
examine remote music collaboration in the context of my practice as a music producer,
and the subject should not be confused with investigating networked music where the
main focus is on live performances over the Internet.
I have extensive experience in the music industry, and my interest in the topic
of remote music collaboration stems from frustrating experiences of remote
collaboration without the use of dedicated collaborative platforms and a craving to
discover a more efficient process. In addition, I was drawn to this topic as I sensed that
contemporary RMCS platforms could be examined as tools with the potential to
overcome various limitations that music producers face. All three platforms
investigated in the course of my project are relatively new, with two of them being
launched at the beginning of my research. Their potential was unexplored academically
and it was clear to me that I had the opportunity to contribute something new to the
scholarly knowledge and debates concerning new ways of music production and
collaboration.
I have worked in the music industry since 1999 when I recorded and published
my first full-length music release (Ziemia 1999). Since then I have composed and
produced music for film as well as for several critically acclaimed music releases for
such acts as KOshowKO, 1 Philosophy Of Sound and Iubar Project. I have performed
live at music events in Australia, Poland and Germany, which have included group and
solo performances, and I have collaborated with visual artists during many live
performances. I have appearanced at the White Night Festival, St Kilda Festival, Tilde
New Music Festival and Brunswick Music Festival in Australia, and Park Sztuki
Festival in Poland, among many others. In addition, I have worked on collaborative
projects within various communities of practice involving film, photography and
1
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graphic design. For my music production work I have used a variety of hardware and
software tools in several recording studios in countries such as Australia, Poland and
Iceland. In 2007, the animated documentary Revolving Door, for which I composed
music and recorded sound, received the Southern Panoramas’ Contemporary
Investigations Acquisition Prize, Sao Paulo (Brazil); the HRAFF Jury Prize at the
Human Rights Arts & Film Festival (Melbourne); and the Dendy Award nomination
for Most Innovative short film. In 2009 I was a finalist of the International Songwriting
Competition with the song ‘The Story’ in the Dance/Electronica category. In 2010 I
received special mention in the Best Songwriter category in The Music Aid Song
Contest and Music Awards for the song ‘Whispers’. In 2016 I was nominated for the
2016 Art Music Awards in the Excellence in Experimental Music category with the
album release Intone: Voice Abstractions (2015).
I have been involved in the management of three record labels, coordinated
schedules for album releases, and liaised with the media in regard to music presentation
and promotion. Apart from being active on the Australian electronic music scene, I
have worked on several commercially successful and critically acclaimed releases and
collaborated with musicians, producers, record labels and other music related industries
from Germany, Iceland, Japan, Poland, Portugal, Spain, the UK and the USA. During
the course of my work I have collaborated with such international artists as Chicks On
Speed, Moullinex, Severed Heads, Kamp! and B(if)tek. I have spent over a decade
promoting and marketing music releases and events. As an artist, I have worked on
various aspects of music promotion with various labels and music publicity companies.
In addition, I have organised physical and digital distribution for music releases,
scheduled and organised international touring, and distributed music to press, radio and
TV, as well as working on aspects of promotion that included liaising with international
music press and blogs, maintaining artist profiles, uploading content online and hosting
and updating several websites. I have also worked with music publishers in Australia
and Europe and my own back catalogue is currently signed to the French publishing
company Alter K.
Since 2003 I have been involved in promotional campaigns for Clan Analogue,
a record label and the longest running Australian electronic arts collective, established
in the early 1990s in Sydney. The collective, of which I am currently a vice-president
and board member, is an incorporated association providing a platform for electronic
musicians to collaborate face-to-face as well as remotely on projects involving music
production. As Clan Analogue is a record label regularly releasing new music, some of
my responsibilities have involved reviewing and assessing new material (A&R),
planning the marketing of releases, nurturing relationships with digital distributors,
organising and promoting regular live performances, and liaising with media for the
promotion of music releases. To date, I have acted as producer and composer on six
records released by Clan Analogue: In Version (Various Artists 2006), Switch On
(Winduptoys 2006), Double Exposure (Winduptoys 2006), Promise (KOshowKO
2007), Re:Cognition – Clan Analogue Legacy Collection (Various Artists 2010) and
The Truth In Me (KOshowKO 2010). I have also been involved in marketing and
promotion, from the planning stage, through to the development stage, and finally the
implementation stage of various releases. I was the main producer of the above
mentioned Re:Cognition release, which contained a double album and DVD. The DVD
release included video clips from over 20 artists and several other features, including a
documentary movie Plug In & Switch On (Clan Analogue 2016) for which I was the
executive producer. This documentary was shot in Melbourne and Sydney and
showcases the history of Clan Analogue through interviews and examples of music
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from its discography. The package was released to critical acclaim with positive
reviews in major Australian newspapers: “this package is a must for fans and students
of Australian electronic music alike” (Rule 2010). Production of the DVD involved
liaising with many bands, writers, filmmakers and graphic designers. It also required
paying special attention to respecting copyright of various labels and publishers and
obtaining necessary licensing permits.
Philosophy Of Sound is the creative outlet where I have frequently collaborated
with musicians and filmmakers. These collaborations were face-to-face as well as
remote and were instrumental in motivating me to explore the possibilities facilitated
by RMCS. An example of a larger project I worked under the Philosophy Of Sound
moniker is the production and release of the EP Fragile Disco (2012) through the
Portuguese label Discotexas. In the lead up to the EP, I produced and released two
Philosophy Of Sound singles, also with Discotexas (2011, 2012). I produced two music
videos to promote these singles and both releases have been commercially successful,
reaching Beatport’s top 20 sales chart, with the music videos receiving extensive TV
airplay and blog coverage. The EP was released internationally on digital and physical
formats (vinyl and CD). I carried out all the planning which included coordinating the
recordings, negotiating the involvement and selection of session musicians, working
with other producers and remixers, coordinating graphic design and overseeing the
mastering and vinyl pressing which took place in the UK, as well as CD manufacturing
in Australia. I had the opportunity to work on the mastering with Mike Marsh from The
Exchange in London, who has extensive mastering credits, including releases by such
artists as Björk, Moby, Basement Jaxx and Massive Attack. I also produced a third
video to promote the release, which again received extensive airplay on Australian TV
channels ABC and Channel 9. The release received extensive coverage from
international blogs and support from major club DJs. While working on the
promotional campaign for the release in Australia I worked with two music publicity
agencies and co-ordinated interstate live performances as well as press and TV
interviews and live TV performances. I also coordinated several successful grant
applications to fund the production and promotion of the release in Australia. In
addition to the above-mentioned media airplay and support from international blogs
and DJs, the release received positive media reviews in Australia and was named “one
of the best dance releases of 2012” by the blog Adam Not Eve (Lucato 2012) and “EP
of the week” by Drum Media (James 2012).
The above experiences equipped me with practical knowledge of the dynamics
of collaborative work, remote as well as face-to-face. I gained skills in refining projects
and leading them to successful completion. A common result of my completed projects
has been publication via a record label and distribution to audiences as well as to
various media outlets. The practical experience outlined above is the basis of my
judgements regarding the sound production merits of the creative outcomes of my
collaborative project work. The analysis of the outcomes is provided with an awareness
of commercial workflows and professional practices, which are used as a benchmark
against which I measure my collaborations. My industry experience allowed me to
learn about ways of collaborating without RMCS and therefore provided me with an
informed platform to understand and analyse RMCS within the broader context of
collaborative possibilities afforded by other ways of producing music.
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Research Question and Objectives
Applying a range of practical methods, this project responds to the following research
question:


How does remote music collaboration software impact on collaborative music
production?

In order to effectively measure the impact of RMCS on collaborative music production
practices, I examine such factors as the technical feasibility of RMCS, opportunities
and challenges of the various communication methods and effectiveness of available
approaches to facilitate user engagement in crowdsourced projects. In order to assess
the impact, I analyse the musical outputs of my creative practice that constitutes the
practical component of my research. This analysis refers to parameters and creative
objectives explained in Chapter One. The creative outputs and impact of RMCS are
measured against my own work prior to the study as well as against normative
behaviour in studio production and by analysing different RMCS tools.
My research is not aimed directly at investigating how RMCS compare to noncollaborative digital audio workstations (DAWs). Instead, I set out to map how various
features of RMCS impact on the collaborative process. In addition, I assess the
effectiveness of available collaborative processes such as crowdsourcing 2 and
remixing. The objective of my project is to fill a significant gap in academic research
concerning RMCS, and through a PhD that incorporates a practice-based approach also
offer a contribution to the field of the art of record production in regard to how RMCS
impacts on the practices of contemporary music producers seeking to engage in
collaboration.

Scope and Motivations
While this project includes reflection on my own music production practice, it
discusses topics of interest to a broader community of music producers. 3 My
examination focuses on the efficiency of the workflow and the qualities of the final
musical output from the point of view of a producer. I became drawn to producing
music with RMCS after witnessing the possibilities that these platforms offer to music
creators around the world who are looking to exchange and record their ideas with
various partners complementing their skills. I saw the modern online music production
platforms as having the potential to enable a shift in musical collaboration
methodologies and allowing for a breakdown of geographical boundaries. Through the
process of examining key existing online collaboration methodologies, I present an in2

In the context of this dissertation, I use Howe’s definition of crowdsourcing as “the act of taking a job
traditionally performed by a designated agent and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people
in the form of an open call” (n.d.). My research involved participants in a creative and collaborative process,
which resonates with Huston’s perception of crowdsourcing (Huston in Howe 2008: 149).
3
When using the term “producer”, I refer to two categories of music producers as defined by Burgess: auteur and
collaborative (2013). The “auteur” category refers to producers who might engage in such activities as
songwriting, playing musical instruments or singing, engineering and mixing. The collaborative producer, on the
other hand, allows “artists to have the predominant voice or stylistic fingerprint on their recordings (2013: 15).
Consequently, this type of production work considers the creative input of other collaborators and does not
attempt to control all details of the music production process.
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depth overview of selected RMCS as well an explanation of the collaborative processes
and opportunities facilitated by such software.
Throughout my producing career I have found that collaborators typically meet
offline before commencing online exchanges of ideas and sound files. It became
apparent through my research that there is a significant shift in the way musicians meet
new partners and that offline meetings are no longer needed to facilitate fruitful
collaborative work. In 2010 a previously unknown (to me) musician contacted me on
the MySpace social networking site, offering to create a remix of one of my
compositions. This remix work led to the two of us eventually agreeing to work
together and collaborate regularly under the moniker Philosophy Of Sound. This
collaboration has continued for over two years and the majority of our musical
teamwork has been done online with little face-to-face contact. Despite the limited
amount of offline interaction, Philosophy Of Sound has secured a publishing deal as
well as an international recording deal, as well as having an EP and two single releases
featured on various dance and electronic music charts. Even though in Philosophy Of
Sound I was working with a remote collaborator, we were exchanging files over the
Internet without the use of dedicated RMCS tools facilitating collaboration. In the
process, I observed several limitations of not having dedicated software facilitating
collaborative work and I was hoping there could be a better way.
In my research I investigate the landscape of RMCS between May 2012 and
December 2016. The first year of my PhD was conducted part-time, after which I
commenced working full-time. December 2016 indicates the end of the practical phase.
The collected data has been analysed continuously throughout the project work as well
as after the conclusion of the practical phase. In examining remote music collaboration
I am drawing on my own experiences of producing various musical styles and using
three cloud-based platforms: Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio. These platforms are
associated with large online communities of musicians, and the notion of group work
is an element that underpins my practical and theoretical investigation of the impact of
cloud-based music production tools. As outlined in Chapter Two, established music
software manufacturers demonstrate a growing interest in incorporating online
collaboration in their products. However, my research concentrates on key
developments in the field that precede the recent increased interest in remote
collaboration technologies from a growing number of mainstream companies.
As identified by Whalley and Fields, there is a body of research on the early
use of computer networks to make music (2012: 1). These researchers refer to the
transition from the early networks facing a range of technical limitations to more recent
live music performances over high-speed Internet, where Whalley’s practice is
particularly well pronounced (Whalley 2016). However, the area of contemporary
remote collaboration systems focusing on music production is comparatively
unexplored in academic work, and the aim of this dissertation is to start a discussion
concerning these new systems. The field of cloud-based music production and
collaboration is currently undergoing rapid development, which has resulted in the
creation of various platforms for facilitating music production and Internet-based
musical collaboration. My project enables me to examine and classify various modes
and elements of the collaborative work within RMCS, which allows me to fill a gap in
the scholarly knowledge in relation to the impact of modern RMCS tools on the music
production process.
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Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation contains five chapters, framed with an Introduction and Conclusion.
Chapter One presents my research methodology and detailed description of the various
types of compositions that were created during my project work. Chapter Two includes
a literature review where I examine the broader research context relevant to my field
of study. Chapter Three contains an examination of various aspects of the RMCS
platforms. This chapter includes an overview of historical developments in the field of
remote music collaboration as well as an overview of communication tools available
in RMCS. Chapter Four includes an account of my project work. I provide description
and evaluation of the production process concerning each of the compositions. I outline
the input of each of the collaborators and discuss the crowdsourcing process and
logistics of finding appropriate creative personnel. In Chapter Five, I evaluate the data
and analyse the research findings of my project work. This chapter starts with an outline
of group behaviour and an analysis of the communication tools available to users of
the discussed RMCS, followed by an examination of user engagement in crowdsourced
projects. The analysis of my research findings allows me to outline the phases of
collaborative project development. I discuss the collaborative compositional process,
remixing and crowdsourcing and how these modes of work are facilitated by RMCS.
In this chapter I also analyse the issue of working with the flow of user communities
and trying to achieve desired musical results. Finally, I examine the possibilities of
learning from other RMCS users. In the Conclusion, I analyse project management and
technical challenges in RMCS and I suggest improvements which, if considered for
implementation in further editions of RMCS, can contribute to building better
platforms and benefiting music producers. In addition, the Conclusion includes a
summary of my research contributions to the field. In this section I also list related
thematic areas needing further research. The appendices feature transcripts of
interviews I conducted with various RMCS users as well as the letter of approval from
RMIT University’s Human Research Ethics Committee.

Presentation of the Body of Work and Terminology
The presentation of the body of work generated through my research takes the form of
an online portfolio as well as audio files embedded in the PDF version of this
dissertation. The online portfolio allows access to original sessions in the respective
cloud-based music production platforms. Each of the platforms in which I worked
offers the ability to present music recordings freely to the general public. As a result,
links to final mixes created in each of the platforms lead to profile pages existing within
Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio. Links are public, and no user logins and passwords
are required to access the music. The benefit of presenting the music directly on the
platform page is that additional information contextualising the project is available.
This includes the public description of the project, list of remaining participants,
comments from the user community and, in regard to Audiotool and Blend, the artwork
associated with a given composition. Furthermore, Audiotool and Blend enable the
linking of derivative work such as remixes or different versions of the song. Embedded
audio files and URL links to each of the compositions created in my project can be
found in Chapter Four. Embedding audio files in the PDF document allows me to
present final versions of the collaborative compositions, as well as create additional
backup of files, counteracting the risk of my participants removing collaborative
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projects from RMCS sites or these sites being closed down by their manufacturers.
When possible, embedded audio files are also used to detail the progress of various
compositions from early drafts, through to rough and eventually final mixes. As a
result, final mixes of all the compositions created during my project work are available
via both RMCS platforms and embedded audio files.
In addition to various terms explained throughout the dissertation in footnotes,
in my study I use several terms that need further elaboration:
•

•
•
•

•

When referring to the three key platforms used in my study I use the following
descriptors:
o List them by their product name—Audiotool, Blend, Ohm Studio
o Refer to them as ‘platforms’ or ‘systems’
o Refer to them as software that possesses remote collaboration features—
RMCS
When referring to other DAWs without collaborative features, I use the terms
‘non-collaborative DAW’ or ‘offline DAW’.
When referring to musical works produced in my research I refer to
compositions, pieces, tracks and projects.
While the term ‘project’ is used primarily in relation to specific musical
compositions created and/or encountered during my research, occasionally I
also use this term in relation to my PhD that incorporates a practice-based
approach.
The definition of ‘collaboration’ as it pertains to this dissertation is the joint
work of multiple people, leading to the creation of new musical content with
the use of RMCS.

10

Chapter 1: Methodology
Introduction
The primary method used in my research is practitioner-based enquiry. As highlighted
by McIntyre, this “encompasses a self-reflective examination of the practitioner’s own
activity through a process of participation in that activity” (2006). The principal method
of data collection is a series of creative projects where I engage in music creation and
collaboration. The body of work and creative process inform the findings of my
research. Creative work produced through this project aims to contextualise the
application of RMCS technologies and show their impact on group work and music
production. The outputs of this project align with Smith and Dean’s view that “creative
work in itself is a form of research and generates detectable research outputs” (2009:
5). Documentation and reflection on my own creative practice enable new insight into
the group dynamics and analysis of challenges facing creative group work focused on
remote music collaboration.
Kerrigan and McIntyre assert that practitioner-based enquiry “has a similar
methodological approach to action research, participant observation and autoethnography” (2013). Furthermore, McIntosh (2010) frames reflective practice as a
fundamental element of action research and points to the importance of an empirical
approach and the process of reflecting on experience. Action research as a research
method aims to “close the gap between the researcher and the researched upon” (2010:
33). As such, action research is positioned within the realm of the practitioner (Winter
1989 and Elliot 1991 in McIntosh 2010), who is collecting and analysing data, which
is later reflected upon and used in improving practice.
When designing my research, I considered Collins’ (2010) description that
creative research needs to meet the following criteria in order to be relevant and
credible: it needs to be relevant to a defined problem in a specific field and follow a
defined and justified research design. I addressed these criteria when establishing my
research question and designing my project work. The data collection methods used
for this project include:
1) Audio Recordings. In order to document the creative output, I record data in the
form of sound recordings within Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio.
2) Observation of the creative and collaborative process and analysis of the
outcome.
3) Field notes in the form of production logs and notes, where I outline the process
of composition and production as well as the various benefits and drawbacks
discovered in the process.
4) Interviews with producers working with RMCS. My target group involved
selected RMCS users with whom I collaborated online for the purpose of my
research. More information on this group can be found in the section ‘Project
Participants and Interviews’.
The qualitative data (for example, the impact of cloud-based applications on the
workflow and creativity of musicians working on a project) and quantitative data (for
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example, the number of participants working with specific online platforms) has been
analysed according to the project aims outlined in the Introduction.

Research Design
Software and Project Boundaries
My initial research included building a database of existing RMCS platforms as well
as conducting a literature review on developments in online music. I also conducted
preliminary discussions with the developers and users of several platforms to assess
software features. This led me to choose the three platforms examined in this
dissertation: Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio. Two of these, Audiotool and Blend,
are asynchronous software systems. They offer varied degrees of asynchronicity and
differ quite dramatically in their design. These design differences are among the
reasons for choosing to work with these specific systems. A factor concerning all
platforms chosen for my project work was the set of specific features that enable
advanced audio and MIDI editing and manipulation, evidenced in such operations and
features as recording, editing, parameter automation, synthesis, comprehensive builtin or third-party effects, ability to export audio and MIDI files and support for the use
of MIDI controllers. Two key common elements among all of the platforms are their
social networking functionality as well as free access to all of the above-mentioned
features. The types of systems that I use have been classified as Collaborative
Composition Systems, and characterised as being asynchronous and focused on
composition (Freeman 2014).
I concentrate on two DAWs: Audiotool and Ohm Studio. Each of these
programs includes different features facilitating contrasting approaches to musical
collaboration and is associated with a thriving online community of users. I also
investigate production practices facilitated by the Blend platform. While not a DAW,
Blend allows users to work with several established DAWs in a collaborative,
asynchronous way. It also utilises a social networking functionality similar to
Audiotool and Ohm Studio. By only focusing on a selection of platforms I
acknowledge the limitations of my study, but this has been necessary due to the
continual emergence of new platforms, such as Musistic, Kompoz and Splice. The
online music production landscape is continually shifting and expanding, and so I had
to set specific parameters and boundaries for my project.
As with any music production endeavour in the digital domain, there is a risk
of trying to improve projects endlessly and therefore perpetuating work on them by
producing more and more versions of a given composition. In the domain of RMCS,
constantly searching for new collaborators and trying to take projects in new directions
can manifest these risks. Clearly, this can be a valid approach if there are no firm
deadlines and if a project producer is not satisfied with the creative outputs. The level
of satisfaction concerning outputs can fluctuate and be dependent on a variety of
factors, such as the quality of collaborative contributions and the level of perfectionism
of the producer who is the project leader. In relation to my PhD research, it was
important to establish maximum allowable time frames for projects. This was not only
imperative to ensure a timely completion but also allowed for aligning the work on
projects with some of the real-world limitations such as deadlines related to product
distribution and promotion. As a result, I decided that the maximum allowable time
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from conception to completion of one project would be six months. This allowed time
for the process of crowdsourcing, production work and necessary revisions. Most of
the projects were completed in a shorter time frame and I also worked on multiple
projects simultaneously, which made the imposed time limit functional and realistic.
The set time frame is long enough to factor in more complex projects with multi-part
arrangements and a larger number of contributors. Since I often develop multiple
projects simultaneously, my work on a given composition does not always follow a
linear timeline. There are periods of time when I stop working on one composition in
order to contribute to another. Accordingly, it is impossible to specify the exact number
of days that work on each project took, apart from the fact that each of the compositions
did not take longer than six months to complete. Even though there was an element of
fluidity in the way the collaborative work on various compositions progressed, when
describing the projects in Chapter Four, wherever possible I try to refer to the amount
of time that passed between various project milestones. Interactions with online
communities of RMCS users create a wide range of opportunities to engage in various
projects as a session musician or sound engineer. Having planned the engagement in
externally instigated projects as one of the methods driving the practical element of my
research, I needed to decide which projects to pursue and which ones to reject.
Rejection of several interesting offers to collaborate was necessary in order to stay
within the parameters for timely completion of my research.

Project Participants and Interviews
My work involved collaboration with over 40 active 4 study participants located in
various geographical locations on three continents: Europe, North America and
Australia. Participants are self-selecting—that is responding to invitations to join a
project within one of the researched platforms. They do not typically self-identify as
session players who want to be hired on a commercial basis but seem primarily
interested in displaying their individual talents in the collaborative music making
process.
In order to inform my research trajectory and contrast my own experiences with
the practices and opinions of other RMCS users, I interviewed several of my
collaborators. After concluding my project work, I reached out to several of my
collaborators; however, not all of them could be contacted or responded to interview
requests after our collaboration had ended. The collaborators I interviewed were users
with whom I formed strongest bonds during my project work. Those views that I found
relevant and useful to my arguments are presented at various points of this dissertation
in relation to my own analysis of the findings. Since it is not my intention to conduct
an ethnographic study of RMCS, there is no extensive quotation from the interviews I
conducted; however, full transcripts of interviews with my key project participants are
included in Appendix A.
In my project, I consider the impact of research on collaborators and follow
guidelines available in the ethics approval gained from RMIT University’s Human
Research Ethics Committee (Appendix B). I chose not to identify my collaborative
4

In relation to the data outlining numbers of active and total participants, the former relates to users who were
creative contributors to the project whereas the latter indicates all users who joined the project, regardless of
whether they contributed anything. Joining a project or expressing interest in participation is classified differently
within each of the used RMCS platforms (see Chapter Five for more information).
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partners, and as a consequence they remain anonymous throughout this dissertation,
with the exception of participants who chose to be identified when I interviewed them.
Prior to the interviews, participants had the option to remain anonymous or be
identified by a pseudonym or their full name. This is reflected in the quotations from
the interviews used throughout the dissertation, as well as in the appendix containing
the full transcripts of the interviews.

Overview of the Compositions
This research project resulted in the creation of 11 original compositions, three remixes
and 14 additional pieces featuring elements of sampling and remixing (see Figures 1.01,
1.02, 1.03). In the majority of my work I position myself as a producer or co-producer. 5
The decision on which styles of music to include in my research was driven by my
intention to work on styles ranging from open and experimental to strictly following a
pre-defined structure. This decision had two main motivations. Firstly, the above range
enabled a progressive increase in the implementation of more complex production
techniques and therefore constitutes a logical learning curve of various features of
specific RMCS platforms. Secondly, implementing a range of stylistic approaches in
the research enabled a wider range of theoretical observations, as each approach has its
own type of compositional and production objectives and challenges. The artistic and
musical parameters that I set for my investigation included creating pieces that
stylistically represent two musical projects that I produce and perform with: Iubar
Project and KOshowKO. However, in my work on community-driven compositions,
my collaborators dictated the stylistic direction.
Figure 1.01. Collaborative compositions created with the Audiotool platform and total number of
participants

5

When I use the term “co-producer”, I refer to sharing production duties with another producer within one
project.
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Figure 1.02. Collaborative compositions created with the Blend platform and total number of
participants

Figure 1.03. Collaborative compositions created with the Ohm Studio platform and total number
of participants

I worked on pieces ranging from atonal and highly experimental in relation to used
instruments and sounds (often without a pre-defined structure), through tonal and
moderately experimental in relation to used instruments and sounds (often following a
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pre-defined structure), to tonal and non-experimental in relation to used instruments
and sounds (strictly following a pre-defined structure). An optional parameter was my
consideration for the resulting pieces to be ready for a commercially viable music
release. In order to determine and evaluate the commercial viability of specific songs
conceived in collaborations, I scrutinised musical ideas and their suitability to the
stylistic parameters of a given composition. Furthermore, I evaluated the merits of the
mix, paying attention to such issues as gain structure and the tonal balance between
various sonic elements. While my control over this parameter was sometimes limited
due to the collaborative work of my project, I treated it as an aspirational, qualitycontrol measure. Paying attention to this parameter is aligned with the work of many
music producers where one of the tasks is awareness of the commercial potential of the
projects in which they are engaged (Lefford 2000; Burgess 2013 et al.).
In addition to seeking contributors to songs that I initiated, I participated as a
guest musician and sound engineer in pieces produced by other RMCS users. These
additional roles helped me to examine engagement and crowdsourcing from a different
perspective. My practice is documented in the form of production notes outlining the
processes of composition and production as well as the various benefits and drawbacks
discovered through these processes. The summary of these notes is presented in
Chapter Four as a description of each of the compositions.
As Audiotool and Blend (via other DAWs) offer a set of comprehensive
production tools, typically I was able to perform the majority or all of the required tasks
exclusively within one of these platforms. For Ohm Studio, when working individually
on parts that were later presented to my collaborators, I occasionally generated small
audio loops in the Ableton Live software. Details of when this took place are outlined
in Chapter Four. While working within Blend I incorporated Ableton Live 9 Suite
software and used the social networking and collaborative features of Blend in order to
collaborate with other users of Ableton Live software.
In summary, my project work includes the following activities:
•
•
•
•

Engaging musicians in creating new pieces;
My own contribution as a composer, 6 author 7 and producer;
Collaborative composition and production;
Engaging RMCS users to create derivative work in the forms of remixed,
recomposed and rearranged compositions initially produced and released under
the moniker of one of my musical projects.

Groups A and B: Self-instigated Compositions
In self-instigated compositions, my intention was to instigate work on pre-defined
musical styles and thus initiate a clear stylistic objective. This approach allowed clarity
in regard to the musical direction, which I see as a factor aiding collaboration within a
larger group. Depending on the project, other participants undertake a variety of roles.
These can include co-production, composition, authorship and session musician roles.
6

I use the term “composer” to refer to someone who has contributed to the music. This is aligned with the
explanation of this role by the Australasian Performing Right Association, provided to song creators at the time of
registering their work with the organisation.
7
I use the term “author” to refer to someone who has contributed to the lyrics of a composition. This is aligned
with the explanation of this role by the Australasian Performing Right Association, provided to song creators at
the time of registering their work with the organisation.
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Producer-instigated pieces encompassed two groups of musical styles/genres, often
characterised by the inclusion of one or more sub-genres. In order to find a common
denominator used in describing these styles, I used a two-fold approach of referring to
specific artists working within a given genre, as well as incorporating genre labels
utilised by three popular online stores selling digital music—Bandcamp, Beatport and
Juno Download. The main reason for referring to genres used by these stores is that in
contrast to some of their counterparts, such as iTunes, they opt for a wider range of
musical styles, thus allowing greater specificity when outlining the stylistic nuances of
my own work. Each of the stores uses its own type of genre descriptors and prioritises
them differently. As such, utilising phraseology from a wider range of music stores
helps in defining the styles of music presented within my research. The compositions
are labelled A1, A2, A3 and B1, B2, B3. Compositions A1 and B1 were produced in
Audiotool, A2 and B2 in Blend and A3 and B3 in Ohm Studio. I worked as a producer
and composer across groups A and B where I also play keyboard instruments,
programmed synthesisers and drum machines. Consecutively, my use of the term
“instrumentalist” refers to playing various musical instruments within a project.
A.
Genre descriptor: Ambient, Leftfield: Industrial/Drone/Noise
Style characteristics: Limited tonality or atonal, highly experimental in relation to
used instruments and sounds, and often without a pre-defined structure.
Related artists and inspirations: Ivvvo, Roly Porter, Iubar Project
Project labels: A1, A2, A3
B.
Genre descriptor: Electronica, Leftfield: Experimental/Electronic
Style characteristics: Tonal, moderately experimental in relation to used instruments
and sounds, and often following a pre-defined structure relevant to the genre.
Related artists and inspirations: CFCF, Balam Acab, Talos, KOshowKO
Project labels: B1, B2, B3

Group C: Externally-instigated Compositions
The following group represents compositions where I responded to an external
invitation to participate. These calls come from two sources—first, from users of
Audiotool and Blend who publicly ask to start a new composition with them or
participate in pieces that they start and develop to a certain degree; and second, from
the creators of Ohm Studio who present specifically themed weekly collaborative
events (as discussed in Chapter Three). The compositions are labelled C1, C2 and C3.
C1 was produced in Audiotool, C2 in Blend and C3 in Ohm Studio. In these pieces I
undertake the roles of producer, composer and instrumentalist.
C.
Genre descriptor: No pre-defined genre
Style characteristics: Tonal, non-experimental in relation to used instruments and
sounds, and strictly following a pre-defined structure.
Related artists and inspirations: No pre-defined artists
Project labels: C1, C2, C3
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Group D: Remixes and Sampling
The fourth group of compositions includes remixes as well as the incorporation of
sampling techniques. In order to facilitate remix work I draw on my existing
compositions and invited users of all platforms to contribute their interpretations of the
original versions. I did not impose a stylistic boundary within which remixes needed
to be produced. Instead, my aim was to encourage users to produce remixes in a style
that reflected their musical interests and experience. While the call for remixes yielded
new versions of the existing songs from Blend and Ohm Studio users, the results
obtained in Audiotool were different and reflective of the design of this platform. The
derivative work generated by the Audiotool community features elements of sampling
as well as remixing and resulted in 14 pieces. Instead of creating remixes understood
as remakes of the original song (Moorefield 2005), the Audiotool community absorbed
elements of my composition into new original work by the platform’s users.
Consequently, this output is closer to sampling, sometimes utilising recognisable audio
material, but also including elements of transformation of the original content
(Moorefield 2005). One of the roles that I do not perform in any of the pieces from this
group is being an instrumentalist—I do not play any instruments on the final recording.
Furthermore, I undertake the role of a producer only in compositions D2 and D3. The
compositions are labelled D1, D2 and D3. D1 was produced in Audiotool, D2 in Blend
and D3 in Ohm Studio.
D.
Genre descriptor: No pre-defined genre
Style characteristics: Tonal, moderately experimental in relation to used instruments
and sounds, and often following a pre-defined structure.
Related artists and inspirations: KOshowKO, Iubar Project
Project labels: D1, D2, D3

Group E: Miscellaneous Compositions
This group includes other compositions that I worked on but which do not fit all
parameters of the classification of the previously listed groups. The pieces are labelled
E1 and E2. E1 was produced in Blend whereas E2 was produced in both Ohm Studio
and Blend. In these compositions I undertake the roles of a producer, composer and
instrumentalist.
E.
Genre descriptor: No pre-defined genre
Style characteristics: Tonal, moderately experimental in relation to used instruments
and sounds, and often following a pre-defined structure.
Related artists and inspirations: Iubar Project, KOshowKO
Project labels: E1, E2
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Chapter 2: Literature Review and
Theoretical Framework
Introduction
This research examines online communication and remote collaboration within the
field of record production. In light of the lack of academic literature covering the
benefits and affordances of contemporary tools facilitating remote music collaboration,
I draw on existing scholarship on group work and online collaboration in the contexts
of commercial organisations (see, for example, Gellert and Nowak 2004; Howe 2006,
2008; Belbin 2010a, 2010b) as well as music-oriented cloud computing (see, for
example, Théberge 2004; Duckworth 2005; Freeman 2014; Whalley 2016). Drawing
conclusions based on the existing research within these areas is, I believe, a path to a
greater understanding of collaborative music production practices within RMCS and
how they impact on the field of music production. Even though I identify my research
as being positioned primarily in the field of the art of record production, I reference the
work of scholars from other related fields, such as group creativity and popular music
studies.

Art of Record Production
The academic field of the art of record production is “concerned with the technical,
cultural and creative processes involved in the production of recorded music” (Frith
and Zagorski-Thomas 2012:1). It is a cross-disciplinary field bringing together
academics and practitioners in order to study various facets of record production. Key
scholars within this field include Théberge, Burgess and Zagorski-Thomas. Key
themes include historical examination of recording methodologies (Théberge 1997,
2001, 2004, 2012; Frith and Zagorski-Thomas 2012), roles of music producers
(Moorefield 2005; Burgess 2013; Gullo 2014; Lefford 2015) and the various
approaches to musical creativity demonstrated in the recording and production
processes (McIntyre 2007; Rogers 2014; Thompson and McIntyre 2014; ZagorskiThomas 2014). The Association for the Study of the Art of Record Production, as well
as annual international conferences devoted to the Art of Record Production, are used
as an avenue to bring academics and industry professionals together to discuss and
explore the progress within this field.
Being a cross-disciplinary field, the study of the production of recorded music
embraces various conceptual approaches and can be approached with a range of
methodologies. Describing the broad range of influences within the field, Frith and
Zagorski-Thomas refer to musicology, sociology, anthropology, cultural theories,
ethnomusicology, psychology, history, electrical engineering, psycho-acoustics,
literary theories, history of science and more (2012). In a similar way, my own research
on RMCS embraces scholarly sources discussing music production, group work within
organisations, group creativity and music-oriented cloud computing.
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A discussion within the art of record production that is particularly relevant to
my collaborative practice concerns the work of a producer who is also a music creator,
and as a result is engaged in cultural production (Toynbee 2000; Thompson and
McIntyre 2014). I engage with debates related to my work as a music producer in the
section of the Literature Review chapter titled ‘Project Studios and Music Producers’.
This discussion allows me to locate my production practice in the context of RMCS
and also to refer to the modes of work applicable to other practitioners who became
collaborative partners in my project.
A method of music production that is relevant to RMCS is remixing. Burgess
defines it as “a radical remake of the track, mostly for clubs but sometimes for singles
and cross-genre promotion, where very little of the original production is used” (2013:
217). Remixing is often highly reliant on the collaborative process and, as suggested
by Navas, “remix culture thrives on the drive to collaborate, to take something that
already exists and to turn it into something new by way of personal interpretation”
(2012: 60). I engage in further analysis of the remixing process in Chapters Four and
Five where I refer to the elements of my project work that utilise some of the remixing
methodologies.

Group Creativity
While there is a substantial amount of research on group creativity within organisations
(Sawyer 2007; Mannix, Goncalo and Neale 2009; Belbin 2010a; Leonard 2011 et al.),
past creativity studies focusing on artistic fields prioritised individual creativity and
neglected group creativity (Sawyer 2003). At the same time, some scholars writing
about group creativity question the assertion that creative output is dependent primarily
on individuals and their inventions rather than a function of collective activity (Sawyer
2003, 2007; Leonard and Swap 2005; Lehrer 2012). These researchers challenge this
proposition by juxtaposing it with the idea of collaboration, which is especially
important in relation to solving difficult creative problems (Lehrer 2012). According
to Niu and Sternberg, a factor driving the focus on individual creativity is the notion of
individualism that permeates Western culture (2006).
Referring to the domain of music production, Lefford asserts that it
Arises out of the co-workings of various experts—experts in playing musical
instruments, in sound engineering, song writing, etc. Some production expertise
is artistic and some is technical in nature, but in both cases, it is comprised of
skills, specialized knowledge, mental information processing and perceptions
filtered through experience (2015).
This resonates with Csikszentmihalyi’s observation that “an idea or product that
deserves the label “creative” arises from the synergy of many sources and not only
from the mind of a single person” (2013).
In their book chapter on theories of creativity, Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco
(2010) categorise existing theories and describe major studies relevant to each
category. My own creative process within RMCS includes elements of two theories of
creativity: Systems and Problem Solving, and Expertise-Based. When discussing the
topic of collective expert knowledge, facilitated by cloud-based creative teamwork,
Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco (2010) refer to various studies demonstrating the
importance of expert knowledge to individual creativity; however, I found no studies
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discussing the application of expert knowledge in the field of collaborative music
production with RMCS.
Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco (2010) point out the influence of
Csikszentmihalyi’s Systems model on many researchers in the field of creativity. In
this model Csikszentmihalyi (2013) proposed that creativity occurs through the
interaction of three components: the domain understood as the body of knowledge
within a particular discipline; the agent understood as an individual who acquires the
knowledge and further modifies it; and the field understood as a group of experts who
make judgements about whether a given idea or process is unique. This judgement is
therefore an equivalent of a selection process determining which ideas, products or
work of arts can be recognised as being creative within a given domain.
Csikszentmihalyi asserts that “we cannot study creativity by isolating individuals and
their works from the social and historical milieu in which their actions are carried out.
This is because what we call creative is never the result of individual action alone”
(2014: 47).
Research on group creativity within organisations is also useful to the context
of RMCS as some of its findings can be applied to musical creativity. One such aspect
is what Bolinger, Bonner and Okhuysen (2009) define as a “glue role” within a group.
This role refers to actions taken by an individual completing otherwise neglected tasks
that are important to an overall group’s performance. This definition is aligned with
the role of a producer engaged in RMCS projects and I often find myself working in
this role while participating in remote collaboration. The same group of researchers
also identifies the predicament of group members being chosen for the specialised
skills that they can contribute rather than their group work skills (2009). Belbin (2010a)
too sees the danger of this approach and asserts the importance of choosing members
with a diverse set of skills that address various needs of a group. In my experience, the
approach to team building where specialised music production skills are prioritised and
group work skills are overlooked can impact on the creative outputs, as project work
can be diminished by ineffective communication between group members. The
communication in this context can be dependant not only on a particular set of software
features enabling it, but also on the level of users’ pro-activity in team building
activities. Once again, the “glue role” might be very useful here in bringing the team
together by addressing creative tasks neglected by other team members.
Speaking of the importance of creative group interaction, Sawyer (2003) refers
to the concept of interactional synchrony where performers are attuned to each other
and are able to respond to other group members’ actions by altering their own
performance. Even though Sawyer was primarily concerned with live improvisation
and live performance in creative contexts such as music and theatre, I find the notion
of interactional synchrony applicable to my collaborative RMCS work. Leonard (2011)
analyses the flow of tacit knowledge that drives creativity and innovation, and
highlights the importance of tight coordination among various participants in groups
that are creative. In light of this, RMCS can be seen as a system that allows putting
together and coordinating the elements responsible for remote music collaboration.
This process involves the use of music creation tools, allocating participants and
communicating with them, and the ability to disseminate the creative outputs online.
Stokes (2006) asserts that creativity can be enhanced by constraints, and in
relation to music lists task, goal, subject and contrast constraints. While my research is
not specifically focusing on examining the creative process of music production but
rather the environment in which production takes place, working with RMCS can be
seen as a way of overcoming a constraint of not having suitable local collaborators. In
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addition, the process of producing music within RMCS involves certain constraints,
for example, the lack of immediacy concerning non-synchronous work and the
importance of publically sharing one’s work in an embryonic, often unpolished form
of a demo, in order to attract collaborators.

Project Studios and Music Producers
The roles that a music producer undertakes vary from an arranger and engineer, through
project manager, to psychologist and mediator (Howlett 2012). This variety of roles
and their associated challenges are also reflected in the communal modes of work
afforded by new forms of networking within RMCS. Burgess defines the following six
functional typologies of music producers: artist, auteur, facilitative, collaborative,
enablative and consultative (2013). The auteur and collaborative categories of music
producers are particularly applicable to my work. Furthermore, the evidence that many
of my collaborators consider themselves to be music producers strengthens the
relevance of this term to my project (see Appendix A: RMCS User Interviews 3, 5, 6,
7, 8).
A description of a music producer that is particularly relevant to my research is
a ‘bedroom producer’. While the notion of a bedroom producer cannot be linked to just
one of the functional typologies of music producers defined by Burgess, in the context
of RMCS it can incorporate features of various types of producers. The multiple roles
undertaken by a bedroom producer engaged in online collaborative work are also
reflected in Burgess’s understanding of a producer as an auteur “who is audibly the
primary creative force in the production” (2013: 9). From the mid-1960s, the role of a
producer as an auteur gained significance and in the following decades it has been
increasingly associated with the development of new studio production technologies
(Shuker 2005).
Tracing the impact of technological developments on the field of production,
Théberge (2004: 773) discusses the rising popularity of MIDI technology in the 1980s
and 1990s and the steady increase of its quality and affordability as a major factor
leading to the emergence of autonomous project-studios. Montano (2010: 397) also
refers to electronic dance music (EDM) being heavily dependent on technology for its
production. The affordable technologies that emerged in the mid-1980s helped to
develop new forms of electronic music (Théberge 1997, 2001) as well as to
reconceptualise the role of musicians in the recording studio (Toynbee 2000). The
notion of affordability and advances in DAW and related production technologies have
had a major impact on the current music production landscape, where software is able
to provide most of the essential tools which previously required hardware devices. This
is of course highly relevant to RMCS, which focuses on utilising affordable or even
free software.
The notion of a bedroom producer can be positioned in the context of what
Toynbee describes as the growth of decentralised and technically sophisticated music
production culture (2000). Determining the role of music producers working with
computer technologies, Moorefield sees them as a contemporary metaphor for
accomplishments that we used to associate with classical composers (2005). In her
well-documented collaborative work within the Rocket Network system at the end of
the last millennium, Lefford demonstrated that roles of the performer, producer and
recording engineer are central in the music production paradigm (2000). However, in
the context of RMCS work that I conduct, these three roles are typically performed by
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one person. The necessity for one individual to be able to perform all these tasks places
some pressure on members of RMCS communities who might be lacking sound
engineering skills and need to possess at least the rudimentary skill set in order to
effectively function in the RMCS environment.
Contemporary music production is frequently characterised by working “in the
box”, 8 where most, if not all, mixing and production tasks can be performed inside a
computer running a DAW. In electronic music styles, many producers choose to play
a central and active role in the process, where composition, musical performance and
mixing are the key actions. This type of production activity is what I refer to in my
research when using the term music producer—“[t]he designator bedroom producer,
in common parlance, refers to an ideal-typical individual, making music in (it is usually
taken to be) his bedroom” (Whelan 2008: 18, italics in original). It could also be argued
that bedroom producers constitute a large portion of people using platforms such as
Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio. They can also potentially benefit from the
networking and production opportunities facilitated by these platforms. The concept of
bedroom production does not necessarily imply a level of amateurism. Several
commercially successful EDM producers associate with the term, such as Cameron
Argon (Big Chocolate) (2013) and Simon Green (Bonobo) (Doyle 2013). While
commercially successful artists sometimes publicly adopt the label, people classified
as hobbyists are also often referred to as bedroom producers. As required, bedroom
producers have the necessary skills to create music with a variety of computer programs
(Ayers 2006).
Although scholars such as Ayers (2006) and Whelan (2008) discuss a variety
of issues related to the work of a bedroom producer, I have found that in order to
address gaps in existing scholarship, there is a significant need to position the work of
such practitioners in the RMCS production context. While the notion of bedroom
producers is typically associated with working with computer software, the term
‘computer music’ has lost its stylistic connotations as almost all of the commercial
music these days is made with computers (Moorefield 2005). Furthermore, Brian Eno’s
treatment of the recording studio as a meta-instrument allowed shaping of entire
compositions with studio equipment (Théberge 2001; Moorefield 2005). This
approach, pointing to production being an integral element of the compositional
process, is aligned with how RMCS is being used as well. In this sense, working with
RMCS is not dissimilar to what bedroom producers, or in fact a large number of
commercial producers mixing exclusively in the box, do on a regular basis.
Looking at a broader context of how developments concerning computer
networks impact on music production, the Internet has affected all levels of the music
business, including the ability of music hobbyists to make studio-level recordings at
home (Prior 2010; Rojek 2011). This ability to match professional studio production
recordings with home-based recording and sequencing in turn has undermined the
recording corporations’ monopoly over the provision of studio time, the allocation of
instruments and the basis for claiming copyright over recordings. This situation blurs
the typical distinction between professional and amateurs and allows us to question
whether these terms are still valid. Adding to this discussion, Duckworth refers to
developments in portable digital media devices capable of playing and recording
music, allowing amateurs to develop compelling recordings, which later are often
distributed online (2005). These in turn lead to a blurring of the divisions between
8

The term mixing “in the box” refers to conducting all mixing tasks within a computer environment, without the
need to use standalone mixing consoles or outboard processing.
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professional and amateur musicians, which is a concept that Whelan (2008) also refers
to in his research on bedroom music producers. Duckworth also asserts that virtual
music tools are affordable, readily available to all and aided by access to a cheap and
fast Internet connection. This level of availability is commonplace in all developed
countries and researchers such as Dean (2009), Duckworth (2005), Holmes (2002),
Prior (2010) and Whelan (2008) discuss various aspects of it. The notion of availability
is further aided by the ability to access the majority of the Internet-based music
production technologies for free, as is the case with many RMCS systems.
When discussing his experiences of online-based music production and
collaborative writing techniques, Hajimichael (2011: 3) lists immediacy and
accessibility as some of the benefits of this mode of work. Schedel (2007), an
interactive multimedia composer and performer, states that today’s music studio can
be based in any location in the world and can function on a laptop, a portable audio
recorder, at a family home in the suburbs or even a virtual studio created by a suite of
software. David Byrne of Talking Heads reinforces the same idea in his description of
his more recent recordings (2012). Established artists like Byrne recognise the fact that
currently available software and portable computers combined with the ability to
collaborate remotely render the old model of having to use large recording studios
obsolete, particularly when the recording of a larger group of musicians at the same
time is not required for a project (Byrne 2012). Online storage of data generated in
cloud-based platforms allows producers to work on any computer with an Internet
connection. If web browser-based DAWs such as Audiotool are factored into the
equation, then even the need for installing dedicated music software on a computer is
eliminated, offering the ultimate flexibility to a mobile producer. An important addition
to the discussion about mobile and cloud-based platforms is the potential impact of
tablet devices such as the iPad, allowing not only Internet connectivity, and in theory
access to cloud-based services, but also a new way of controlling various applications
via a touch panel interface. In relation to web browser-based applications, one of the
obstacles is the current lack of support for the Adobe Flash browser plug-in under iOS
and also various Adobe Flash incompatibilities affecting Android mobile devices. A
solution to this problem would be the porting of cloud-based DAWs to the format
supported by mobile applications, something that at the time of writing is being
developed by the creators of Audiotool (Michelle 2013).
The role of the bedroom producer often involves a large amount of independent
work, and therefore it could be perceived as a solitary or even isolating activity. The
cloud-based networks have been viewed as a way to solve the problem of musical
isolation (Théberge 2004). Brown (in Salavuo 2006), while discussing the cognitive
diversity of online music communities, refers to the concept of distributed expertise,
where “individual members may possess knowledge of a particular subject, which
exceeds the knowledge of the whole community” (Salavuo 2006: 255). Duckworth’s
observation on the shared experiences of amateurs and professionals is a reflection of
the democratic nature of RMCS. Hajimichael also lists the democratic landscape as a
key factor attracting him to cloud-based collaboration (2011: 3), which correlates with
my own practice. Learning from more experienced users makes online platforms less
isolating in comparison to the solitary experience associated with non-collaborative
DAWs.
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Contemporary Online Music Collaboration Without
RMCS
Since the beginning of the Internet, musicians began to utilise various online tools to
collaborate and engage in creating communities around common interests (Lerman
2012). Various forms of non-creative online collaboration in music-related fields have
been widespread as well. Those forms of user engagement are widely documented and
related to such areas of the music industry as promotion, publishing and fandom (Kruse
2010; Bryan-Kinns 2011). In relation to the Internet and the opportunities it creates for
musicians, there is a large body of research discussing music playback online, lossy
formats such as MP3 and various issues associated with music file sharing (Garofalo
1999; Baym 2007; Katz 2010; Kruse 2010; Young and Collins 2010; Morris 2011).
Outside of RMCS, my own Internet-based activities related to music have
included publishing musical content on a personal blog as well as on social networking
sites. I started this work with MySpace and eventually progressed to using SoundCloud
and Facebook. Prior to using RMCS, my music collaborations have typically revolved
around the use of data sharing services such as Dropbox and WeTransfer. These
services enable exchanges of files, however they do not facilitate more sophisticated
forms of musical collaboration. The speed at which files can be uploaded and
downloaded from servers would typically be dependent on the end user’s Internet
connection. Larger amounts of data stored or sent would also require a premium
subscription to each service, incurring additional costs. Several non-RMCS oriented
ways of using the Internet for musical collaborations are documented in the short video
Globalization in the Music Industry (2012).
Byrne (2012) refers to online music collaboration without RMCS when
describing his recording of material with Eno for their collaborative album Everything
That Happens Will Happen Today (Byrne and Eno 2008). Byrne and Eno’s
collaboration is an example of non-RMCS-based methodology involving sending
digital sound files back and forth via email or file transfer services. While not
incorporating RMCS, Byrne provides a valuable insight into the artistic advantages of
remote collaborations. He acknowledges that exchanging musical ideas over the
Internet offers participants more time and space to ponder on a musical concept and
creates a less stressful work environment by removing the other person’s ability to look
over one’s shoulder (2012). In regard to this collaboration, it is important to highlight
that Byrne and Eno knew each other previously and had worked together, face-to-face,
on several productions. While this is not an example of how to crowdsource musical
input from strangers, it is still a valid illustration of online collaboration without RMCS
in a commercial context.
In order to gain a detailed understanding of how online collaboration between
music producers without the use of RMCS can affect their studio practice, we can
further assess different technological obstacles that slow down the production process.
When using non-collaborative standalone DAWs such as Ableton Live, Apple Logic
Pro or Cockos Reaper, one of the major obstacles is the incompatibility of competing
programs and their inability to interexchange project files. As a result, projects created
in one program (for example, Ableton Live) would not open in a different DAW (for
example, Apple Logic Pro). Even if collaborators agree to work with an identical
version of a DAW platform they would still face some incompatibility issues if working
in different studios, due to the possibility of each of the musicians involved using their
own unique third-party plug-ins (Houghton 2010). One model of a plug-in, for example
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a compressor, can be designed in various protocols such as TDM, RTAS and AAX
plug-ins for Pro Tools, or Audio Units, VST and Direct X for others (Houghton 2010).
Facing the potential differences in used plug-in setups or incompatibility
between different editions of the same DAW software, producers working on one
project in two or more different studios would typically resort to exporting individual
elements of the project as uncompressed WAV or AIFF files, and then use the Internet
to send such files to their collaborators for further musical input, such as recording of
additional parts or instruments as well as mixing or signal processing. Uncompressed
WAV or AIFF files offer uncompromised sound quality, which is essential at the
project production stage, yet the downside is that such files are rather large in size.
Frequent exchanging of larger data files impacts on bandwidth and depends on the
speed of individual Internet connections. Apart from issues caused by the size of files,
this process restricts flexibility during further production phases and forces producers
to commit to a sound at an early stage and potentially export it with specific processing
applied to a file, a process that is irreversible. It is also worth noting that such operations
would often need to be performed several times by collaborative partners, as the project
might go through different stages of composition and production and typically it would
take several sessions to complete a mix. Even if producers try to maintain identical
systems, including DAWs and sets of plug-ins, some samples used in sampler
instruments might need to be exported and re-imported in the second DAW as well
(Houghton 2010). This approach would also require purchasing the same software
individually by each of the collaborating parties. Two alternatives for swapping music
files that are smaller in size than uncompressed audio files are MIDI and OMF (Open
Media Framework) files, yet each one comes with its own set of limitations (Houghton
2010). MIDI files do not store any sound and only contain information such as pitch or
note timing among other types of messages and therefore need to be played back by a
software or hardware instrument in order to hear a sound. For a music producer to
convey the sound correctly when exchanging a MIDI file it would need to be reimported into an identical instrument with an identical set of saved settings in order to
produce the same sound on different computers in different studios. The OMF protocol,
on the other hand, has been developed as a means of transferring audio clips, along
with a basic amount of information, between different audio and video software
(Houghton 2010). Various software manufacturers implement this protocol in their
own way and do not put substantial development work into it, as their key interest is in
preserving their own user base rather than allowing their customers to migrate projects
to competing DAWs. It is therefore preferable not to rely on OMF for critical projects
or tight deadlines (Houghton 2010).
The range of technical issues outlined above impacts adversely on workflow as
well as creativity (Hayes 2014). Therefore, developments within RMCS can be seen as
an attempt to address these issues and improve the experience of music producers
engaged in remote collaboration. In the next section, I examine various issues relevant
to the contemporary field of remote music collaboration with the intention of
highlighting key developments and theories within this field.

Overview of the Contemporary Field of Remote
Music Collaboration
Collaborative music in the cloud is a form of Internet music; the latter is a term which,
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as suggested by Hugill (2005b: 431), requires a thorough definition, in order to avoid
confusing it with various notions of music distributed via the Internet. Hugill’s
definition, which I found useful for the purpose of my research, asserts that Internet
music is “music in which the Internet is integral to its composition, or dissemination,
or both” (2005b: 431). However, while I understand that my creative process involves
a form of dissemination, it is not the same as Hugill’s understanding of dissemination,
which refers to the distribution infrastructure of the global music industry. I concentrate
mainly on practices and processes around composition and production. Therefore,
Barbosa’s description is also useful in the context of my work— “[t]he primary
function that emerged from the use of Internet technology in the musical context was
to provide mechanisms that assist the composition of music pieces by means of network
communication” (2006: 44).
Hugill observes that it is important to draw a distinction between the World
Wide Web and other Internet technologies allowing communication between users as
well as data storage and transfer (2005b). The compositional and collaborative
platforms that I investigate often incorporate several Internet technologies in order to
offer a complex collaborative environment. Examples of such technologies include
World Wide Web but also Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, HyperText
Transfer Protocol and server-based data storage. Central to the idea of music
performance and production in the cloud is what Théberge refers to as the ‘Network
Studio’, which “extends and enhances the technical infrastructure of the ‘studio-asnode’ by allowing for greater levels of coordination and connectivity, and at increased
speed” (2004: 776).
At present, the field of online music production is relatively complex. It
includes entry-level web browser based DAW platforms such as Soundation,
Audiosauna, Digital Musician, Jamclouds and Ujam among others. They offer a limited
set of production tools and features, and depending on the platform offer various types
of memberships, including free and premium subscription models. More advanced
production can be facilitated by the two DAW platforms I explore through my
research—Ohm Studio and Audiotool—both designed in very different ways and
offering different approaches to sound production and remote collaboration. The
developments of contemporary RMCS intersect with the emergence of Web 2.0. The
turning point signalling the emergence of Web 2.0 was the dot-com collapse in 2001
(O’Reilly 2005). Web 2.0 is “accepted as a meaningful term that describes the
progression of the web away from static content to a dynamic platform enabling content
to be created by anyone, and encouraging collaboration and community” (Donelan,
Kear and Ramage 2010). To describe the field of online music, Duckworth uses the
term “virtual music”, and anticipating the music of the future, asserted that it would
emerge from a new landscape of digital instruments, digital techniques and digital
sound (2005). Thorington discusses the advent of mobile devices and wireless
networks signalling a transformation of the possibilities of networked computer music
(2005). All of these developments contributed to the birth of contemporary RMCS
platforms and are factors differentiating them from the older collaborative technologies
that I discuss in the section ‘Historical Overview of the Field of Networked Music
Collaboration’ in Chapter Three.
Further key developments responsible for the shape of the contemporary field
of remote music collaboration include growing data storage capacity and the rising
prevalence of cloud-based storage options. This allows an increase in server capacities,
and also impacts on individuals being able to access, often free of charge, large amounts
of online storage space via services such as Box Sync, Dropbox, Google Drive or
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iCloud. Online data storage is also utilised for storing and backing up project files
generated with various RMCS (Pejrolo 2014).
The crucial new element in regard to RMCS is access to a vast network of
collaborators, who are part of a larger symbiotic system associated with a given
platform. One of the defining characteristics of contemporary online music
collaboration is the potential to contact and work with individuals we do not know.
There is also the potential to engage people known to us, as evidenced by some of my
work. Hugill (2005a: 528) refers to the social potential of Internet collaborations as a
key element that drew him to this way of working on music. Föllmer (2005: 443) also
describes the realisation of collaborative ideas by a group of musicians working
together as one of the key strengths of music production facilitated by the Internet.
Furthermore, Freeman (2014) and Wilson and Walker (2015) refer to remote
collaboration systems as being a solution to the displacement of musicians in time
and/or space. Describing collective musical work in the cloud, Duckworth states:
A critical component of the emerging landscape of virtual music is the sheer
numbers of participants that will be involved, and the power – creative and
otherwise – that this connected and technically savvy mass of people will be able
to evoke (2005: 165).
The creative power to which Duckworth refers is made possible through the social
networking features of contemporary RMCS. The connectivity facilitated by the use of
these features is a breakthrough development, allowing us to look at the possibilities of
contemporary RMCS as dramatically different from what collaborative musicians were
able to access in the past. A critical aspect of RMCS allowing crowdsourcing and
collaboration is the large number of users registered with Audiotool, Blend and Ohm
Studio (see Figure 3.01, page 33). Furthermore, Audiotool and Ohm Force (the makers
of Ohm Studio) have over 10,000 followers on associated Facebook pages. There are
also three additional Facebook groups used by the Audiotool community, which allow
users to expand the discussion and sharing of collaborative work within a networked
environment.
Freeman claims that almost all music is networked (2014), which resonates
with Weinberg’s characterisation of music performance in the context of
interconnected musical networks as an interdependent art form, where musicians form
groups featuring leaders and followers and are influenced by other group members’
musical input (2005). Yet, in regard to music creation with the use of contemporary
non-collaborative DAWs, there is a perception that “what DAWs have been doing for
15 years now, is promoting an exception in music history—making music alone”
(Makles in Carson 2014: 10). As such, it is evident that RMCS plays a subversive or
perhaps progressive role, changing the mainstream paradigm of individualistic music
production.
Collaborative opportunities facilitated by RMCS can be seen as signs of a major
paradigm shift in music production. When outlining this, Duckworth refers to the
groundbreaking research of Kuhn as detailed in his book The Structure Of Scientific
Revolutions (1962), where Kuhn suggests:
Within the sciences, at least, progress is not made by a steady accumulation of
knowledge but, rather, by a series of intellectually violent revolutions that
punctuate longer periods of general agreement within the scientific community
at large about how the world ought to be perceived (159).
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For the purpose of defining the boundaries of RMCS-based work, it is important to
distinguish between Internet-based music production and live performances over a
computer network. The problem of latency is inherent to sending audio data via the
Internet, and none of the three-investigated cloud-based platforms should be seen as
facilitating or attempting real-time music performance (Guensche 2007; Ninjam
Website 2014). Ohm Studio comes the closest to this, as we see the actions of other
project participants manifested in front of us with only a small time delay. However,
the idea of jamming live over a computer network is not part of the design objectives
of this software (Ohm Studio F.A.Q 2016). An example of software designed to
facilitate live performances over a computer network is Ninjam, developed by the USbased company Cockos Incorporated. Ninjam’s solution to the problem of latency is to
extend it in such a way that it can be measured in musical ways like meter and tempo
measured in beats per minute (BPM). This presents a musical challenge, since users
need to incorporate this inherent delay into their live performance. However, once
learned, it could be used as a valuable tool in real-time online live performance
(Guensche 2007).
The issue of latency is not always a problem and depends largely on the nature
of the musical collaboration (Traub 2005: 467). Researchers such as Bussiere (2004 in
Tanzi 2005: 546) question whether network latency can be incorporated into the actual
design of musical compositions. In 1998, Thorington went so far as to develop a project
where alongside two other artists she attempted to address the issue of working with
bandwidth limitations and high latencies. One of Thorington’s partners, Jesse Gilbert,
worked on a collaboration linking performers on six continents in a series of live
musical events, where he addressed the question of “how do we move beyond the
amorphous Internet ‘jam session’ by engaging strategies that acknowledge the
challenges of Internet-based musical interactions, yet are not limited by them?”
(Thorington 2005: 450). Overcoming limitations of latency is also possible by
bypassing commercial Internet hubs and utilising direct network connections, such as
the one utilised by Ian Whalley at the University of Waikato Conservatorium of Music,
which I had the opportunity to visit in November 2016. Using a network facility
incorporating 1 Gigabit transfer rates, Whalley has been involved in a series of realtime over the network performances of electroacoustic music with international
partners who have access to similar network infrastructures (Interview with Whalley,
Hamilton, New Zealand, 20th November 2016).
RMCS is characterised by music production in the box. This renders obsolete
past issues of syncing tape machines and time code-based studio gear while engaging
in professional online collaboration, a technical challenge noted by Lefford in regard
to her work with the Rocket Network (2000). Furthermore, the RMCS landscape
symbolises various economic advantages in comparison to alternative face-to-face
solutions. For example, musicians can limit expenditure on rehearsal space hire and
transport costs. The time required for setting up and packing music equipment in a
rehearsal space can now be saved as well. Testimonials from users of the JamKazam
software, which allows real-time jamming, refer to the following benefits of online
collaboration (Kind Words from the JamKazam Community 2015):
• Instruments difficult to transfer, such as pianos, can now be used from home;
• Convenience of jamming from home with no need to leave family;
• Flexibility with choosing the time to collaborate;
• Meeting new people online;
• Reconnecting with old friends to play music together.
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All of the above statements strongly resonate with my RMCS work and the benefits
listed above were also part of my workflow.
The last few years have seen a renewed interest within the music industry in
collaborative, networked music making. This is evidenced by a growing number of
feature articles and reviews (Weiss 2013; Carson 2014; Pejrolo 2014; Hiebner 2015).
The 2014 Advanced Audio and Application Exchange Conference in Boston featured
a keynote entitled ‘The Cloud’s Transformative Powers on Advanced Audio’. This
event consisted of the Audio Developers Conference, P2 Conference (Production and
Performance) and Business Strategies Summit, and featured a selection of panels and
speakers discussing cloud production and collaboration. Speaking at the event, David
Mash, a Senior Vice President for Innovation, Strategy, and Technology at Berklee
College of Music, claimed that “within the next five years, we’re going to see all the
major DAWs incorporate some kind of collaborative experience” (Carson 2014: 8).
Mash’s prediction is already evident in the way established software manufacturers
have started entering this field. In December 2012 Steinberg introduced the VST
Connect remote recording system. Two years later Propellerhead Software launched
the Discover network, which eventually was transformed into Allihoopa—a
collaborative, social networking platform for music makers. While initially designed
to enable collaborative music production with the use of various Propellerhead desktop
and mobile applications, in 2017 Allihoopa partnered with Soundtrap, an online DAW
for desktop and mobile devices as well as with Korg, in order to enable collaborative
features in their Gadget DAW. In January 2015 Avid announced “new innovations to
support artist collaboration and content distribution with Avid Cloud Collaboration and
new services in the Avid Marketplace” (GlobeNewswire 2015). The cloud
collaboration features, in many cases resembling collaborative aspects of Ohm Studio,
were introduced by Avid in their Pro Tools DAW in 2016 (Thornton 2016). These
technologies offer a variety of collaborative solutions, and in the case of Avid and
Propellerhead we also see attempts at creating an online community of users.

Online Communication and Collaboration
With the lack of academic scholarship on contemporary RMCS-based groups, I draw
on the research of various scholars who have discussed online communication and
collaboration in non-musical contexts. Examples of such research include the work of
Hansen (2009), Hartley (2010), Jaques and Salmon (2010), Einon (2010), Kear (2010),
Olson and Olson (2010), Ackerman (2010), Ramage (2010) and Donelan (2010). The
research on online communication and collaboration that I refer to has been often
conducted in the contexts of commercial businesses. In relation to creative groups,
Leonard and Swap assert that “interactive communication is the lifeblood of creativity”
(2005: 171), which, as my research shows, is also applicable to creating music in
RMCS. Moreover, Kibby (2000: 91) arrives at a similar conclusion while discussing
virtual music communities and suggests that they “exist through dialogue; through an
exchange of past social history and current social interaction”.
Further scholarly sources influencing my work range from investigations of
business-oriented models (Gellert and Nowak 2004), research on communities of
practice and organisational learning (Wenger 2000; Wenger, McDermott and Snyder
2002; Borzillo 2007; Wenger-Trayner 2015), new direction for collaborative work
groups (Patrikakis, Argyriou and Papantoniou 2012) and the creative power of
collaboration (Sawyer 2007). Other relevant work includes Ubell (2011), Hernández
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and Torres-Coronas (2004) and Neece (2004) who have published studies investigating
virtual teamwork. Their explorations focus on such aspects as the place of virtual teams
in organizations and corporations, leadership and project management. In addition,
Hernández and Torres-Coronas (2004) and Ubell (2011) discuss creativity and
conclude that it helps virtual teams to be more effective.
Hansen (2009) analyses traps standing in the way of effective collaboration and
lists the following issues: collaborating in hostile territory, overcollaborating,
overshooting the potential value, underestimating the costs, misdiagnosing the problem
and implementing the wrong solutions. As a way to overcoming these traps, he
proposes three stages of what he calls “disciplined collaboration”. These are evaluation
of opportunities for collaboration, spotting barriers to collaboration and tailoring
solutions to tear down barriers. The benefit of Hansen’s research is that his findings
can be applied to both business as well as non-business contexts.
In the context of collaborative music creation, a unique practice-based study of
communication and remote music collaboration with the use of the Rocket Network
was conducted in 2000 by Lefford. Besides discussing the impact of the software on
the recording sessions she conducted, Lefford observed that “the social interaction in
an on-line recording session is less intense than in a standard studio environment.
Geographic obstacles, however, do not necessarily need to diminish artistic and social
cohesion between networked pairs of collaborators” (2000: 98). Lefford’s assertion
regarding the lesser intensity of social interactions is aligned with Byrne’s (2012)
perception of his virtual collaboration with Eno.
My broader understanding of various possible team roles is aided by the
classification provided by Belbin, who also analysed how individuals contribute to
group work (Belbin 2010a; Hartley 2010). Belbin lists the following roles: coordinator, team leader, innovator, monitor-evaluator, team worker, completer,
implementer and resource investigator. Scrutinising Belbin’s findings, Hartley points
out that one of the key concerns regarding the study is that it was done on limited
samples and in a limited context. In addition, as Belbin’s research was conducted
within formal groups, each of the roles defined by him would have been often assigned
to just one individual, whereas in the context of RMCS there is a higher necessity to
multitask, and accordingly an individual typically performs multiple roles. Hartley
signals the necessity of conducting more research testing Belbin’s findings; however,
he also determines that Belbin’s summaries of group behaviour are valid. While
considering alternatives to Belbin’s work, Hartley concludes that “group effectiveness
is based upon successful co-ordination of specific member roles” (2010: 10). This
statement corresponds closely with my own work in RMCS where the aspect of coordinating the input of various group members was a task often performed by the
executive producer of a given collaborative project.
Jaques and Salmon’s (2010) study of group behaviour provides an outline of
what they refer to as “social and task dimensions”, with the former relating to group
maintenance roles and the latter covering group task roles. These dimensions work as
unifying factors across different types of groups and in my experience also play roles
in RMCS communities of practice. For example, building relationships, which falls
under the umbrella of group maintenance roles, is an integral part of conducting
projects in RMCS and seeing them to completion. Producers working in RMCS
frequently perform task functions, such as initiating, coordinating, information seeking
and giving, defining progress and testing. Other aspects of Jaques and Salmon’s
research include discussion on the effects of group size, leadership styles within
groups, stages of group development and online learning.
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Digital group interactions are often affected by cultural (Markham 2009) and
social (McKenney and Zack 2000) contexts within which group members operate and
which influence how participants act within online networks. The perception of the
distinction between digital and physical togetherness is also changing and “our
experience of space is becoming a dynamic mixture of physical and virtual
relationships, of synchronous and asynchronous connections, where our togetherness
is fleeting at the same time as it is becoming ‘always on’” (Smith, Wenger and White
2009: 175).
As I discuss in Chapter Five, the ability to learn from other users can be one of
the benefits of using RMCS. Studies on organisational learning within communities of
practice emphasise that participation in broader learning systems as well as focus on
designing social learning systems is essential to the success of organisations (Wenger
2000). While RMCS companies do not emphasise the learning potential of their
platforms as much as the music production or collaborative features, it can be argued
that promoting this aspect of their software can attract new members wanting to learn
from the community. Defining the meaning of communities of practice, WengerTrayner describes them as “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for
something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (2015). This
definition can be applied to RMCS communities. I describe my findings related to
community-based knowledge and learning from the community in Chapter Five.

Summary
My practice is informed by literature ranging from the art of record production to group
creativity to online communication and collaboration. In his research on creative
groups, Sawyer suggests that in order to explain group creativity, methods and concepts
from psychology, sociology, communication and organisational behaviour need to be
incorporated (2003). I propose that in order to arrive at a comprehensive explanation
of the impact of RMCS on music production, methods and concepts from
organisational behaviour, communication, group creativity and the art of record
production need to be considered.
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Chapter 3: Remote Music Collaboration
Software
Introduction
This chapter starts with an outline of historical developments in the field of online
collaboration. Further on, I discuss several aspects of the researched RMCS, describing
communication tools, the graphical user interface (GUI) and various other features
relevant to navigation and use of the software. In addition, I provide a description of
collaborative methodologies utilised by each of the platforms and discuss whether
stylistic biases can be attributed to specific platforms. While this chapter discusses each
of the RMCS platforms individually, a further analysis covering all three platforms and
their collaborative features is provided in subsequent chapters of the dissertation. In
order to gather data on which styles of music are predominantly represented on RMCS
platforms, I sampled content of the online radio stations built into Audiotool and Ohm
Studio. These online stations are moderated and play songs created only within the
platform hosting the station. I sampled the content of each station three times over the
course of one hour on different days and at different times of the day. This allowed me
to measure the stylistic variety of music played through the stations and identify a wide
range of styles within their playlists.
I extensively used the search engines available on each of the platforms in order
to find compositions with various tags and genre indicators. The search results had no
quantitative values on Audiotool and Blend as they did not reference the number of
matching results found. The user-applied tagging system available on Audiotool and
Blend as well as pre-defined tags available on Ohm Studio, while helpful in conducting
searches, are not without their flaws. A key issue with tag labels is the fact that these
tags often do not align with the key elements of a genre. As discussed in Chapter One,
I reference various genres in relation to several popular online music stores.
At a few points in this chapter, I refer to various software, both collaborative
and non-collaborative, in order to provide a wider perspective and reference similarities
and differences between music production platforms. When discussing Audiotool, I
refer to existing music hardware in order to make broader points about the GUI of
Audiotool’s instruments, of which a few bear a strong resemblance to hardware devices.
In relation to Blend, referencing other software is essential for a different reason, as
Blend is not a DAW but a content management system which requires a standalone
DAW to facilitate collaborative music creation.
A summary of the key features as well as differences between the platforms is
offered in the form of a chart comparing various aspects of Audiotool, Blend and Ohm
Studio (see Figure 3.01). While several features outlined in the chart are discussed in
more detail in this chapter, I refer to various other features throughout this dissertation.
The software version used during the development of the rubric was provided only in
the case of Ohm Studio, as it is the only system providing such information publicly.
In the other two cases the date of last access is used as a point of reference. This type
of referencing anchors my research in time, which is particularly important given the
changing design of the researched platforms.
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The development of RMCS by relatively small or start-up companies and the recent
interest in these solutions by established companies such as Avid, Propellerhead and
Steinberg indicates the growing impact of these technologies on the field of music
production. However, as I demonstrate in the next chapter, the field of networked music
collaboration has been in existence for several decades now. For that reason, I see the
current RMCS technologies as a very significant evolution of the ground-breaking
collaborative paradigm, rather than the violent shift to which scholars such as
Duckworth (2005) and Kuhn (1962) refer. The concept of RMCS itself, while not new,
finally offers a unique approach to finding and working with creative collaborators,
due to recent technological developments. Therefore, this approach can afford new
ways of collective music creation with contemporary production tools. In relation to
music created online, the notion of a significant change is emphasised by the creators
of an older and now defunct, cloud-based DAW, Geisha Music:
It occurred to us, that while it seemed challenging in a technical sense, the
Internet suddenly enabled completely new possibilities in terms of making music.
Something that would not only make it easier to collaborate, but also offered
completely new angles for approaching music creation. It was no longer
necessary to think of just “songs”, “bands” or “radio” but instead blur these dusty
concepts one way or another and possibly create new ones – so we’re talking of
something similar to when sheet music became records (Audio Silver Lining
Blog 2011).
This demonstrates a variety of important aspects of RMCS. It signals an innovative
way of creating music and the opportunity to approach this process from a new angle.
Moreover, it suggests the blurring of existing concepts associated with how we label
and categorise music.
All cloud-based platforms explored through my project work offer either fully
featured or limited free access to users. Audiotool and Blend offer only free services,
whereas Ohm Studio offers an upgrade path from free to more fully featured paid
versions. Audiotool’s CTO went as far as proclaiming that the platform is planned to
remain free indefinitely (Michelle 2013). This is a very attractive proposition to
bedroom producers and allows for testing of a given platform without any financial
investment. This, I believe, is one of the factors responsible for the large numbers of
users of cloud-based platforms. As described by Hajimichael (2011), who has been
actively collaborating online on various projects, writing music online has been
happening for a number of years now. However, it is only recently that advances in
computing, Internet and audio production technologies make music collaboration much
more accessible to a large number of people in different locations around the world.

Historical Overview of the Field of Networked Music
Collaboration
The history of music creation on the web helps to place my work in a broader historical
context. Duckworth (2005) highlights that early online collaborators were utilising very
large and slow computers over the first networks that preceded what is now known as
the Internet. Researchers such as Duckworth and Barbosa (2006) trace the origin of
web-based musical collaboration to a group of musicians called The League of
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Automatic Music Composers, operating in the San Francisco Bay Area between 1978
and 1983. Members of this group came from a variety of experimental backgrounds
and in their performances they played interactively by allowing musical algorithms
written for one computer to influence the output of other computers, connected together
via network during live performances. After The League of Automatic Music
Composers ceased their collaboration, some of the Bay Area composers involved in
the League continued similar work and in 1986 they formed The Hub, which operated
until 1997. This group was responsible for conducting the first performance where two
venues in New York were networked and could exchange data by using modems and
a phone line. Even though the data bandwidth was very limited by today’s standards,
that first performance was considered a success and launched a decade-long career for
The Hub, which led to the group touring around the world. Despite constant
developments in software and network technology, The Hub struggled with some
substantial technical issues, and after a particularly problematic performance in
Arizona in 1997 the band admitted that “the technology had finally begun to defeat the
music” (Duckworth 2005: 65), which led to their disbandment shortly after the
performance.
By the 1990s there had been rapid advancements in Internet technology,
initially limited primarily to functionality embracing email and various associated
Usenet email discussion groups. The Usenet gave birth to the idea of jamming together
on the web, and in 1990 Berkeley student Craig Latta developed a system allowing the
exchange of MIDI data among multiple users (Duckworth 2005). This system adopted
the already existing name ‘Net Jam’, which was established a few months earlier for a
Usenet list dedicated to discussions on various issues related to the exchange of music
files over the Internet. In 1991 Net Jam users began experimenting with real-time
collaboration and started exchanging MIDI files via dedicated servers allowing data
synchronisation and virtual jam sessions over the network. Net Jam sessions were
conducted over slow networks and the real-time or near real-time aspect of music
making was heavily compromised. This situation changed with the arrival of the
Rocket Network in 1994.
Holloway (2000) and Barbosa (2006) outline how the Rocket Network allowed
for the creation of long compositions in a much more user-friendly way than its
predecessors. It relied on an interface that users of early DAWs such as Cubase or
Logic could relate to, which involved a GUI, which shares similarities with interfaces
implemented nowadays. The Rocket Network started its life as the ResRocket website,
and the proprietary software resulted from the collaboration of two British musicians
(Tim Bram of Dreadzone and Willy Henshall of Londonbeat) with two software
developers (Canton Becker and Matt Moller) (Holloway 2000; Duckworth 2005). The
project became a successful venture and by 1998 had 15,000 users. This happened at a
time when personal computers were already running operating systems that are still
familiar today, such as Windows and Mac OSX. Microsoft Corporation was in fact one
of the early financial backers of the platform. The Rocket Network Corporation was
also successful in securing partnerships with such audio companies as Steinberg,
Emagic and Digidesign, which in turn led to a close integration with their flagship
DAWs—Cubase, Logic and ProTools (Duckworth 2005). The software associated with
the Rocket Network was called Rocket Power and allowed work with any operating
system as well as a multitude of sound file types, including MIDI, MP3, WAV and
AIFF. The service on offer allowed users to choose different types of membership and
in turn charged them accordingly for various types of accounts, ranging from free to
the Pro-User account with a one-time fee of $29.95 USD. Other costs that users could
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incur involved setting up a private virtual studio for $99 USD that allowed users to
save their projects in the virtual studio’s archives (Holloway 2000). This is an example
of an early cloud-based project backup system, an approach that is also in use in
contemporary RMCS designs. The meaning of the possibility of an ongoing, remote
backup of project data should not be underestimated, as it is an indicator of a significant
advantage that past as well as present RMCS systems have over non-collaborative and
non-cloud-based solutions. The backup provides a safety net for preserving the
precious intellectual property content created by musicians during their collaborative
sessions.
Despite its popularity with users and the backing of information technology and
music software heavyweights, the Rocket Network struggled financially and its
operations were closed in 2003. The closure took place after its acquisition by Avid
Technology, which was Digidesign’s parent company. At the time of acquiring the
Rocket Network, Avid and Digidesign speculated about incorporating its technology
into their own Pro Tools systems (Duckworth 2005), yet this promise was not fulfilled
at the time and the 2003 acquisition of the Rocket Network assets by Avid marked the
end of this platform. The Rocket Network was an early forerunner of the type of
collaborative software that is the focus of my research project—utilising functions of
DAWs, working under modern computer operating systems and incorporating userfriendly graphical interfaces. The Rocket Network attracted a very large group of active
users, which increased the opportunities to network online and find musical
collaborators around the world (Holloway 2000).
Thomas ‘Dolby’ Robertson started a smaller project around the same time as
the Rocket Network. In 1993 Dolby, who had a successful international career in the
popular music scene in the 1980s, had started a project called Headspace, which
eventually was renamed ‘Beatnik’ in 1996. Dolby’s intention was to “bridge the gap
between composers and technicians and to facilitate a little more cooperation between
the artists and the people with the technology” (Duckworth 2005: 74). At its core,
Beatnik incorporated a General MIDI software synthesiser and also a Beatnik Editor
facilitating the creation of custom samples. It was designed and maximised specifically
for the web and became incorporated by online leaders such as Microsoft, Netscape,
Sun Microsystems and Yahoo (Newitz 1999). In early 2000 Thomas Dolby made a
prediction that websites would one day have soundtracks as elaborate as those of
movies and said he hoped to profit from this shift. Around the same time Beatnik Inc.
became available for public offering and Dolby filed to raise as much as $63.25 million
in an initial stock sale (Los Angeles Times 2000). From that moment the focus of the
company shifted and the online interface available to individual users stopped being
developed further and eventually ceased being compatible with modern web browsers
(Cooper 2012).
Another important development in regard to creating music on the web
happened in the form of a platform called MusicWorld, established by computer
science organisation Virtual Worlds Group at Microsoft Research. This development
took place between 1997 and 2001, and although it never left the confines of the
Windows platform it progressed far in facilitating networked music creation and
bridging real and virtual space (Young 2001; Duckworth 2005). According to
Duckworth (2005), early web ventures called The Internet Underground Music
Archives and WebDrum also need acknowledging.
The Internet Underground Music Archives (IUMA) existed between 1993 and
2001, and some of its concepts appear to precede features that could later be seen in
social networking websites targeting musicians such as MySpace, Facebook band
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pages and Bandcamp. IUMA was a website for unsigned musicians that allowed them
to promote and distribute their music, sell merchandise and post relevant information
about upcoming tours and releases. In 1999 it hosted over 3500 solo artists and bands.
The site was acquired by Emusic.com and suspended its operations in 2001 due to lack
of funding.
WebDrum is an online drum machine that was developed in 1997 for the nowdefunct Netscape Navigator web browser. At the time of writing, the instrument is still
operational under web browsers supporting Java script. Although the instrument lacks
some more advanced features like audio export and its graphical user interface appears
dated by today’s standards, it can be seen as a precursor of the contemporary cloudbased instruments such as JAM With Chrome. Another important aspect of WebDrum
is that it was designed with remote collaboration in mind and implements means of
communication such as chat rooms. Users are also able to see a map of the world, which
pinpoints where various collaborators are located. These features demonstrate a
forward-thinking approach and are still relevant in the context of contemporary RMCS
as they enable improved communication among collaborating parties.

Audiotool
Interactive forms of networked music creation and collaboration have gone through
numerous changes and their evolution has been influenced by developments
surrounding the Internet and web music. The majority of those projects did not survive
the test of time, which is a testimony to how the evolution of computing and Internet
technologies can render various digital tools obsolete.
Audiotool is a contemporary example of an entirely cloud-based platform and
the progress made in relation to how music can be made with nothing else but a web
browser. The web browser access minimises the dependence on a specific operating
system but in turn increases dependence of browser compatibility. Developed in
Germany by Dimensional and launched in March 2010, Audiotool is an asynchronous
web browser-based modular system that shares some GUI similarities with the Reason
DAW created by Propellerhead Software. Similar to Reason, Audiotool is supplied
with a range of audio effects, synthesisers and processing devices, which can be
patched with the use of virtual cables. Another similarity with earlier versions of
Reason is the lack of ability to use third-party plug-ins, meaning an identical set of
tools is available to all users.
Three elements are at play to position this platform as a sophisticated tool for
online music production. First, the list of provided effects and processors is
comprehensive. Second, the synthesisers and drum machines have their own sonic
character and often offer advanced sound design options. Third, one of the key features
is a flexible devices routing, which is accomplished with the use of virtual cables
imitating connections between hardware modules in a hardware studio. These can be
plugged into the available inputs or outputs on each of the devices.
The first page available upon login to a user account is the feed page, similar to
other social networking platforms, where the activity of the users who one is following
is displayed and updated in real time. This information includes newly published
tracks, comments made by other users and their favourite Audiotool music. In addition
to the feed, the software features personal profile pages (see Figure 3.02). These
include a list of all projects by a given user, lists of followers and followed users,
favourite tracks, compilations of songs selected from songs published on the platform,
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invitations to other users’ projects and a personal profile wall. The wall allows other
users to post general comments, not related to a specific track. In addition, personal
profile walls allow for the inclusion of biographical information as well as links to
other online platforms such as Facebook, SoundCloud, Twitter and Bandcamp.
Importantly, the user wall allows seeing the connections of the user within the
community. The lists of followers and followed users offer a representation of potential
collaborators and the number of followers also indicates the level of popularity within
the community.
Figure 3.02. My profile page on Audiotool

Audiotool users frequently invite each other to collaborate on specific projects. Even
though the software currently does not permit access to the same project by more than
one user at one time, Audiotool’s community had engaged in 200,000 projects by
December 2014 (Michelle, email communication, 2nd December 2014). In addition to
composing and producing music collaboratively, the platform provides producers with
the choice to allow their creations to be remixed, with other users able to open a project
in its original form. The self-contained design of the platform means that each user has
access to the exact same devices within the program. While at the time of writing the
above collaborative actions are performed asynchronously, real time, synchronous
collaboration is planned for future implementation (Michelle 2013).
The platform features an online radio station via which the most popular
projects with the highest rankings related to community ‘likes’ are streamed. This
stream is a representation of various styles of electronic music created with the
software. Occasionally, users are invited to participate in platform-endorsed
competitions, which can be associated with a very high level of user engagement
(Audiotool Blog 2014). In addition, selected users are invited to release their music on
compilation and original artist album releases via the A-Records label, set up as an
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outlet to release music in both vinyl and digital formats (Sandburgen 2012; A-Records
2013). Prior to A-Records, Audiotool users had been participating in remix contests
and released music via other labels such as Beat Canteen (Gold 2010).
Interviews with Audiotool users with whom I collaborated during my research
indicate that occasionally they release music created on Audiotool without the support
of the A-Records label (see Appendix A: RMCS User Interviews 5 and 6). I have
noticed the same in relation to users who declined to be interviewed by following
SoundCloud and Bandcamp links featured on their personal profiles. These links
sometimes feature compositions initiated on Audiotool. All users, however, are facing
a technical obstacle, as in the current Flash-based version of the software project
mixdowns can be exported only in lossy formats (see again Figure 3.01). Currently
users wanting to obtain a lossless version of their projects need to capture the output of
the platform at the operating system level. This can be done by playing back the project
in Audiotool and recording the output live into a standalone DAW, for example
Ableton Live. In this process the audio signal between Audiotool and another DAW
can be routed internally using the Soundflower software available for Mac OSX, or
externally using an audio interface and utilising its physical inputs and outputs.
Michelle provides the following explanation of the above limitation:
Audiotool exports OGG (Vorbis) with 128kb. The only reason we are
compressing is to reduce the upload time of the mixdown while publishing. If
you would grab the audio output at the OS level you should get 32bit and
44.1Khz. At least that is what we provide to the Flashplayer (Email
communication, 9th May 2014).
Commercially successful dance music producers such as David Guetta and Richie
Hawtin (Plastikman) have supported Audiotool’s development in the past (Audio
Silver Lining Blog 2010; Burn Studios website 2011). This support led to David Guetta
creating an Audiotool-specific remix competition allowing up-and-coming producers
to get their music heard by music industry professionals. A range of user opinions on
various Audiotool features can be heard in the Audiotool - Online Music Workstation
video promoting the platform (2012). Audiotool can be used within any web browser
supporting Adobe Flash, and being a portable platform it eliminates the need for
additional software. However, porting of Audiotool to HTML 5 from Adobe Flash is
currently underway and when completed will enable the use of the software on mobile
devices such as the iPad and will lead to the reduction of latency (Michelle 2013).
Audiotool uses a GUI, which is based on a skeuomorphic 9 design (see Figure
3.03). In their description of skeuomorphic music production software GUI, Bell, Hein
and Ratcliffe (2015) highlight that such designs are primarily decorative but can also
play educational functions. In Audiotool, sound generating and processing modules
resemble generic hardware or imitate specific hardware devices. When using
Audiotool, one is presented with a striking physicality of the modules and cables, as
reflected in their design. Devices come in a predefined size and cannot be resized.
However, a magnifying glass allows zooming in and out of the project, which enables
a closer examination of the used modules. As is the case with hardware, available
devices typically lack multiple screens, digital displays or menus, and only the visible
devices can be manipulated in Audiotool (Jacoby 2014). Consequently, the vast
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Skeuomorphism in this context means software design modelled on hardware devices.
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majority of the devices incorporate a “What You See Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG)
user interface.
Figure 3.03. Audiotool project window within the Google Chrome web browser

Several Audiotool devices are a representation of the first generation of digital and
analogue hardware devices introduced into the market in the 1970s and 1980s. One of
the most explicit demonstrations of skeuomorphism can be seen in the recreations of
classic electronic music hardware manufactured by Roland in the 1980s. Audiotool’s
Beatbox 8 drum machine recreates the Roland TR-808, Beatbox 9 recreates the Roland
TR-909, and the Bassline synthesizer is a recreation of the Roland TB-303 bass
synthesizer. All of these software devices bear a visual resemblance to the original
hardware units. This suggests a nostalgic stance and a nod to classic music production
hardware. The names of these Roland instruments are frequently listed in the context
of EDM productions (McGuire 2014; Matla 2015 et al.). There are also some small
differences between Roland hardware and Audiotool software, often dictated by the
fact that Audiotool’s units are not used as standalone devices but instead function
within a pre-defined ecosystem of the online DAW. An example of such design
difference in the Beatbox 9 is the pattern length display (see Figure 3.04), which in the
Roland TR-909 was labelled MEAS/TEMPO and displayed track measures and tempo
(see Figure 3.05). In Audiotool, features such as tempo or time signature can be
controlled globally from the timeline window where navigation, sequencing and
editing of patterns and automation can take place.
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Figure 3.04. Audiotool Beatbox 9 drum machine

Figure 3.05. Roland TR-909 Rhythm Composer

Describing the motivation behind the decision to reference various well-known
hardware devices in the software, as well as the design of the DAW imitating music
production with hardware, Michelle says:
The decision was very personal. I wanted to use these devices when I could not
afford them in early 90ies. I promised myself if I ever get rich, I will create
studios for people like me. Luckily the Internet came around and I could just
learn programming to make it happen. I started with the 909 and people were
running massively into my website. One thing came to another and we started
Audiotool. It was clear for me that we should start with devices that are easy to
use and have a certain purpose. Abstraction might be nice for computer
enthusiast and professional music-producers, but most people are more
comfortable with haptic surfaces. We see a lot of users claiming that they only
started making music with Audiotool simply because it looks nice (Email
communication, 5th April 2014).
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The inclusion of emulations of the popular physical machines in a free, cloud-based
platform overcomes restrictions around affordability and availability, since the
hardware is no longer in production in its original form. It is now possible to have as
many of these classic devices as one desires in a project (Richie Hawtin Burn Studios
Presentation @ Sónar 2011). In addition to the above-mentioned drum machines, the
software is equipped with a variety of effect and signal processing devices. The vast
majority of these units are presented in the form of the Stomp Box Collection, and their
GUI imitates guitar effect pedals. Dimensions and layout of the effects closely
resemble hardware units manufactured by the Boss corporation (Boss Global 2014).
Audiotool’s official website refers to the units as being laid out “like known stomp
boxes” (2014), however no direct reference is made to a specific hardware design,
presumably to avoid legal complications. Another group of available devices are
mixers. There are four types of mixers in the platform, and in having no hidden menus
all are examples of a WYSIWYG interface. The first two are Centroid and Kobolt, both
with sixteen stereo channels, which resemble basic, generic hardware mixers used in
live performances. Centroid includes a three-band equaliser and two stereo auxiliary
inputs, whereas the Kobolt is a simple summing mixer with volume and panning pots
only. Another type of mixer device is the DJ mixer named Crossfader. Similar to other
units, it has the look of hardware and in theory it could be used for live DJing. However,
the currently very limited and Java-dependent MIDI protocol implementation within
Audiotool would likely make live DJing a challenging proposition. The last mixer
device comes in the form of the Minimixer, which incorporates four stereo channels
and one stereo auxiliary input.
The styles of music predominantly represented on Audiotool encompass a large
selection of electronic music genres. Since various devices included in Audiotool bear
visual and sonic resemblance to hardware used in EDM productions, the platform is
particularly suited to electronic music producers. The range of electronic music styles
is well represented by tags applied by music creators to their own compositions. Some
of the frequently encountered genre tags are Techno, Chillout, House, Dubstep, Drum
and Bass, Electro and Trap. A less common feature, but nevertheless present in the
platform, are bootleg remixes of popular songs. While I encountered some
inconsistencies and mislabelling when examining user-applied genre tags on
Audiotool, I found that the majority of tags had been applied to songs displaying the
key characteristics of the named genres.

Blend
Blend is an asynchronous system allowing the use of several existing DAWs and a
mixture of file management, data sharing and data storage technologies. Blend was
developed by US-based company Betaworks and launched in April 2013. In late 2015
the platform was acquired by ROLI, a British company creating electronic musicmaking hardware. During the initial part of my research project, Blend was in the open
beta phase and invite-only, meaning that users needed to either apply for an invitation
via the platform’s website or find the invitation code via one of Blend’s partner
organisations. However, in late 2014 the invitation requirement was removed and the
platform became freely available to anyone. Two other existing products sharing some
similarities with Blend are Gobbler and Splice. All of these platforms allow users to
track changes in their project files. In order to draw comparisons with Blend, I used
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Splice in a preliminary phase of my research. Splice, unlike Gobbler, is similar to Blend
in its approach to social networking among online communities of practice involving
music producers. One of the key findings influencing my decision to use Blend rather
than Splice was that the level of user engagement on Splice was very low. Such
engagement on Blend was stable and substantial enough to be of use in my research.
In contrast to Audiotool and Ohm Studio, Blend is not developing its own DAW
but creating a technology allowing the implementation of online collaboration with the
use of existing non-collaborative DAWs. As such, it allows the examination of a
different approach to online collaboration. It can also potentially lead to a very efficient
workflow as it enables the use of a growing list of various established DAWs. The list
of currently supported DAWs includes Ableton Live, Apple Logic Pro, Apple
GarageBand, Avid Pro Tools, Bitwig Studio, Image-Line FL Studio, Native
Instruments Maschine, Propellerhead Reason, Steinberg Cubase and Steinberg
Nuendo. In addition, users have the ability to upload so-called ‘Stems Projects’, where
multi-track audio files are published on Blend and can be imported into any DAW. As
described by Alex Kolundzija, the founder of the platform, the motivating factor in
creating the software was to allow “people to continue to use the tools they’re
comfortable with, and arrive at a collaborative workflow that allows them to work
together more effectively” (Weiss 2013).
In order to sync projects created in supported DAWs, a Dropbox account must
be synchronised with Blend. Dropbox is an online file hosting service operated
by Dropbox Inc, which is a company independent from Betaworks. When Dropbox and
Blend are synchronised, users are able to place their projects in a dedicated Blend folder
within their Dropbox account. This type of file management can be facilitated by a
Dropbox software application available for Windows and Apple OSX. The application
creates a local folder on the user’s computer and any content placed in this folder is
automatically synchronised with Dropbox’s online storage and available on Blend for
publishing (see Figure 3.06). Users can publish projects on Blend and enable anyone
else in the Blend community to “pull” them. “Pulling” is a term used on Blend to
describe the process of downloading a project of another user into a Blend folder stored
on Dropbox and synced with the Blend account. Pulling allows downloading of entire
self-contained sessions created in one of the supporting DAWs. In February 2017,
Blend introduced their desktop application synchronising the files as well as unlimited
free storage for projects, which frees users from the constraints of Dropbox’s storage
limitations. However, this feature was implemented after I finished the project work
described in this dissertation.
Figure 3.06. Integration of Dropbox and Blend
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Upon login to Blend, one sees the news feed which displays newly published projects
and actions of connected users such as their comments, who they started to follow and
which projects they pulled. Personal user profiles feature all published projects with
music playback and all activity associated with a project, such as comments and
“Blends” by other users (see Figure 3.07). The term “Blends” refers to new versions of
published compositions, modified by other users. In addition, user profiles feature short
biographies as well as links to other online platforms. These links often lead to
Facebook, SoundCloud, Twitter and official artist websites. Blend profile pages also
list followers, collaborators, likes, project-related comments and feed posts created by
the user. Unlike on Audiotool and Ohm Studio, Blend profiles do not include user walls
for posting comments not related to a specific composition. However, they do offer a
good representation of users’ collaborative activities expressed in the list of projects in
which they participated. The list of followers and followed users allows for a glimpse
into the popularity of a given creator within the community. In addition, the list of
followed users serves as a representation of potential collaborators.
Figure 3.07. My profile page on Blend

Blend has undergone rapid development during the course of my research and new
features have been added to the platform on a regular basis. Some of the key features
introduced include private messaging of other users, private projects, stems projects,
adding cover art to projects, monetising projects through offering them for sale through
a feature called Blend Market, and feed posts categorised as tips, questions and
requests.
An important method of increasing community engagement used by Blend
developers is announcing regular remix contests and production challenges. The former
typically involves remixes for high profile artists, for example Moby or Erasure, while
the latter involves calls to create tracks with the use of specific plug-ins or sound packs.
The prizes offered to winners include official label releases and copies of music
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production software as well as hardware. The monetisation of projects is part of
Blend’s long-term strategy of helping users to make profit while engaging in music
production (Weiss 2013). One of the prominent features is the Cred Board which has
evolved from simply tracking the amount of followers of each user (see Figure 3.08)
to more elaborate statistical data providing information on which user projects attracted
the highest amount of plays, likes and pulls, and which users gained the most followers.
In the current version of the software, this data is generated on a weekly basis with the
additional ability to see a monthly summary (see Figure 3.09). As explained by
Kolundzija, the long-term strategy is for the Cred Board to become an accurate metric
of users’ credibility as music producers, which could enable creators to charge money
for their services:
If I’m a singer/songwriter looking for a producer or bass player, and John Doe
on Blend has a very good Cred score, I know I’ll get an excellent performance
out of John. Plus, if he has a million followers on Blend, they’ll hear it. So to get
John, I have to pay for that privilege. I can bid on his time, and he can decide if
he wants the gig (Weiss 2013).
Figure 3.08. Early version of Blend Cred Board page – January 2014
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Figure 3.09. Updated version of Blend Cred Board page – June 2015

My approach to the Cred Board, however, did not lead to using it as a crowdsourcing
tool. I perceived the Cred Board primarily as a statistical tool allowing me to see the
engagement and popularity of a given user. Since this tool promotes popular users, it
was not of much interest to me, as user popularity was not the criterion I was searching
for. My method was to focus on finding users through searching for tags associated
with genres of music that I was interested in and later browsing through user profiles
and contacting users whose music I liked.
The styles of music that are predominantly represented on Blend encompass a
large selection of electronic music styles. Unlike Audiotool, Blend’s genre bias is not
driven by the set of included production tools, as the platform works with a large
selection of standalone DAWs. One of Blend’s functions accessible via the menu bar
is titled ‘Explore’ and allows users to browse through featured projects or search
projects through a variety of categories such as ‘Software Used’, ‘Popular Tags’,
‘BPM’ or ‘Top Plugins Used’. The range of electronic music styles is well represented
in the list of popular tags provided on the ‘Explore’ page. Examples of genre tags
popular on the platform include House, Electronic, Bass, EDM, Ambient and Hip-Hop.

Ohm Studio
Ohm Studio is a DAW developed by French company Ohm Force. It was released as
open beta in May 2012 and as a public Ohm 1.0 release in October 2013. Unlike selfcontained web browser-based platforms such as Audiotool, Soundation and
Audiosauna, Ohm Studio allows producers to incorporate third-party plug-ins
alongside a range of features typical of professional DAWs. Several features of Ohm
Studio (such as storage space for personal audio data files, various types of available
member accounts and different kinds of private projects where users with various levels
of administrative access can collaborate) resemble the potential that the Rocket
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Network had. Ohm Studio also incorporates a chat application, another feature that
used to be available in the Rocket Network (Lefford 2000). Ohm Studio puts
collaboration at its centre and is currently the only DAW allowing real-time,
synchronous manipulation of its various parameters by multiple collaborators.
Inclusion of an internal chat room allows for discussion of implemented track changes,
newly recorded tracks and musical ideas. The Ohm Studio In Action : Friday Collab
(One Key #1) video demonstrates collaborative performance and recording
possibilities available to music creators (2012).
As indicated in Figure 3.01, Ohm Studio is hybrid software that enables
synchronous and asynchronous modes of work. Describing the design priorities of the
company, Ohm Force co-owner and communications and marketing manager Cid
Andrade distanced the software from the concept of real-time jamming (Nelis 2010).
In Chapter Two I made a distinction between Internet-based music production and live
performances over a computer network. Even though the synchronous work possible
in Ohm Studio is not facilitating real-time jamming, it does allow synchronisation of
various editing and recording actions with close to no latency. When discussing such
operations as MIDI-related actions, moving of the patterns and adding effects, Andrade
described them as being performed in real time (Nelis 2010). The ‘Frequently Asked
Questions’ page of Ohm Studio states that real-time collaboration is meant as “audio
recording or MIDI notes being uploaded immediately onto the server and being
available to other members for playback as soon as they are created” (Ohm Studio
F.A.Q 2014). I did not use tools to measure latency with which the above-mentioned
operations might be performed on the computers of various users, as obtaining a
detailed latency figure is beyond the scope of my project. The main purpose of Ohm
Studio is to be a music production environment (Nelis 2010), and I did not find latency
to be an obstacle while collaborating with others. I do not know the precise time when
my creative partners hit record and start capturing their lines or importing pre-recorded
content. However, after receiving chat room notifications of their intention to record
and then hearing the final output, I can tell that the latency is not very large and
typically spans only a few seconds.
Unlike Audiotool, Ohm Studio allows incorporation of third-party VST plugins, which offers a significant expansion of the sonic palette via a multitude of available
instruments, such as synthesisers and samplers. In addition, effects and soundprocessing plug-ins can be incorporated, increasing mixing and sound production
possibilities. The decision by Ohm Force to enable hosting of third-party plug-ins
liberates their DAW from the limitations of all-inclusive and closed-off platforms,
which can often carry a risk of alienating professional users due to the limited amount
of advanced sound generating or processing tools. To some extent a similar approach
was also responsible for the success of the Rocket Network, which aligned itself with
existing software developers and utilised existing technologies (Théberge 2004: 776).
A large section of Ohm Studio’s GUI can be considered traditional in the sense
it bears resemblance to other DAWs such as Cockos Reaper and Apple Logic. In
addition to a traditional layout featuring sequencer and mixer panels, there are some
more distinctive design solutions available, such as the ability to switch the mixer to a
modular view enabling more complex routing, for example, side-chaining or subgrouping. Unique aspects of the GUI are associated with collaborative features and
include the project-specific chat window, list of users currently online and the sticky
notes system allowing communicating with users who are not available in real-time
(see Figure 3.10). Another feature helping collaborators to understand what other
people working in the project are doing is the sequence overview area visually outlining
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which section of the project each person is looking at. In addition, the software traces
which user created each of the racks 10 in a project, which is a feature that allows me to
locate and recognise the input of my collaborators.
Figure 3.10. Ohm Studio—project window

Apart from the DAW interface, Ohm Studio offers a dashboard page, which is an
important point of contact with the community of users currently logged in. This part
of the software offers public chat as well as the ability to open private chat rooms with
chosen users. Furthermore, the dashboard allows access to all projects of a given user
as well as to all community projects set up as public (see Figure 3.11). Ohm Studio’s
chat rooms are a unique feature in contrast to other RMCS and are the epicentre of
communication among the platform’s users. Chat rooms are a place where users
frequently discuss technical, artistic and other issues. I have observed frequent calls for
musical input as well as discussions regarding song arrangement and production. I
discuss my own utilisation of the chat room in more detail in Chapter Four, while
analysing compositions created during my project work.

10

The concept of racks in Ohm Studio refers to a chain of plug-ins connected to one another.
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Figure 3.11. Ohm Studio’s dashboard featuring public chat room and project selection tools

In addition to offering the ability to see all users who are currently online, the dashboard
provides a list of all users from one’s contact list (Figure 3.11). To add a user to a
contact list, a friend request has to be initiated in a similar fashion to Facebook. Unlike
Audiotool and Blend, Ohm Studio does not feature a feed page containing recent online
activity and the only opportunity to capture such information is to monitor the public
chat from the dashboard area. Another way of monitoring the activity of Ohm Studio
users is observing the list of public projects via the dashboard (see Figure 3.12). I have
noticed that there is a steady influx of public projects appearing in this list. Not all of
them are newly created, as each modification of an existing project will also be shown
in the list. A modification of a public song will lead to its appearance on top of the list,
and as a result, the user community can more easily notice it. My experience in Ohm
Studio as well as other researched platforms indicates that older compositions are less
likely to attract attention and as a result fewer users engage with them. I elaborate more
on this in Chapter Five.
Figure 3.12. List of recent public projects available through Ohm Studio’s dashboard
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Similar to the two other RMCS that I use, Ohm Studio’s website facilitates the creation
of user profiles, featuring a showcase of selected musical compositions, biography, list
of contacts and a wall enabling comments from the community (see Figure 3.13). User
profiles offer the opportunity to include such information as gender, birthdate, level of
experience, preferred musical styles, skills, spoken languages, relevant links and a
description, which often takes the form of an abbreviated biography. Users have a
choice to answer or ignore any of the above-mentioned fields, and choose how much
information about themselves they publish. Comments can be posted on each user’s
wall as well as on the wall of each of the compositions. Another feature of the software
is the private messaging system, which is the most fully featured out of all the
researched platforms. Messages can be sent to any Ohm Studio user, regardless of
whether they are in the contact list. The ‘Inbox’ page provides an archive of all sent
messages, a feature that is not available on Blend.
Figure 3.13. My profile page on Ohm Studio

While Audiotool and Blend do not provide publicly available data on specific numbers
of users logged in and active at a given time, Ohm Studio always shows how many
people are logged in and therefore visible in the public chat (see Figure 3.11). My own
experience with the platform indicates that the numbers can vary quite dramatically.
The location of users in a variety of time zones leads to seeing different numbers of
active users at different times of the day. Weekdays and weekends have different
numbers of active users, with weekends typically being associated with a larger number
of users online. Another factor making weekends more popular was the regular
collaborative events facilitated by the platform’s manufacturers. For more than three
years these events were scheduled to start on weekends with often a weekly frequency;
however, as of early 2016, an announcement was made (Ohm Studio Website)
indicating less regular future events. The biggest number of weekend users tends to be
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visible during the morning hours (about 8am) and late at night (about midnight) of my
Melbourne GMT+10 time zone. These are the times when users based in Europe and
the US are also active. For example, in July, when it is 11pm in Melbourne, it is 3pm
in Warsaw and 9am in New York. The higher number of active users would typically
oscillate around 30. I noticed a steady influx and rotation of new users who are active
for a short period of time but are not seen again in the future. Outside of the weekend
events, I often observed relatively low numbers of users active online. There were times
when I saw as few as a dozen or less active users. I observed that there is a relatively
small but steady base of regular users and about six names are frequently seen upon
login. Another interesting characteristic of this core user group is that they have very
defined and varied musical skills. For example, there is a drummer, a vocalist, a lyricist
and a guitar player among them. While the number of users active at any given time
can be considered relatively low, public projects are modified and published on a daily
basis and on average their number ranges from about 10 on a weekday to at least twice
as many on a weekend. The significance of this number is that it raises some concerns
about how the software resonates with the community of music producers over three
years after its public launch. At the time of launching the software publicly in late 2013,
the manufacturers announced plans for version 2 of Ohm Studio with several new
features. However, the date of this update is unknown at the time of writing. The
planned update is advertised as including offline mode, improved audio engine, video
track support, improved recording and improved collaborative workflow. Based on
these features, there could be some increased interest among music producers which
could translate to a higher number of them visible online at any given time.
In addition to being available via its own website, Ohm Studio has been
released via the Steam entertainment platform, which allows accessing publicly
available user reviews. In several of these reviews, users express appreciation of the
available collaborative features and their uniqueness in the world of DAWs (Steam
Store App Reviews 2014). The reviews also illustrate how users compare features of
Ohm Studio to existing, non-collaborative DAWs, and that sometimes they find them
less advanced or unsatisfactory for their sound production needs. Ohm Studio
manufacturers recognise this imparity (Nelis 2010) and clearly state that their
imperatives do not exclude incorporating other DAWs alongside Ohm Studio, because
the real focus of their software is on facilitating collaboration:
Two decades of non collaborative DAWs have put all the emphasis on digital
features typically aimed at making it easier where your skill [sic] are lacking.
That's the kind of feature that we didn't prioritize in Ohm Studio because we
keeped [sic] in mind that the best music is not done as much with digital tricks
than with talented peoples. In ohm studio [sic], you don't look for a good cello
sampler that you try to play the best you can like the real thing - you look after
the real thing. In that case, a real cello played by someone who knows it with a
degree of intimacy you'll probably never reach in your life (Ohm Studio Website
2014).
In relation to the styles of music that are predominantly represented, Ohm Studio is the
most varied of the three researched platforms. My sampling of the platform’s online
radio playlists revealed that while songs in a variety of rock music sub-genres
dominate, other genres such as electronic music, ambient and jazz, as well as some
experimental styles without a clearly defined genre, are also present. The search engine
incorporated in the platform’s website allows filtering of results by styles of music,
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moods, skills and spoken languages. Ohm Studio allows a choice of a limited number
of styles when applying tags to a project. While users can still mislabel their projects,
this more restricted tagging system translates to generating more cohesive and unified
results in comparison to the other two platforms, where users can simply make up the
tag names. Ohm Studio allows projects to be tagged with one or more of the following
style names: House, Electronic Electro, Dance, Techno, DrumNBass, Progressive,
Trance, Experimental, Minimal, Pop, Alternative, Rock, Rap, Funk, Downtempo, RnB,
Jazz, Psychedelic, Reggae, Soul, Hardcore, Industrial, Classic, Metal, World, Punk,
Latin.

Communication Tools
The RMCS selected for use in this research provide various methods of communicating
musical ideas, which enable “amateur and professional musicians, not only to coexist,
but to enjoy the shared experience of performance” (Duckworth 2005: 167).
Establishing an efficient method of communication is crucial when discussing project
objectives and working collaboratively. I have learned that it is essential to
communicate one’s objectives clearly when searching for collaborators as well as
during the pre-production phase when establishing the musical direction. Scrutiny and
goal-oriented discussion with a potential collaborator are required in order to ascertain
that both parties share the same artistic and production objectives. When users fail to
communicate or when they contribute musical ideas without discussing their actions,
projects can come to a halt or people can leave such projects feeling that they cannot
articulate their own creativity or contribute in a meaningful way. Changing group
natures (Duckworth 2005) can lead to people leaving projects without notice or to
projects being suddenly overcrowded with collaborators. As demonstrated through my
practice, online collaborations often involve more than two people, which can increase
the complexity, in which case effective communication is even more essential. As
Hajimichael (2011) notes in his discussion of music production online, there are pros
and cons to the various modes of communication facilitated by “text
(MSN/Skype/Facebook), video/sound (Skype) and email (thread of exchanges)”.
Olson and Olson categorise various communication tools used in computersupported cooperative work as a form of groupware, which they define as “software
designed to run over a network in support of the activities of a group or organisation”
(2010). In light of this definition, I also classify RMCS communication tools as a form
of groupware. Communication within the researched platforms is facilitated via several
tools briefly outlined below. I analyse each of them in more detail in Chapter Five,
where I discuss their use in my project work.
• FOR – Text-based discussion Forum hosted by the RMCS platform (Ohm
Studio)
• MUSC – Musical Contribution in the form of composition and / or recording
(Audiotool, Blend, Ohm Studio)
• PM – Private Messaging utilising text-based communication (Ohm Studio) with
the additional option to include playable audio project files (Blend)
• PRC – Private Chat utilising text-based communication (Ohm Studio)
• PUC – Public Chat utilising text-based communication (Ohm Studio)
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• PW – Posting a text comment on a user’s Project Wall. Project walls are
available on pages representing specific compositions (Audiotool, Blend, Ohm
Studio)
• SN – System of ‘Sticky’ Notes. These notes are visible to all members of the
project, can be inserted anywhere in the project and used for basic text-based
communication with no advanced formatting (Ohm Studio)
• TAG – Text-based Tags (Audiotool, Blend, Ohm Studio)
• UW – Posting a text comment on a User’s Wall. User walls are available on
personal profile pages (Audiotool, Ohm Studio)
In addition, I resort to using some non-RMCS groupware while working with the three
researched platforms. These supplementary communication options are often
incorporated and can complement RMCS groupware. During my work on
compositions A1, A2, B1, B3, C1, C2, C3, E1, E2, some of the discussions with various
users were conducted outside of RMCS, for example via email, Facebook messaging
or Skype. The following groupware external to RMCS was used:
•
•
•
•

EM – Email
EXPM – External Private Messaging (via Facebook and SoundCloud)
EXUG – External User Groups on Facebook
VID – Video conferencing with the use of Skype

The following reasons exist for moving the discussion outside of RMCS:
• The functionality of private messaging (PM) in RMCS is non-existent or
limited. This is particularly the case with Audiotool, which does not include
any form of PM. On Blend, within the timeframe of my research, a user sending
a message has no access to an archived copy of it. The only visible messages
on Blend are the received ones, which I find limiting.
• Regardless of being able to access the more advanced communication systems
available within Ohm Studio, some users prefer the functionality of the Skype
VID tool.
• Some music creators who I engage with are using RMCS infrequently and
prefer an external messaging system, which they monitor more closely.
• I knew two users before inviting them to work with me and use RMCS. With
those users, we established external communication channels prior to our work
with RMCS.
During my project I communicated with users known to me previously as well as users
I had not known or worked with before. In all projects, groupware external to RMCS
is used as a starting point to the discussion with users known to me previously, as we
have a history of communicating with tools external to RMCS. While RMCS-based
groupware is typically incorporated in the crowdsourcing of the input of users unknown
to me, there are also situations where EXUG is implemented to commence discussions
with previously unknown to me members of the Audiotool community. As the use of
groupware forms a critical part of executing my project, I reflect on the importance and
functionality of these tools, in order to examine an important element of collaborating
in RMCS. This reflection aids my practice-based enquiry approach and informs my
subsequent analysis of the research findings.
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Figure 3.14 demonstrates three key phases of communication that I established
during my project work. Typically, a user would make a choice and incorporate either
an active or passive way of communicating. An active way addresses the collaborator
directly and is a form of discussion, whereas a passive way is an announcement, a
statement of facts rather than a conversation. In Figure 3.14, I demonstrate how various
communication methods can be used during the stages of communication within
RMCS. In most cases, it is possible to draw a clear distinction between tools that enable
active or passive communication. In my experience, only the FOR, MUSC and PUC
tools can be used in both capacities as they allow for both direct (active) and indirect
(passive) communication. In relation to communicating project-oriented ideas, FOR
and PUC tools are used passively only at an early stage of the project life, which is
when it is being advertised to a wider community of RMCS users. As the work on a
project evolves, FOR becomes less relevant whereas PUC can still be used occasionally
to address a specific contributor and that is where a transition from passive to active
communication with the use of PUC takes place. The function of MUSC changes
depending on the number of collaborators involved in a project. If there are only two
collaborators, each time one of them delivers a musical contribution, it is actively
addressing the other collaborator. However, if the number of project members increases
beyond two, MUSC loses the capability to address only a single member of a group. In
some situations, collaborators do not use any other forms of groupware apart from
MUSC, which becomes the only way they communicate their ideas without targeting
specific group members.
Figure 3.14. Phases and types of communication used in remote music collaboration

1. ADVERTISING
•1A. ACTIVE: Using one or more of the following
groupware tools: EXUG, FOR, PM, PUC, UW
•1B. PASSIVE: Using one or more of the following
groupware tools: FOR, MUSC, PUC, TAG
2. INITIAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
•2A. ACTIVE: Using one or more of the following
groupware tools: EM, EXPM, EXUG, MUSC, PM, PRC, PUC,
PW, SN, VID
•2B. PASSIVE: Users join public projects without
announcing it in advance and contribute via MUSC
3. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
•3A. ACTIVE: Using one or more of the following
groupware tools: EM, EXPM, EXUG, MUSC, PM, PRC, SN,
UW, PW, VID
•3B. PASSIVE: Contributions via MUSC

The complexity and depth of discussions that can be had are influenced by
communication tools available in each of the RMCS platfroms. Such tools are crucial
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in enabling efficent project promotion, engaging new collaborators and negotiating
project outcomes. A lack of specific communication tools in a given platfrom can result
in a producer being likely to remain passive and wait for prospective collaborators to
find his or her projects without an initial, targeted invitation.

Summary
Audiotool and Ohm Studio, the two DAW platforms covered in my research, offer
music producers various levels of complexity and different approaches to studio-based
collaboration. Ohm Studio has the largest set of collaborative features and enables
multiple users synchronous access to a project. Audiotool facilitates asynchronous
collaboration and enables access to the same project by multiple users, although not at
the same time as yet. Blend is an asynchronous project management system, allowing
collaborative music production with the use of established DAWs, which do not
support remote collaboration on their own.
The aspect of synchrony, which is approached in various ways within RMCS
platforms, is significant. It allows making a distinction between what Zagorski-Thomas
describes as a difference between “playing music with other people” versus “playing
along to some music” (2014: 181). I do not discount the collaborative merits of
asynchronous systems and my project work is a testimony of the impact of both
synchronous and asynchronous approaches to RMCS-based collaboration on a
communal music production.
All three platforms require users to be proficient with such tasks as recording
and mixing in order to capture their musical input and present it to a community.
Therefore, musical proficiency on its own is not enough to use RMCS. This observation
is consistent with one of Burgess’ functional typologies of music producers as artists
who produce themselves (2013). The approach of a self-producing artist is evident in
my RMCS work and my practice-based enquiry revolves around the notion of a
producer as an auteur.
Lines of communication are established differently in each of the discussed
platforms. Ohm Studio has a built-in internal messaging system as well as public and
project-specific chat rooms, which set it apart from other platforms. As of July 2014,
Blend also enables private messaging as well as private projects available only to
invited users. Audiotool has more advanced communication and project management
features scheduled for release in the future, and at present a relatively small group of
users of this platform communicates using three Facebook user groups. All platforms
enable users to create their profile pages where detailed description of musical
experiences and links to past projects and other web pages can be listed (see Figures
3.02, 3.07 and 3.13). While not uniquely a RMCS feature, portal pages of the three
researched platforms are also an important collaborative aspect of the software. They
implement virtual music players representing audio tracks graphically as waveforms,
similar to the online audio distribution platform SoundCloud. Such virtual players
enable quick previews of musical drafts or fully mixed, completed songs; in addition
they enable feedback from the user community in the form of comments. Remixes of
compositions and collaborative projects created with Ohm Studio, Blend and
Audiotool can later be displayed and promoted via various online outlets. Examples
include playback via users’ social networking profiles, web page embeddable audio
players or blog pages. Such embeddable players enable presenting one’s work to
audiences outside of RMCS platforms. Project pages of specific compositions can be
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shared to such networks as Twitter, Google+ and Facebook. The communication
features available in contemporary RMCS align with Ayers’ (2006) argument that we
are seeing the emergence of a new means of communication, developed by inventive
people creatively using the Internet, and that we learn of the musical creativity
facilitated in the process of using available new tools.
Groups formed within online communities and networks “develop a strong
sense of group membership” (Baym 2010: 72) and, in my experience, the degree to
which this sense of group membership can be developed is highly dependent on the
communication tools available in a given platform. Related to group membership are
rankings measuring user engagement evidenced in published musical works and the
number of connections within the community. For example, Blend ranks users’
popularity based on the number of followers, likes and plays of their material, which is
planned to become a feature enabling users to monetise their skills based on their
professional reputation established within the community.
In order to foster creativity and increase community engagement and
interactions between users, each of the platforms facilitates different forms of contests
and creative events. This has been particularity evident on Ohm Studio where
differently themed collaborative events were promoted on a weekly basis throughout
almost all of my project work. On Blend, there are also regular calls for users
participation promoted by the company, where a variety of recording artists stage
contests and upload stems of their compositions to be remixed or new compositions to
be developed with a crowdsourced approach. Production challenges are also
encouraged on Blend with the sponsorship of various music technology companies.
Audiotool users often stage remix competitions themselves where various prizes
related to publishing of the winning work are on offer. While Audiotool makers do not
promote production contests as often as the two other platforms, there are occasional
high profile contests being announced. An example of such a contest was the Moogfest
Competition in 2014 where the winning user was offered a spot at the Moogfest event,
which takes place annually in the US.
Audiotool and Blend users have the opportunity to release their music through
record labels set up by each platform. Blend releases music in digital formats while
Audiotool’s A-Records incorporates digital formats and presses vinyl releases as well.
Other promotional options include streaming music via the online radio stations
available on Audiotool and Ohm Studio. These moderated radio stations provide a good
insight into the styles of music created via these platforms as well as further exposure
for content creators. While Audiotool and Blend productions tend to lean toward a wide
range of electronic music styles, Ohm Studio’s creative output has the largest stylistic
variety, with rock music being the dominant style.
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Chapter 4: The Project
Introduction
This chapter describes each of the compositions that constitute the creative component
of my research. Audio files are embedded in this PDF document and require Adobe
Acrobat Pro software in order to play them back. The compositions are created within
the parameters outlined in Chapter One with the aim of providing me with data to
analyse in order to address my research question: how does remote music collaboration
software impact on collaborative music production? The process of creating the
collaborative compositions allows me to observe the entire journey of creating music
with RMCS. This includes steps such as defining the production objectives, finding the
collaborators, nurturing the creative relationship, communicating and eventually
arriving at a conclusion in the form of a musical output.
This chapter includes background information and project evaluations as well
as statistical data concerning each of the compositions. While the majority of the
statistical data, such as user roles and numbers, stems directly from my project work, I
also contacted users in order to obtain information about their location, which was not
always publically available. I was always able to find out in what country users were
based; however, sometimes my collaborators chose not to disclose a more precise city
location. In cases where the question about the city of residence of a given user
remained unanswered, this location is labelled as unspecified.
I worked on many projects simultaneously, although occasionally work on a
project could get interrupted, which allowed me to finish another project before
returning to the one I started earlier. As a consequence, the list of projects is not
presented in a chronological order, which would be impossible to outline precisely.
Instead, the list follows the outline of various groups of compositions as described in
Chapter One. I refer to the chronology in relation to other compositions in the project
description only if it is of importance to a given project’s direction.
Platforms such as Audiotool and Ohm Studio do not allow publishing of
multiple versions of a given composition. As a result, whenever it is useful to the
description and analysis of my process, the below sections feature embedded audio
files documenting the progress of my work and various stages of projects. RMCS links
featured in the project descriptions are public and do not require listeners to be
registered users of a given platform. Audio files embedded below also feature content
available on RMCS portals.
During my project work, I used four production modes outlined below. Direct
work with existing platform users (DWPU) is implemented in all of the compositions
apart from group D1. Autonomous work is also frequently implemented throughout
my work and is featured in all projects apart from groups D1 and D2. Inviting external
participants is used infrequently throughout my work and I treat it as a supplementary
mode of work, complementing my crowdsourcing activities demonstrated through
DWPU.
•

AW – Autonomous Work
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This mode requires working by yourself and is used within the asynchronous
systems of Audiotool and Blend, but can be also used within Ohm Studio, while
developing elements of a project independently from other participants. Even
though the work is autonomous, it is frequently performed in response to the actions
of other RMCS users, and therefore this strategy is an integral aspect of the
collaborative process.
• CS – Communal Sampling
This describes the incorporation of audio samples in the projects of music producers
within the Audiotool community. These samples are made available to the entire
community by applying a Creative Commons licence at the time of importing audio
content into the Audiotool platform. Communal sampling is facilitated particularly
well within this RMCS because audio content providers are automatically credited
as soon as one of their samples is used in another composition. As a result, I only
use this strategy within Audiotool (particularly in group D1). Blend also supports
projects licensed as Creative Commons, but does not include a sample crediting
system as effective as that of Audiotool.
• DWPU – Direct Work with existing Platform Users
This requires direct interactions with existing users of a given platform. DWPU can
be used in real time within the synchronous platform Ohm Studio, and is also a
mode of collaborative work within the asynchronous platforms Audiotool and
Blend. For asynchronous work, DWPU needs to be combined with AW.
• IEP – Inviting External Participants
This mode required inviting musicians who were not members of RMCS
communities. Their agreement to collaborate required them to register as a user and
contribute their input via the relevant platform or in the form of suggestions
delivered via available communication tools.

Compositions
Composition A1
Project title: ‘The First One’
Artist name: Iubar Project
Platform: Audiotool
Number of active participants4: 3
Number of total participants: 7
Implemented production modes: AW, CS, DWPU, IEP
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, synthesisers and drum programming, mixing,
production
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 6
Contribution to the project: composition, co-production
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Location: Biala Podlaska, Poland
User 11
Contribution to the project: drums programming
Location: Sacramento, United States
BPM and duration of the composition: 73 BPM, duration: 04:55
RMCS URL: http://www.audiotool.com/track/iubar_-_the_first_one/
Audio 1. Composition A1

Project background
This was my first project in Audiotool. It required a preliminary set up of my web
browser, which included resolving various Java Applet problems. In the used version
of the software, the Java script was necessary in order to enable MIDI protocol allowing
the use of hardware MIDI controllers (see Figure 4.01). There were a number of
processes that I needed to learn and resolve and I utilised the Audiotool Artists
Facebook group to consult the platform’s users and learn from them. This has proven
an effective learning tool. I have also received help via email from André Michelle,
Audiotool’s CTO. His helpfulness has been noticed by other members of the
community as well, such as User 6 (see Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 6).
Figure 4.01. Audiotool MIDI setup – Java addon error preventing the use of MIDI controllers

I produced the initial demo of the composition in Ableton Live software, which
provided the basis for creation of audio stems that I later attempted to import into
Audiotool. The initial obstacle I faced was that audio sample import, including
recording, is limited to 30 seconds only. This enforces pre-cutting of longer samples or
stems in another DAW prior to importing them into Audiotool. Once I finalised
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importing of all audio samples, I progressed to developing the composition. I recorded
several new tracks, such as bass and synthesisers, added effects and processing and
recorded parameter automation on the synthesiser track. When I finalised the first mix
of the composition I published the project on Audiotool.
The creative objective was to test how the Audiotool community would respond
to a project in an ambient and drone style. I was open to users contributing any musical
ideas as long as they fit the existing genre as well as other existing compositions of
Iubar Project. In order to guide potential collaborators, in the description on the project
page I referenced established related acts Carbon Based Lifeforms and Roly Porter. I
also provided a link to the Iubar Project SoundCloud page featuring older
compositions.
I emailed the project’s second composer and co-producer and guitar player
(User 6) with an update on my progress and a link to the preview of the first draft of
the mix. He provided comments on mixes available for streaming via Audiotool but his
participation did not extend into programming and arranging in Audiotool as it was
outside of his area of expertise. However, since User 6 was a co-writer who initiated
the composition and also a founder of Iubar Project, I wanted to hear his feedback and
incorporate it in the mix. User 6’s participation is also an example of an IEP strategy
integrated in the production process.
After I received User 6’s approval, I announced the project and invited others
to join in on two Facebook groups: ‘Audiotool Artists’ and ‘Music Collaborators’.
Within a few hours I received comments and interest from four members of the
Audiotool Artists group to whom I sent invitations to the project. A month passed and
despite several users accepting invitations to the project none of them contributed
anything. As a follow up, I added a new comment to the previous discussion thread on
the Audiotool Artists Facebook group. In addition to re-engaging existing thread
participants, the action of adding a new comment allowed the discussion thread to be
pushed to the top of the group’s feed. As a result of this action, User 11 joined the
project and became the sole new creative contributor. This user shortened the intro
section of the composition and programmed a hi-hat part. His actions and my
subsequent feedback on them had been communicated via the Audiotool Artists
Facebook group.
Following User 11’s contribution I expanded the composition by re-arranging
various sections and adding additional instruments. I recorded a wobbly bass track
using an external hardware Novation Xio synthesiser and added drum instruments
using devices available in Audiotool. I experienced a few software crashes, especially
when working with the Firefox web browser. As a result of my work, I published four
consecutive updates to the composition. Throughout this process I continued emailing
User 6 with information about the implemented changes. The update that I believed
was the final mix of this composition was published 66 days after the commencement
of work on this project.
As Audiotool only allows exporting project mixdown in lossy formats (see
again Figure 3.01), I attempted to record the stereo output of the final mix into Ableton
Live, while playing the project back. This allows capturing audio in a lossless
resolution, which could be used for file mastering outside of Audiotool as well as
further dissemination of the music. During this process I encountered a severe software
bug, which led to the software mixer not streaming any audio on the main output. This
happened after saving the final version of the project and rendered any playback of the
composition silent from now on. I engaged in a long trouble shooting process, first on
my own and then by asking other users for help using the EXUG tool. Since I could
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not find a way to resolve the problem, I reached out to Audiotool developers. I
contacted them using EXPM and then transferred the discussion to email (EM). It took
several exchanges of messages over the course of two months in order to locate the
source of the problem, which happened to be the action of creating ‘the very first
automation item on the “Audio Gain” track beyond the valid range’ (Michelle, email
communication, 11th June 2014). The software error took place on one of the audio
tracks labelled ‘Low Drone Fills’ (see Figure 4.02) and affected the entire project.
Deleting of the problematic region and recreating the automation was proposed as the
first solution, which unfortunately did not work. The second proposed solution, which
worked, was to delete the broken region, use ‘Save Draft’ command and then open the
project as a draft. This resolved the problem and allowed me to re-gain the ability to
play back the project and proceed with exporting the lossless audio file (see Audio 1).
Figures 4.03 and 4.04 provide a visual overview of the final arrangement in the timeline
window as well as all devices used in the project.
Figure 4.02. Problematic automation line that prevented audio playback

Figure 4.03. Final mix of Composition A1 with visible Audiotool timeline window
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Figure 4.04. Final mix of Composition A1 with overview of all devices used in the project

Project evaluation
As this was my first composition produced with Audiotool, the project was a source of
several important discoveries about the platform, which informed my subsequent work
within it. I understood that incorporating EXUG would need to become an important
strategy while using this RMCS platform, which does not offer PM, PRC and FOR
groupware tools. My participation in the Audiotool Artists Facebook group allowed
me to understand the importance of putting time and effort in building relationships
with the group users as it seemed that a newcomer like myself might find it more
difficult to motivate project participation. I have also found that verbal promises of
participation often do not translate into action. An example of this is that out of five
users who accepted invitations to become project co-authors, only one became an
active participant who contributed musical input. In addition, I found the Music
Collaborators Facebook group completely ineffective, which was confirmed when I
attempted to advertise subsequent RMCS projects.
Work on this project made me feel somewhat dissatisfied with how difficult it is
to inform a larger proportion of Audiotool users about one’s project. The Facebook
group, which proved the only way to actively communicate with the platform’s users,
reaches only a very small proportion of the very large Audiotool community. Tools
such as TAG and MUSC might assist other users in finding the project online at a later
stage; however, they did not influence this collaboration. Similarly, tools such as UW
and PW have been useful as a source of feedback from the user community but did not
lead to any direct collaborative engagement.
Upon starting my work, I anticipated a much larger user participation in this
project and perceived the ratio of promises of participation converted into action as a
warning sign for my future work within this platform. In spite of that, I was still very
hopeful for the future collaborative work as I planned to work with different genres as
part of my subsequent group of projects. This initial project allowed me to make myself
known to the community and I was hoping that this would lead to higher engagement
in future collaborative efforts.
I discovered that the platform encourages the use of audio samples from other
Audiotool users—a process that I label as communal sampling (CS). I noticed that the
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source of this process lies in the necessity to label samples and projects as ‘public’,
which in turn allows inviting other users to collaborate. While working on this
composition, I was able to browse through the pool of samples created by other users.
This encouraged me to provide custom made samples to the platform’s community and
led to other users incorporating my own samples from this composition in their own
projects, which I describe while discussing compositions from the group D1.
Audiotool’s instruments and effects have proven creatively stimulating, which
indicates that limitations present in this RMCS and concerns about the number of tools
or their features do not need to be considered a negative factor. This aligns with Stokes’
(2006) and Blanning’s (2016) assertions that creativity can be enhanced by constraints.
In addition, the skeuomorphic GUI is visually stimulating and pleasant to work with,
allowing an insight into the signal path and also an overview of all software devices
used in a composition. Skeuomorphic GUI features can be valuable for visual
representation of the project online, on sites such as YouTube. While I have not
attempted screen video capture while working on this composition, my work with the
platform’s GUI led me to imagine how I could screen capture various elements of my
project while it is playing back and create a promotional video out of this footage.
Despite the small amount of active collaborative participation that this project
received, I am very satisfied with the final outcome. Musically, this project fits well
with other Iubar compositions, and therefore it could be used on one of Iubar’s future
releases. The positive aspect of how the collaboration unfolded was that it led to a very
specific contribution from User 11 in the form of the percussion line. Since I received
a specific, targeted contribution, rather than a full overhaul of the mix as is often the
case on Blend, I was able to be in charge of the final shape of this composition.
Consequently, AW was the leading production mode in this project as I was left with
the freedom to incorporate User 11’s input and shape the final mix through my
production.

Composition A2
Project title: ‘Nowy’
Artist name: Iubar Project
Platform: Blend
Number of active participants: 4
Number of total participants: 10
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU, IEP
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, synthesisers and drum programming, mixing,
production
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 26
Contribution to the project: composition, synthesisers and drum programming, mixing,
production
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 27
Contribution to the project: composition, synthesisers and drum programming, mixing,
production
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Location: Zagreb, Croatia
User 28
Contribution to the project: composition, guitar, synthesisers and drum programming,
mixing, production
Location: London, United Kingdom
RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
First version, Ableton Live format, by Martin Koszolko, 66 BPM, duration: 05:01:
https://blend.io/project/5513ce902703f4d347000a64
First version, stems format, by Martin Koszolko, 66 BPM, duration: 05:01:
https://blend.io/POS/iubar-nowy
Second version by User 26, 66 BPM, duration: 05:56:
https://blend.io/brendenjamesmusic/jouska-project
Third version by User 27, 66 BPM, duration: 10:21:
https://blend.io/aammiioo/iubar-nowy-from-pos
Fourth version by User 28, 68 BPM, duration: 04:28:
https://blend.io/monochromeecho/iussar-nowy-from-pos
Audio 2. Composition A2 - first version by Martin Koszolko

Audio 3. Composition A2 - second version by User 26

Audio 4. Composition A2 - third version by User 27

Audio 5. Composition A2 - fourth version by User 28, mix one

Audio 6. Composition A2 - fourth version by User 28, mix two
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Project background
Composition A2 was the second project in the style of ambient/drone on which I
worked using Blend. Chronologically in my research, the first composition in this style
of music was C2. I found it difficult to convert pulls of project C2 into further
collaborative input and I attempted to change my approach in relation to A2, in order
to aid collaboration. I tailored the rough sketch of this track to be less unstructured and
included a more pronounced melody, a move that I believed would attract some users
of Blend.
Similar to A1, I wrote the initial demo for this composition using Ableton Live,
where I incorporated guitar recordings created by User 6. However, in contrast to A1,
User 6 did not participate as a co-producer in this composition. I have attempted to
contact this user multiple times using EXPM and EM but I did not receive his feedback
regarding this composition. In addition to the guitar tracks created by User 6, I recorded
a new synthesiser line using Arturia iProphet synth on the iPad. I also recorded a new
track using the iOS app SoundScaper, where two User 6 guitar samples as well as a
recording of my daughter singing were manipulated. My daughter’s voice was captured
with the Zoom H6 portable recorder. Figure 4.05 presents a visual overview of the
Ableton Live project that I published on Blend, which can be heard in the Audio 2 file.
Figure 4.05. The first version of composition A2 published on Blend

In relation to my creative objectives for collaborators, I planned for Blend users to
expand the mix as well as change or enhance the composition. In my initial description
of A2 on Blend, I indicated that help was needed in finalising the composition and
provided a link to Iubar Project’s SoundCloud in order to situate it within existing Iubar
work. I also indicated that a successful contribution could be featured on one of Iubar’s
future music releases.
As soon as I published the project on Blend, I shared it to Iubar Project Facebook
page, my personal Google+ page as well as Clan Analogue Facebook group as it was
a place where I already had established links with people interested in experimental
music. A few days later I promoted the link to the project on the iPad Musician group
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on Facebook, since two iPad apps were featured very prominently in the composition.
Despite my initial promotional efforts, during the two months after the publication the
project received only four pulls on Blend, of which none have been converted into
published contributions. Given this low response rate, I contacted User 26 who was
known to me as an ambient producer outside of Blend. Our only offline meeting took
place several months prior to this collaboration at one of the Clan Analogue meet-ups.
Even though this user was based in the same city as me, we were separated by over 30
kilometres and never met face-to-face while working on this project. My
communication with User 26 was facilitated with the use of EXPM. In relation to
production modes, this collaboration constitutes IEP, which I resorted to given my
initial inability to crowdsource creative input among existing Blend members. User 26
was interested in collaboration and five weeks after I contacted him he finished his
version, which was a complete rework of the composition featuring a brand new
rhythm section and arrangement (Audio 3). The elements from the original
composition used most prominently in the new version were the tracks I originally
created using the SoundScaper iOS app.
I wanted to hear other musical ideas expanding my initial draft. Therefore further
action on my behalf was needed in order to recruit more collaborators. Thus far,
incorporation of such groupware tools as TAG, MUSC and EXUG did not secure any
collaborative input. As a result, I attempted to use PM and directly contact selected and
previously unknown to me members of the Blend community. In order to identify these
members I searched Blend for compositions produced with Ableton Live and tagged
as ‘Ambient’ and ‘Soundscape’. While the former tag returned multiple results, which
I thought were incorrectly labelled, the latter tag yielded more appropriate results. After
listening to multiple compositions, I identified eight users to whom I sent private
messages, inviting them to collaborate on A2. Simultaneously with this process, I
pursued using the EXUG tool and posted invitations to the project on such Facebook
groups as ‘Experimental Music’ and ‘Ambient, Drones and Scapes’. This EXUG
activity, however, did not bring any user engagement.
Out of the eight users contacted on Blend via PM, one (User 27) was interested
in participation and subsequently produced a demo of a new version of this composition.
This first demo version became the basis for discussing this user’s input and attempting
to resolve various technical difficulties around publishing the Ableton set on Blend.
The difficulties concerned the lack of frozen tracks, incorrectly frozen tracks with
missing freeze samples (see Figure 4.06) and lack of third-party plug-ins (see Figure
4.07).
Figure 4.06. Ableton Live’s alert window informing of missing freeze samples
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Figure 4.07. Ableton Live’s alert window informing of missing plug-ins

User 27 and I used PM during our initial discussions, only to move to EM in the final
stage of the project. This user worked with Ableton Live 8, whereas the version I
published was produced with Ableton Live 9. Subsequently the user requested a stems
version of the project, which I supplied within a day. Overall, three iterations of User
27’s version were published on Blend. Audio 4 and Figure 4.08 illustrate the final mix
submitted by this user, including multiple, newly added MIDI tracks.
Figure 4.08. Final Ableton Live set published on Blend by User 27

The involvement of two previous contributors was a direct result of using such
groupware tools as EXPM and PM. Another user who joined this project (User 28)
found it via the Blend news feed, without any prior contact or connection to me. He
liked the sound of my initial version of A2 and he stated this on the project’s wall using
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PW. Using the same method of communication, I responded with a comment inviting
him to collaborate. Within a week he published his first mix of the project (Audio 5),
which became the fourth version of the initial composition. User 28 continued working
on the mix and within the next seven days he published an update, which featured an
amended introduction and completely re-arranged and re-programmed drums (Audio
6). This update changed the sound of the project from ambient to a more rock-oriented
one. A visual overview of the second mix created by User 28 can be seen in Figure
4.09. Visible are the original audio tracks as well as multiple new MIDI tracks and
devices added by my collaborator.
Figure 4.09. Composition A2 - fourth version by User 28, mix two, as heard in Audio 6

Project evaluation
I wrote and produced the first version while keeping in mind that it was to be designed
as a collaborative project. As a consequence, one of the main objectives, as well as
challenges, was to produce a piece that had a structure strong enough to attract
participation, yet left enough space for potential collaborators. The aspect of leaving
collaborators space for their input meant restraining myself from adding various
musical ideas and avoiding making the composition sound as if it was already fully
developed. As a result, I arrived at the first mix that was relatively uncluttered, leaving
room for new content (Audio 2).
The collaborative process for this project was different with each of the three
participants. It resulted in different sounding versions of the original composition. User
26 was external to Blend and inviting him symbolises the IEP production strategy. User
27 was invited with the use of PM, while User 28 found the project accidentally and I
communicated with him initially using the PW tool. This demonstrates that various
groupware tools can be successfully used in crowdsourcing on Blend.
User 26 needed to learn how to work with the platform, including how to pull
projects and publish consecutive updates, because he was not a member of Blend prior
to my invitation. This learning curve is often the biggest challenge for newcomers
invited as part of the IEP production strategy. These users are often experienced
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composers or producers who know other music production software, but participation
in remote collaboration necessitates investing time in learning the various collaborative
features. Even some seasoned producers familiar with computer technologies had
difficulties in relation to using Dropbox successfully in conjunction with Blend, and
that was also the case with User 27. All problems encountered with the publishing of
projects on Blend were caused by user errors and illustrate the challenge that this
process can pose to some. When User 26 attempted to publish his final mix, he was
unable to do so due to his lack of familiarity with this platform. Only after I provided
links to online lessons on how to facilitate a project publication did User 26 eventually
manage to publish his version. Though he published it as an original project, rather
than as a derivative of my initial composition. I asked about the possibility of resolving
this issue but User 26 was still confused about the process and the project remains
published as an original song. This means that there is no reference to my original work
on User 26’s project page. Referencing a project’s source is a very useful feature of
Blend. The process of publishing projects requires inclusion of all used audio samples
as well as maintenance of correct procedures within Blend, which allow tracing of the
origin of a given composition.
User 26’s version is a well-balanced mix, with correct gain structure and
interesting instrumentation. It starts with an ambient introduction to eventually evolve
into an arrangement with a pop/rock-like rhythm section. I was initially surprised with
this choice of arrangement, as given the musical background of User 26 I anticipated a
more traditional ambient/drone approach. The new version was more structured than
the original and had a more accessible sound with more distinguishable melodic
elements. My initial perception of this composition was that it was too far removed
from the sound I could associate with Iubar Project. However, this perception was only
present for as long as this was the single contribution that I received. Towards the end
of my work on this project and upon receiving two further and more ambient influenced
contributions from other Blend members, my perception of User 26’s version has
changed. When I listened to his version alongside other contributions, I started to
appreciate the new musical angle and the sonic variety represented through all these
tracks. In my opinion, all versions of ‘Nowy’ shape an attention-grabbing collection of
music, held together by different elements from the original composition.
Contributions from Users 27 and 28 represent different takes on this composition, yet
they remain more faithful to the ambient/drone origins than the submission of User 26.
Only the subsequent reworking of User 28’s first version resulted in a composition
moving closer to what the User 26 project sounded like. This reworking meant that
User 28’s contributions could be treated as two separate remixes, since they had clear
differences.
My initial expectations for the collaborative process were that Blend members
would use my first version in order to add their ideas, while maintaining the sound of
my preliminary composition. However, none of the three collaborators followed this
path and each contribution was a complete rework, which resembled a remix. This
turned out to be beneficial, since having several versions of one composition presents
an opportunity for releasing a single that could feature multiple remixes as well as the
original composition. Overall, the outcome of this project is a clear illustration of the
way collaboration works on Blend and that musical contributions are more likely to
take the form of remixes on this RMCS platform.
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Composition A3
Project title: ‘Earthhh’
Artist name: Iubar Project
Platform: Ohm Studio
Number of active participants: 5
Number of total participants: 7
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 6
Contribution to the project: composition, co-production
Location: Biala Podlaska, Poland
User 7
Contribution to the project: drums programming
Location: undisclosed city, USA
User 8
Contribution to the project: audio editing
Location: undisclosed city, Australia
User 9
Contribution to the project: drums and synthesiser programming
Location: undisclosed city in California, USA
BPM and duration of the composition: 70 BPM, duration: 07:18
RMCS URL: https://www.ohmstudio.com/node/174619
Audio 7. Composition A3

Project background
I planned this composition to be listed under the name Iubar Project. Similar to two
previous works in group A, A3 incorporates guitar recordings created by User 6. It is
worth noting that the guitar tracks were recorded without the metronome, and as a result
did not have a consistent tempo. An element similar to project A1 was the involvement
of User 6 as one of the composers and co-producer. In contrast to other projects in this
group, I did not use Ableton Live in pre-production and imported original guitar stems
directly into Ohm Studio. Figure 4.10 presents the screenshot documenting the initial
session that I published on Ohm Studio.
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Figure 4.10. First draft of Composition A3

The first communication method I used in my attempt to find collaborators was PUC.
This led to Users 7 and 8 joining the project shortly after I announced it on the public
chat. User 7’s contribution amounted to programming a drum pattern to accompany the
existing guitar tracks. There was a technical problem with this pattern, as it did not
contain any sound, presumably due to incorporating a third-party plug-in and not
rendering the audio of this track by the pattern creator. Apart from this unsuccessful
drum pattern submission, there were no other contributions from this person.
User 8 contributed some minor editing changes, which amounted to cutting some
of the existing audio tracks and moving their positions within the timeline. This user
worked on the project when I was not logged in and used Ohm Studio’s ‘Sticky Notes’
(SN) system to leave me the following message: “I have some synth bass that I think
could work, but struggling without a solid tempo. I really like what you've done. I know
you're in time, but can you try again with a metronome? If not, we (contributors) will
have to try to go by ear. This needs a drum track, but you'll be lucky to get one unless
you can line things up” (User 8, sticky note message to the author, 16th January 2014).
This message reflects the issue concerning the guitar tracks not being recorded with the
metronome. Though surprisingly, it was the final communication I received from User
8, who left the project shortly after.
A day after that departure, User 9 joined the project and became the key
collaborator. He joined the session spontaneously and without invitation, which is
possible if projects are set to ‘public’, as this one was. I happened to be logged into the
project at the same time and we immediately started discussing various creative options.
Through our conversations I learned that this user had a wealth of experience as a music
producer as well as some interesting equipment in his studio. A piece of equipment that
was used extensively in this composition was Dave Smith Instruments Tempest. In
addition, some minor parts were recorded with Dave Smith Instruments Mopho X4.
Also implemented by this user was Ableton Push MIDI controller used in conjunction
with Ableton Live software. Some of the musical phrases were played in Ableton Live
and recorded directly into Ohm Studio in real time. User 9 incorporated this set up in a
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very effective way, which worked as if Ableton Live was a plug-in within the Ohm
Studio environment. He was a capable musician who played and recorded multiple
musical ideas during our jam sessions, which took place over six synchronous meetings
when both of us worked together. User 9 contributed drum parts as well as synthesiser
bass lines. All of these elements were played live and recorded as audio tracks.
During our recording sessions I contributed some synthesiser lines recorded with
the Stillwell Audio Olga. This software synthesiser has a unique design, incorporating
some elements of vintage Russian analogue synthesisers (Price 2008). One of the key
characteristics of Olga’s sound is that its timbre can be easily saturated and
unpredictable when triggering different notes within the same patch. I thought that this
unpredictability was a suitable element to the overall mood of the composition that I
had in mind. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the project in its third day of development with
various new tracks created by User 9 and me.
Figure 4.11. Composition A3 in its third day of development

As soon as I had all elements that I thought were necessary I started mixing and editing
the composition in Ohm Studio. This process involved adding effects such as delay and
reverb and incorporating them in the mix via auxiliary channels. During the mixing
stage I kept User 6 up to date as to how the project was progressing and sent him
preview links to the updates published on the project page. We exchanged emails and
User 6 was very pleased with the final sound of this project (Audio 7).
Project evaluation
In relation to project management, interactions with selected participants are a good
example of the challenges caused by collaborators operating within different time
zones. The participation of the first two project members happened within minutes of
my announcement of the project on the public chat close to midnight of my Melbourne
time (GMT+11). I initially anticipated that some users might join in, and after working
with me for an hour or two continue working in the AW mode and adding their ideas
when I would be sleeping. Upon reflection, I can see that the timing of my post made
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it possible to capture the attention of users based in the US. However, it also meant that
it was difficult for me to work on this project synchronously with users who joined in
on the first night or did not join but expressed interest in the project via PUC. As I
found out on multiple occasions, there were users who did not mind working late into
the night.
My work with User 9 made it clear that he was very generous with his time. We
would often work into late hours, such as 2am in my time zone, which meant that he
sometimes worked with me throughout the night into the early morning hours of his
local (PST) time. User 9 was an excellent studio companion and we conducted lengthy
conversations using PRC in Ohm Studio. Musically, he was a very versatile contributor,
able to respond to various creative challenges and ideas that we discussed. When I
worked with this user I felt a sense of real musical connection and was very pleased
with the outcome of our sessions. Interestingly, this collaborator never revealed his
name or city location to me. Several months after our teamwork had ended, his email
stopped working and he also stopped responding to private messages sent via Ohm
Studio. This meant I lost the ability to contact this user.
The real-time recording of the drum parts, rather than programming them in a
sequencer, was an efficient solution to the timing problem presented by guitar
recordings, which were the driving element of this composition. This method allowed
following the tempo of the original recordings, rather than playing notes in a quantised
fashion, adhering to Ohm Studio’s grid. There were two other benefits of this approach.
First, it excluded the necessity to use MIDI instruments and plug-ins, which simplified
and sped up our sessions. Second, having everything recorded as audio meant that we
had to commit to a given musical passage, rather than think of it as something that
could be improved by editing later. This editing option would only be possible if we
were to use MIDI. Committing to a sound, which can include the way an instrument
sounds as well as timing and what notes are being played, is an important part of a
production process. Yet today it is increasingly difficult to do so when working with a
wide selection of available MIDI instruments offering plentiful sound sculpting
possibilities. User 9’s participation had the added benefit of offering access to high
quality outboard gear that would otherwise be unavailable to me. This is an excellent
demonstration of the potential of RMCS, which allows access not only to the musical
skills possessed by the human participant but expands one’s studio to include the
equipment that is in the possession of remote collaborators. The quality of sound
generated by User 9’s Dave Smith Instruments Tempest was exceptionally high and
suited the project perfectly.
Overall, I could not be more pleased with the results of our collaboration.
Working with one user throughout the majority of the project also meant that the
process was relatively streamlined, as there were typically just the two of us
communicating via PRC. This allowed us to conduct in-depth discussions, and as a
result I felt a close connection with this user. Our discussions allowed me to understand
that we shared musical interests and understood each other well. We were also able to
share links to our past productions, which shed more light on our experiences to date.
These exchanges were very important to building stronger bonds between collaborators.

Composition B1
Project title: ‘Rheda-Wiedenbrück’
Artist name: KOshowKO
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Platform: Audiotool
Number of active participants: 3
Number of total participants: 4
Implemented production modes: AW, CS, DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 12
Contribution to the project: composition, co-production
Location: Romanshorn, Switzerland
User 13
Contribution to the project: composition, co-production
Location: Kaysville, USA
BPM and duration of the composition: 99 BPM, duration: 05:44
RMCS URL: http://www.audiotool.com/track/koshowko_-_rheda-w/
Audio 8. Composition B1 – stage one

Audio 9. Composition B1 – stage two

Audio 10. Composition B1 – stage three

Project background
This project belongs to a group of compositions characterized by such genres as
Electronica and Leftfield: Experimental/Electronic. The established artists whom I
used as musical references included CFCF and Balam Acab, and I referred to these
artists in my call for action on Facebook as well as in the initial project description on
Audiotool. In addition, I cited musical styles associated with these artists, such as
chillwave (Kelly 2009) and witch house (Richardson 2011). These musical styles
became the aesthetic guideposts for this project.
To start the project, I posted on the Audiotool Artists Facebook group, inviting
its members to collaborate. Within the span of 24 hours, three members of the group
expressed their interest in participating: User 12, User 13 and User 10. The last user
did not become an active contributor despite accepting the invitation to become the
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project’s co-author. My post triggered several subsequent comments, which led me to
create the initial sketch with the hope that it would enable a joint song production. I
started with an iOS app called Polychord, which I used to write a chord progression
and melody in E minor, recorded live into Ableton Live software. This allowed me to
create a MIDI file, which I later exported into Audiotool where I assigned the
Pulverisateur synthesiser to play the chord progression and melody. I programmed the
patch on the synthesiser and started working on the rhythmic elements to support the
chords and melody. Eventually, I programmed Beatbox 8 and Machiniste devices to
play a rhythm track processed by several effects. Finally, I added a hi-hat loop
processed by the Rasselbock effect. When this was completed, I added a comment to
the existing message thread on Facebook, informing interested platform users about
the first sketch of the composition being available.
User 13 was the first one to contribute to the project by adding a new bass line,
which fitted the rhythm and melody that I had in place. Shortly after that, User 12
offered his contribution. This user inserted a number of MIDI tracks that he prepared
in Ableton Live software. The problem, however, was that these tracks had nothing to
do with what was already in place, for example, they were in the key of C minor and
seemed to represent an idea for a brand new composition. Using EXUG, I asked project
members what solution they saw to this duality and User 13 expressed an opinion that
these two disparate musical ideas could be connected. He attempted to merge them into
one cohesive composition and upon hearing the outcome of his work I also continued
in the same fashion. I wanted to make sure that we did our best to make these two
musical ideas work together. In order to accommodate both ideas in one song I
transposed my initial content into the key of C minor. One of the later versions of these
efforts can be heard in Audio 8. The audio was captured in the studio where I worked
on the project. The recording was accomplished with the use of an iPad’s built-in
microphone capturing the sound coming from the monitors. This approach was taken
in absence of the ability to render audio mixdowns while projects are at a draft stage in
Audiotool. Figure 4.12 illustrates the timeline of the project at this stage of
development.
Figure 4.12. First stage of development of Composition B1
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Further work on this project was interrupted by an error leading to the CPU of the
computer being maxed out while playing back the project. This problem was
manifested in audio glitching, freezing of the project and prevention of any parameter
manipulation, effectively making it impossible to continue working on the mix.
Initially, I assumed that this was not a software problem but that my computer was not
fast enough to cope with the processing of the project (as at this stage I used a 2.4GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo Mac Book Pro with 4GB of RAM). However, very soon User 12 also
reported that the project was unplayable for him. This was particularly surprising
because the project did not seem very resources-heavy as only a moderate number of
Audiotool devices had been implemented. For a test, I opened several other Audiotool
projects made by various users and even though they seemed to be utilising a higher
number of devices, the playback and navigation were uninterrupted. In order to exclude
the possibility that my computer was responsible for the fault, I attempted to open the
project on two faster machines, including a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 Mac computer with
8GB of RAM. This last machine was capable of playing the project but the CPU load
still oscillated around 90–98%. Fortunately that was enough for me to continue the
production. The downside was that I had limited access to the faster computer, which
affected how often I could work on this project. Only after the completion of my work
I discovered that the CPU overload problem was not occurring when I used a 3.10 GHz
Intel Core i5 PC with 8GB of RAM running 64-bit Windows 7. This suggests that
Audiotool might be better optimised for Windows than Mac OSX.
Once the CPU maxing problem occurred, User 12 was unable to add anything
else to the composition. In light of this, User 13 and I continued using EXPM to discuss
the production. I also used EXPM to maintain communication with User 12 and
provide him with updates. My work on the project led me to aim for a more cohesive
version of the composition, as I felt that the previous attempt of merging two musical
ideas into one was not entirely successful. Since User 12 agreed with the new direction,
I produced a new mix that can be heard in Audio 9.
Despite his initial engagement in the discussion, User 13 soon stopped being an
active participant in the project. He attributed it to a heavy workload at school, as at
the time of our collaboration he was still a high school student. From this point onwards,
I was the only member continuing to work on the project and leading it to what I
considered an acceptable final mix. The final mix can be heard on the Audiotool project
page cited above as well as in Audio 10. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 present a visual
overview of that mix.
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Figure 4.13. Final mix of Composition B1 with timeline window

Figure 4.14. Final mix of Composition B1 with overview of all devices used in the project

Project evaluation
The main groupware tools used to communicate with collaborators were EXUG and
PW. EXUG proved to be very effective and allowed reaching other users promptly,
sometimes in real time. PW was used not for conducting in-depth discussions but more
as a conversation starter as well as for posting announcements and questions. Some
members of the Audiotool community used PW to offer public feedback on the mixes,
as this is one of very few communication mechanisms available to Audiotool users.
Similar to project A1, work on B1 was interrupted by technical issues, of which
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the most negative was the problem of CPU maxing out during playback. This resulted
in audio glitches and playback stopping. It happened within a week of starting the
production and prevented further contributions from User 12. It also slowed down my
ability to work on this project, as I had to search for different computers outside of my
studio location. I feel that this slower progress eventually led to User 13 also
abandoning active work on the project. Dealing with such a major technical problem
meant that after developing what I thought could be the final mix, I wanted to leave
this project behind as soon as possible rather than continue adding minor changes.
On two occasions I encountered the so-called ‘Internal Server Error’ (see Figure
4.15). This error indicates that the Audiotool server is being unresponsive. This has
severe consequences on the project as the appearance of this message indicates that
current changes can no longer be saved. On one occasion, I lost approximately two
hours of work after encountering this error. I attempted to leave the project active
overnight with the hope that I would be able to save it on the following day but
discovered that the appearance of this error means that nothing can be done to save the
changes.
Figure 4.15. Internal Server Error message on Audiotool

In my assessment of how the project unfolded I perceive the action of User 12 as the
element that influenced the majority of the work on this composition. His action of
contributing a musical idea unrelated to the initial draft demonstrates the consequences
of working with users who do not communicate about important planned actions. A
substantial amount of time and effort was spent on attempting to make those two
initially disparate sketches work as one composition. I eventually gave up on this
attempt and decided to proceed with generating new, more cohesive musical ideas,
while incorporating as many musical elements provided by Users 12 and 13 as possible.
The process of finding Audiotool collaborators was again restricted as I could
only reach a relatively small proportion of its users via the Audiotool Artists
Facebook group. The response to my invitation to participate was quite small but at
least this time the ratio of responders to active participants was much higher than in
composition A1. Incorporation of such tools as TAG and MUSC did not increase the
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number of participants, and consequently, I felt that the available groupware tools
substantially limited my crowdsourcing actions and options.
Despite facing a series of technical and communication issues as well as being
limited by the lack of such communication tools as PM, PUC and FOR, I am still
pleased with the musical outcome of this project. It reflects the sonic possibilities
offered by Audiotool and more specifically by its small number of available
instruments. Unlike in composition A1 where I imported a substantial number of audio
samples created outside of Audiotool, composition A2 was heavily based on the
platform’s instruments. This indicates that Audiotool’s relatively limited sonic palette
is still capable of creating engaging sounds, and this is one of the key strengths of the
platform.
The musical ideas contributed by my two collaborators were important in shaping
the songwriting process, and fragments of these ideas are present in the final version.
Having said that, I found that collaborative jamming was limited. The process of
collaboration relied on a large amount of autonomous work and the communication
between collaborators was not always efficient. While this project allowed me to
discover some substantial technical limitations of various music production tools in
Audiotool, none of these limitations were substantial enough to diminish the final
outcome of the project or my satisfaction with what was achieved. Examples of
limitations that I discovered include issues such as no bypass option on the two
available equalisers, lack of metering on the compressor device and limited mastering
options within the platform. Significant obstacles while working in Audiotool are the
lack of ability to export uncompressed audio files and not being able to render audio
mixdowns while working on a draft before a project is published. This necessitates
looking for workarounds that include incorporating other recording software, cables
and hardware audio interfaces.

Composition B2
Project title: ‘Eastern Egoist’
Artist name: KOshowKO
Platform: Blend
Number of active participants: 3
Number of total participants: 13
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 16
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Wankendorf, Germany
User 17
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Chapel Hill, USA
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RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
First version by Martin Koszolko, 71 BPM, duration: 01:00:
https://blend.io/pos/koshowko-eastern-egoist
Second version by User 16, 133 BPM, duration: 05:24:
https://blend.io/project/54f6c0f74e9b88b41b000894
Third version by Martin Koszolko, 122 BPM, duration: 06:00:
https://blend.io/pos/koshowko-eastern-egoist-from-wieger
Fourth version by User 16, 128 BPM, duration: 05:39:
https://blend.io/project/55088789bd6bcb55720000d0
Fifth version by User 17, 122 BPM, duration: 05:48:
https://blend.io/electrobongo/koshowko-eastern-egoist-from-pos

Audio 11. Composition B2 – first version by Martin Koszolko

Audio 12. Composition B2 – second version by User 16

Audio 13. Composition B2 – third version by Martin Koszolko

Audio 14. Composition B2 – fourth version by User 16

Audio 15. Composition B2 – fifth version by User 17
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Project background
I started this project by producing the initial sketch on an iPad using the Egoist app and
then migrated it to Ableton Live where I added bass and piano. I initially improvised
with a sample utilising a Middle Eastern scale, which in combination with the name of
the iPad app led me to create the title ‘Eastern Egoist’. The sample utilising the scale
that contributed to the composition’s title was eventually discarded; however, I left the
name in place as I found the play on words attention-grabbing. In Ableton Live I
finalised a one-minute long, initial sketch of the track and published it on Blend as the
first version of the project with a tempo of 71 BPM (Audio 11). The creative objective
promoted to Blend members was to develop and expand the existing sketch into a
longer song form. As such, the key skills being crowdsourced were songwriting and
music production. As this was one of the first projects I uploaded to Blend, I did not
know many members of its community. This meant I relied on users unknown to me
to join the project and contribute ideas. Over time I became a more pro-active user of
Blend, frequently utilising PM to contact potential collaborators. Although for this
composition, the only groupware tools used to crowdsource contributions were MUSC
and TAG.
The initial project was pulled by five users but only one (User 16) ended up
publishing a new, expanded version of the first sketch. User 16 constructed a full
arrangement with the duration of 05:24. This arrangement became the basis for
subsequent versions of the composition. User 16 increased the tempo from 71 to 133
BPM and steered the track in a darker, techno-inspired direction (see Audio 12). After
pulling the second version of the composition, I utilised selected existing elements and
added various new instruments, as well as rearranging the track. I published the result
as a third version (Audio 13). Two users further modified this—User 16, whose work
I modified in my third version, and new project participant User 17. These two new
versions became the concluding developments in this collaboration (Audio 14 and
Audio 15). The last three versions drew substantially on the second version produced
by User 16. While versions one to three had a linear progression, versions four and five
were developed as two separate responses to version three as published by me.
The connectivity between project participants was strengthened by the
implementation of PW, where users posted feedback and questions regarding different
versions of the composition. This included users who only considered participating in
the project and had pulled various versions without contributing and publishing
anything. The project received a small promotional push via the Blend blog (Figure
4.16), which led to a minimal increase in user participation, in comparison to my other
activities on Blend. The promotional push did not include features such as inclusion in
Blend’s newsletter or a promotional banner available on Blend’s News Feed page.
These features are regularly utilised for promotion of Blend endorsed competitions
supported by prizes from software companies or larger record labels.
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Figure 4.16. Blend blog post inviting users to participate in project B2

Project evaluation
Collaborative work on this project makes evident strengths of the Blend platform, such
as the ability to access full Ableton Live sets created by other users and the ability to
publish subsequent versions of the initial composition. The incorporation of PW as one
of the key communication tools allowed users to provide comments on versions of the
project as well as indicate their willingness to participate. PW in this context emerges
as a more casual tool than PM, particularly in relation to communicating with users
with whom I had never spoken. The downside of PW is that it is not intended for indepth discussions, and is typically used for brief comments.
The way my interactions with Users 16 and 17 developed on Blend reflects how
musical collaboration is facilitated by the platform. Users have no other option but to
take turns in publishing their musical ideas. Therefore, the creative output is developed
not by shaping ideas through verbal conversations during synchronous sessions (as
possible on Ohm Studio), but by taking a user’s mix as a starting point and responding
with one’s own amendments shaped through autonomous work. The mixes of B2 can
function as remixes since consecutive versions took the composition into musical
territories far removed from what I produce as KOshowKO. Thus, in response to
version two, I softened the arrangement of the third version, wanting to move it away
from the harder techno sound of the previous mix.
While there were 13 participants in total (people pulling the project), only three
users (including myself) contributed published versions of the composition. In
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conjunction with the Blend blog promotion, groupware tools such as MUSC and TAG
were sufficient to achieve satisfactory collaboration, as evidenced primarily by version
three of the composition. This contrasts to my other projects on Blend, when these two
communication tools needed to be used in conjunction with private messaging to find
collaborators.

Composition B3
Project title: ‘Alone in the City’
Artist name: KOshowKO
Platform: Ohm Studio
Number of active participants: 3
Number of total participants: 5
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU, IEP
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing, mastering
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 4
Contribution to the project: composition, synthesisers programming
Location: Warsaw, Poland
User 18
Contribution to the project: vocals, lyrics
Location: Warsaw, Poland
BPM and duration of the composition: 76 BPM, duration: 05: 32
RMCS URL: https://www.ohmstudio.com/session/254062/alone-city
Audio 16. Composition B3 – stage one

Audio 17. Composition B3 – stage two

Project background
The musical objective of this project was to compose and produce a song inspired by
the genre of down-tempo electronica and artists such as Talos, as well as the creative
output of my project KOshowKO. The key production mode implemented was IEP, as
I knew all active project participants outside of Ohm Studio. User 4 and I performed
the main bulk of composing and arrangement work, while User 18 joined at the final
stage to write lyrics and record his lead vocals.
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While at the time of our collaboration User 4 was permanently based in Poland
and I was in Australia, we have known each other since childhood as we attended the
same primary school. We had an opportunity to meet and discuss the project face-toface during my visit in Oslo, Norway for the 9th Art of Record Production Conference
in December 2014. I collaborated with this user for the first time on composition C3
where he recorded live bass guitar parts. He had only worked with audio recordings in
Ohm Studio in the past. This composition was the first opportunity for User 4 to work
with MIDI and software instruments within this RMCS platform. It was also the first
time when I worked with User 4 as a co-writer.
Shortly after my return to Australia, User 4 started generating songwriting
ideas. The five main communication tools that we used were EXPM, PRC, EM, SN
and VID. We utilized EXPM extensively at the beginning of our collaborative work,
taking advantage of the instant messaging and the ability to see when a given person is
online. At an early stage of our work we also incorporated the VID tool. Our
collaboration took synchronous and asynchronous turns and during our joint sessions
we used PRC. As most of our communication took written form, we recognized that
EXPM and PRC make it difficult to trace previously discussed ideas and as a result we
moved our discussions regarding the project to EM. While EXPM was easy to replace
with EM, PRC was the most efficient option for synchronous work and we continued
to use this tool during real-time sessions in Ohm Studio (see Figure 4.17).
Figure 4.17. An earlier version of composition B3 with a visible discussion between collaborators
via PRC

We wanted to incorporate vocals in the project and this idea was taken into
consideration while composing the piece. When we had a substantially developed
demo version with a pronounced melody, I started searching for a vocalist. An
instrumental version of the composition that was used at this stage can be heard in
Audio 16. The concept for the vocals I wanted to incorporate was a male falsetto sound.
Being specific about the type of vocal timbre placed strong boundaries on the project
and limited the number of potential collaborators. I contemplated alternatives in case
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finding a falsetto vocalist proved impossible, and would have considered a female
vocal for this project. I aspired to firstly exhaust all options for recruiting a suitable
vocalist from the Ohm Studio community and to incorporate the DWPU strategy. I
spent a month searching for the vocalist on Ohm Studio and in this process I advertised
the project and the collaborative role with the use of PUC and FOR tools. Discussions
about suitable vocalists on the public forum as well as my own searches through Ohm
Studio member profiles returned names of three suitable candidates whom I contacted
using PM. After two weeks of not hearing back from users who I contacted and not
receiving a response to my forum posts, I began to consider using IEP in order to recruit
a vocalist.
As the chosen vocal timbre parameters were very specific, finding the vocalist
using the IEP strategy was initially difficult. Two potentially suitable singers whom I
contacted were unable to participate within a sufficiently short time. Eventually, User
4 suggested a singer (User 18), also based in Warsaw, as a potentially suitable candidate.
I had heard recordings made by User 18, which exhibited a great vocal ability. However,
in none of them he sang falsetto, so it was difficult to determine how well he might be
able to sing in this style. Nevertheless, I was interested in progressing this project and
invited User 18 to sign up for an Ohm Studio account. In communicating with him I
incorporated the EXPM tool. He joined the project within a day of our first contact, but
it took him two weeks to find time for the recording session. For the recording he used
the Logic Pro software and later imported vocal stems into Ohm Studio. Prior to
inviting User 18, I named the composition ‘Alone in the City’ with the hope that this
would steer the lyrical direction of the project. I asked User 18 if he would prefer
writing his own lyrics with the idea of referencing the song’s title, or whether he would
prefer to use supplied lyrical content. He chose the first option and wrote the lyrics on
his own. As soon as he found time to do the recording, he completed his takes within
two days. From this point onward we had all elements of the composition in place and
I performed some additional mixing and arranging in Ohm Studio. The project
presented here and audible in Audio 17 is an example of a completed demo that later
can be migrated into a more advanced DAW, for example Ableton Live, for further
experimentation with MIDI instruments, programming and parameter automation.
Project evaluation
This project suffered from some communication problems despite knowing User 4 for
a long time prior to this collaboration, as well as utilising a large number of groupware
tools. These were typically manifested by various arrangement and musical changes
implemented without notifying another user. User 4 and I had a strong musical vision
for the project and one of the key challenges was to effectively communicate during
this process. We went through numerous iterations of the composition where elements
such as harmony, melody and arrangement were modified multiple times. In addition,
we worked closely either in synchronous sessions or asynchronously by responding to
issues raised via groupware or responding to songwriting challenges. The collaborative
songwriting was difficult as we both implemented various musical ideas that were
initially disjointed. We could not initially agree on which melody and harmony would
be the most suitable for the project. Furthermore, at times, I felt surprised by actions of
my collaborator or disagreed with melodic or harmonic ideas that were implemented.
Overall, the biggest difficulty was the mutual lack of understanding of some of our
musical decisions. Occasionally, this lack of understanding resulted in the desire to
change specific musical ideas by overwriting them with new ones. We discussed in
detail and scrutinised various musical decisions taken in this project and it could be
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suggested that both User 4 and I overanalysed our actions, which represents the Apollo
syndrome (Belbin 2010a) that I discuss in Chapter Five.
As User 4 and I continued producing various versions of this composition, we
also encountered some technical problems within Ohm Studio. They were manifested
by occasionally each of us hearing slightly different things while listening to the
composition. When collaborators work in this platform, it is likely to assume that we
all hear identical sounds coming from the speakers while playing back the audio. Yet
there were situations when we rendered and sent each other mixes of the same version
of the project which differed sonically. For example, certain instruments were not
present or there were unexpected glitched sounds appearing in the mix. It was difficult
for me to determine to what degree some of these technical problems could have been
caused by the platform or by User 4’s small knowledge of Ohm Studio as well as lack
of experience working with other DAWs. User 4 had a very small understanding of
English, which is the language of the platform’s documentation and GUI. This
demonstrates how non-English speaking music producers can be disadvantaged in
relation to learning RMCS.
The process of finding a suitable vocalist exemplifies my lack of willingness to
go with the flow of the community in this project. I did not want to compromise my
initial artistic vision by inviting a vocalist who did not meet the specific vocal criteria.
Despite my multiple attempts, I was unable to find a suitable person within the Ohm
Studio community of users. Searching through my own networks established outside
of RMCS eventually brought a suitable vocalist who quickly added the required parts.
The vocal performance delivered by User 18 was outstanding and suited the initial
creative pitch extremely well.

Composition C1
Project title: ‘Lose’
Artist name: KOshowKO vs. Paolo Palacios
Platform: Audiotool
Number of active participants: 2
Number of total participants: 2
Implemented production modes: AW, CS, DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing, mastering
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 10
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Naperville, USA
RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
First version, 155 BPM, duration: 02:22:
http://www.audiotool.com/track/lose_ft_koshowko/
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Second version, 146 BPM, duration: 04:19:
http://www.audiotool.com/track/koshowko_vs_paolo_palacios_-_lose/
Audio 18. Composition C1 – first version

Audio 19. Composition C1 – second version

Project background
This project is an example of externally instigated composition, as my participation
was a result of responding to a call for collaboration posted by User 10 with an EXUG
tool—the Audiotool Artists Facebook group. This project marked my first participation
in a project instigated by another Audiotool user and an invitation to become a coauthor. 11 The creative objective was to produce a composition in the EDM subgenre of
trap. After being invited as a co-author to the project’s draft, I added musical ideas in
the form of vocal samples processed with such Audiotool effects as Rasselbock, Slope
filter, Delay and Reverb. The samples were previously recorded for the KOshowKO
composition ‘Lose What We Have’. Later on, several other Audiotool users
incorporated vocal samples that I used in this project in their own compositions. This
is an example of how this RMCS platform enables communal sampling (CS), which is
further discussed in the section on Composition D1.
The addition of samples and audio processing was intended as an initial
contribution that I planned to expand upon after hearing feedback from the project
creator. Though User 10, shortly after adding some compositional ideas, proceeded to
publish the song on the Audiotool platform without any further communication (Audio
18). After the song was published, I learned that as a co-author I could not open the
project anymore in order to implement further changes. This was inconsistent with my
prior work within the platform where I had published multiple drafts without
preventing users from further contributing and saving new ideas. Using EM, I reported
the problem to the platform’s developers, and it was recognised as a potential software
bug. However, as Audiotool had been recoded using the HTML 5 programming
language, it was made clear to me that such bugs will not be resolved in the existing
Flash version of the platform.
In light of the above problem, the remaining option was to continue working on
the published composition as a remix and I proceeded to create a version of the track
in this form. In Audiotool’s terminology a project is referred to as a remix if a user who
is not the original project creator initiates a new version. This allowed me to develop
further ideas for this project and complete the mix with additional arrangement changes
and added processing. When I completed my work I published it as a second version
of this composition, listed on Audiotool as a remix (Audio 19). See Figures 4.18 and
4.19 for a visual overview of the final mix.
11

The term co-author is used on Audiotool to describe contributors.
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Figure 4.18. The timeline of the final mix in Audiotool

Figure 4.19. The overview of Audiotool’s devices used in the final mix

Project evaluation
The creative output of this project is a result of working around various limitations of
Audiotool affecting connectivity between collaborators. The key restriction was the
software bug preventing me from working on and updating the initial version of the
composition. This led to presenting the final mix of the composition as a remix of what
essentially should be considered a demo version. In addition, I was working with a user
who did not engage in lengthy discussions, despite being connected via Facebook,
which offers advanced communication tools. As a result, beyond the initial invitation
to the project, User 10 and I performed the majority of creative work independently. I
chose to keep User 10 informed about new additions and changes, as I believe it is
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respectful to the project creator and allows for responses with potential amendments.
For this communication I used EXUG and EXPM tools.
User 10 determined the musical direction of the project through seeking
collaborative input in the style of trap. Being interested in this style of music, I
attempted to adhere to the initial creative pitch. Even though the written
communication via Facebook was limited, I felt musically inspired by the original
project draft. This inspiration carried on throughout my work on the project and
allowed me to expand it without necessarily needing to discuss any specific details with
User 10. However, a lack of discussion creates doubts about another user’s
involvement in the project and could be interpreted as a sign that the silent user does
not have much interest in the project or its outcomes. This poses a question about the
motivations of RMCS users choosing to participate in externally instigated
compositions. Working on this type of project can prevent contributors from taking
charge. This is because being credited as a key artist, songwriter or producer motivates
people to be more engaged. Nevertheless, contributors can eventually become
songwriters or producers, which is dependant on the scale of their creative input as well
as their ability to negotiate it with the project creator. Audiotool as well as other RMCS
platforms allow for all users involved in a project to be automatically credited. On this
composition, User 10 included my artist name in the title of the first project he
published, so it read as ‘Lose (ft. KOshowKO)’. While developing my own version I
credited the project to KOshowKO vs. Paolo Palacios and renamed it to ‘Lose’, which
identifies publically the key artists behind the composition. User 10 has since changed
his Audiotool artist name but the credit reflects the name he used at the time of our
collaboration.

Composition C2
Project title: ‘Like a Budding Harold’
Artist name: David Karsten Daniels
Platform: Blend
Number of active participants: 2
Number of total participants: 15
Implemented production modes: AW
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing, mastering
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 14
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers programming,
mixing
Location: Dallas, USA
BPM and duration of the composition: 60 BPM, duration: 06:48
RMCS URL: https://blend.io/project/53a34dd1eef8e8be3400013a
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Audio 20. Composition C2

Project background
This composition exemplifies my involvement in a project instigated by a user of the
Blend platform. I found User 14’s original composition after searching for Ableton
Live projects tagged as ‘ambient’ and ‘guitar’. I immediately thought of this project as
aligned with some of the productions that I published in the past under the name Iubar
Project, which also included guitar-driven ambient material. I was eager to experiment
with modifying the sound of the original version. After pulling the Ableton Live set
created by User 14, I experimented with the placement of some of the pre-recorded
guitar takes, originally recorded by User 6 in Poland. I modified the arrangement in
order to accommodate the guitars, that I also processed using Waves Meta Filter and
Doppler effects. In addition, I incorporated some vocal and glitch audio samples as
well as additional synthesiser lines. For the latter I used Stillwell Audio Olga
synthesiser processed with various Ableton effects such as Amp, Saturator and Reverb.
All new tracks were processed with Ableton equaliser and compressor devices. In
addition to incorporating and processing the new tracks, I used equalisation and
compression on original tracks created by User 14. Since my project utilised some of
the above mentioned third-party plug-ins by Waves and Stillwell Audio, I froze 12 these
tracks in order to allow potential future collaborators to open the project and hear it in
the same way I did, even if they did not have the above-mentioned plug-ins installed
(see Figure 4.20).
Figure 4.20. My final mix of Composition C2 where original as well as newly added, frozen tracks
are visible

12

Track freezing function in Ableton Live makes it possible to render a pre-fader bounce of the track's output
signal, which includes all devices and automation. This means that instrument or effect plug-ins on that track
cannot be altered until the track is unfrozen again.
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When I completed the production of my mix, I published it on Blend (this version can
be heard in Audio 20). Through my actions I re-arranged and expanded User 14’s
composition and I wanted to signal this to him. Furthermore, I was interested to know
whether he would consider this as an official joint work and would agree for this new
version to be attributed to two acts, his own as well as Iubar Project. Using the PW tool,
I included this question in the published project description. I wanted to contact User
14 directly as he had not reacted in any way to the version that I published. At the time
of this project’s publication, PM was not yet available to Blend users and the only
remaining groupware tool available to me was EXPM. In order to find contact details
for User 14, I examined links to his other online outlets that were listed on his Blend
profile. The EXPM tool that I used was SoundCloud’s private messaging through
which I sent a direct message to User’s 14 SoundCloud profile. After a week of not
hearing back I utilised the email address which was published on this user’s website
listed on Blend. I received a response to my email where the receipt of my SoundCloud
message was also acknowledged. The email was very brief: “Got your messages. I just
need time to sit down and go thru your links and think it over. Thanks for reaching out.
I'll be in touch soon!” (User 14, email communication, 25th June 2014). I followed up
a week later. However, I received no further communication from User 14. Given the
lack of response through Blend’s PW as well as EXPM and no promised further
response via EM, I assumed that User 14 is not interested in utilising this track in any
capacity. After the publication of my version, 13 further users pulled it on Blend.
However, none of these led to new versions of this composition. As such, I classify
these users as non-active participants.
Project evaluation
While the original mix was described as “a sound design project for a spa-like
atmosphere”, 13 the reworked version introduced a less relaxed, distorted, guitar-driven
sound and I was pleased with the results of this juxtaposition. Pulling and modifying
someone else’s composition constituted a journey with an uncertain outcome and this
project was a useful test of the process. I added several new elements and re-arranged
the existing composition of User 14. I also wanted to preserve the feel of the original
track, and as a result I thought of my version as an enhancement that allowed steering
the project in a new musical direction. The uncertainty with this type of work relates
to the fact that I believe the creator of the initial composition should be in charge of
controlling its subsequent versions, regardless if they are considered remixes or new
versions with strongly defined new musical ideas. I admit that since I liked the final
result, I was not particularly interested in abandoning my work after it was published
on Blend. Nevertheless, lack of a definite response from the original project creator left
me in limbo and effectively rendered the composition useless outside of Blend, where
it can be streamed and pulled. The outcomes of this process lead to questioning what
motivates RMCS musicians to get involved in other people’s projects. Based on my
experience with people who spontaneously contributed to a series of my projects, it
seems that the key-motivating factor is the need for musical expression, which also
includes production work.
13

See original project description: https://blend.io/dvdkrstndnls/like-a-budding-harold (accessed 5th January
2017).
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There are no guarantees that a given musical contribution will be accepted by
the original project creator as useful. In other projects, for example B2, I received
contributions that were well executed in terms of production or musicality but did not
fit stylistically my own musical direction. I also received other contributions that were
not executed successfully in terms of production or musical ideas and needed more
work and amendments. In all cases, I remained an active communicator with all
contributors where I used various available groupware tools.
The lack of initial response, as well as lack of further emails from User 14,
signalled the absence of attention to other users’ time and effort. Such behaviour
indicates a lack of professionalism, and after this experience I would not invest more
energy in working with this particular user. Overall, the original composition by User
14 received nine pulls on Blend but I was the only user who contributed a new version.
There is no additional data suggesting other reactions of User 14 to creative
contributions that he might have received on Blend.

Composition C3
Project title: ‘The Giver’
Artist name: KOshowKO featuring Herman Dexter, Stefy and Piotr Horn
Platform: Ohm Studio with additional production in Ableton Live
Number of active participants: 5
Number of total participants: 9
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU, IEP
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing, mastering
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 2
Contribution to the project: composition, production, male vocals
Location: New Jersey, USA
User 3
Contribution to the project: composition, female vocals
Location: Alba, Italy
User 4
Contribution to the project: bass guitar
Location: Warsaw, Poland
User 5
Contribution to the project: synthesiser programming
Location: undisclosed city, USA
BPM and duration of the compositions:
Ohm Studio mix (stage two), 95 BPM, duration: 04:12
Ableton Live mix (stage three), 97 BPM, duration: 04:05
RMCS URL: https://www.ohmstudio.com/node/156933
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Audio 21. Composition C3 – stage one

Audio 22. Composition C3 – stage two

Audio 23. Composition C3 – stage three

Project background
This project constitutes my involvement in an externally instigated composition on
Ohm Studio and it was the first project that I completed within this platform. This
composition has been informed by my participation in one of the weekly collaborative
events hosted by Ohm Studio developers. These events, unique to this RMCS platform,
function as a catalyst to bring users of various levels of experience together. Event
descriptions provide a set of rules according to which a song should be created. While
prior to 2016 such events were announced on a weekly basis, the actual process of
recording and production often lasted longer, as projects tend to evolve and new
participants join in sometimes days after a particular project was started. The creative
parameter that was set at the onset of this composition was to create a Christmas song.
The initiating element that started work on this project was a discussion that I
had with User 5 using the PUC tool. We had agreed to work together and start writing
a downtempo song with a Christmas theme, as per the description of a weekly
collaboration event. I created the drums, while User 5 programmed an initial bass line
and a synthesiser line using Native Instruments’ FM8 plug-in. On the first day, User 5
decided to stop his participation due to lack of interest in developing this composition
further. On the same day, User 2 joined the public project and recorded a male lead
vocal part, giving the song a strong sense of melodic and lyrical direction. This user
contributed his own lyrics, which told the story of the historical figure associated with
the mythical Santa Claus. Following this lyrical input, I renamed the project ‘X-mas
on Ohm - The Story of Santa’. The mix of the project at the end of the first day of work
can be heard in Audio 21 and its visual representation can be seen in Figure 4.21.
As the project was left open to the public, several other Ohm Studio users joined
in within the next 11 days. However, only one of these new project members, User 3,
provided a musical contribution—the female vocals for the chorus line. This
contribution constituted another important compositional element. At this point I felt
that the composition included all key parts, and as the only remaining project instigator
I became its sole producer, responsible for the direction of the song.
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Figure 4.21. The view of the project at the end of the first day of work

Five days after the female vocals were added, I invited User 4 (who at this time was
not a member of Ohm Studio) to contribute a bass line to the song. This user needed
guidance in order to learn basics of the software and to establish his recording set-up.
I needed to act as a tutor and also a translator of various lessons regarding the platform,
because the user did not speak English. Two days were spent on tutoring before the
recording of the bass line. Some technical problems regarding his equipment also
needed to be resolved and I continued to act as a technical instructor throughout the
remainder of User 4’s participation in the project.
User 4 reported unusual audio errors resulting in timing problems and gaps in
the vocal, which were not audible or visible at my end (see Figure 4.22). After around
two hours of troubleshooting and using VID, EXPM and PRC to communicate, we
determined that the problem was caused by the program’s freeze function. We also
spent approximately three hours testing various scenarios and establishing what could
be done to amend the problem. Clicking twice on the ‘Update Bounce’ button seemed
to help for the time being. In addition, User 4 exported an audio mixdown from his
computer, which sounded different to what I was hearing on my computer system.
Regardless of the above issues, we kept on progressing the song production. Shortly
after the new bass line was added, I changed the project status to ‘private’, which
prevented new participants from joining in without an invitation. This decision was
triggered a day earlier, when I read comments of an Ohm Studio user on the public chat
regarding problems that he encountered with his public projects being changed by other
members who destroyed previously crafted mix balance.
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Figure 4.22. Gaps in the vocal track caused by missing plug-ins and the incorrect implementation
of the ‘Collaborative Freeze’ function

Throughout the next two weeks I continued working with User 4 on improving and
expanding his initial bass line recording. I also contacted User 2 about recording his
vocals for the second verse, as this element was still missing. In addition, User 2 and I
discussed ideas for the title of the track. After my initial contact about expanding his
vocal contribution, it took almost three months before this user added new vocal takes.
During that time I continued working on my musical additions to the composition. This
included adding a jingle bells track, re-imported from Ableton Live, where I had a
specific Ableton instrument generating that sound. Moreover, I added several new
drum elements such as bongos, snares, cymbals, fills and sweeps. I also created
multiple automation lanes on plug-ins and tracks, performed several other mixing
operations and worked on editing of various tracks as well as fine-tuning the song
structure. As I was not satisfied with the current title of the composition, I renamed it
to ‘The Giver’, which became the final title. I eventually completed the first mix and
mastered it outside of Ohm Studio using iZotope Ozone 6 software. This mastered
version demonstrates what I could achieve in relation to production and mixing in Ohm
Studio and it can be heard in Audio 22. A pre-master version of the same mix is audible
through the RMCS URL provided above.
Several weeks later I migrated selected stems of the composition to Ableton
Live in order to experiment with additional elements of the arrangement (Figure 4.23).
The key reason for this move was that I felt that musical experimentation concerning
the implementation of sampling could proceed further in Ableton Live. The move
outside of Ohm Studio had the added benefit of being able to experiment with different
song tempos. I eventually settled on the tempo of 97 BPM. This version of the
composition was published on the Las Machinas label (KOshowKO 2016) as a
fundraising single for the Australian Children’s Music Foundation (Audio 23).
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Figure 4.23. Stage three of composition C3 finalised in Ableton Live

In regard to forms of communication utilised in the project work, the tool used most
frequently was PRC. In addition, I used PM to contact active project members outside
of the synchronous recording and production sessions. I also incorporated EXPM and
VID extensively while communicating with User 4, known to me prior to working on
this project and with whom I already established various forms of communication
outside of RMCS.
Project evaluation
As this was the first project that I completed in Ohm Studio, it allowed me to learn
many new things about this RMCS platform as well as about the dynamics of the
collaborative process that Ohm Studio can facilitate. Additionally, I discovered how
Ohm Studio facilitates learning of software features as well as learning from other
members of the community. For example, ‘Tool Tips’ aided learning of new software
features. These tips cover the majority of the GUI aspects, with only a few missing
descriptions. I was also able to receive valuable help from more experienced platform
users whom I contacted via PUC and PRC.
Through this project, I discovered that the speed of the creative process within
RMCS can be fast and the core structure of the song can be created quickly through
various additions contributed spontaneously by collaborators. All the vocal and lyrical
contributions were provided without consultation with other project members. Vocal
contributions from Users 2 and 3 were made possible because the project was open to
the entire Ohm Studio community. Creation of vocal lines was an example of the
progression of the project and an example of my passive crowdsourcing of the musical
input. This passivity is evidenced in the lack of my direct contact with selected
participants prior to receiving their initial musical contributions. I was surprised by the
initial spontaneity of the creative process and how suitable the contributions felt,
despite the limited preliminary co-ordination. While the early momentum concerning
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the song development was fast, it slowed down over time and the remaining elements
of the composition took several weeks to develop and finalise. Overall, the impression
of Ohm Studio that emerged from my work on this composition is that it is a democratic
system that can be contrasted with a scenario when several collaborators are present in
the same physical studio with one computer. In this scenario, one person would
typically be at the helm and have the ability to dominate the progress of the production
and songwriting session. Ohm Studio, on the other hand, enables unprecedented
freedom of creative expression as input of several users can be recorded at the same
time. The choice between synchronous and asynchronous sessions means that the latter
allow delegation of tasks where additional parts are created and recorded by users from
around the world, while I could attend to other tasks or projects. Additionally, in this
production participants were encouraged to take risks and this approach can nourish
creativity (Leonard and Swap 2005). Project C3 demonstrates that Ohm Studio
facilitates effective communication with other project members, asynchronously via
SN and PM tools and synchronously via PUC and PRC.
Drawbacks of the creative process included the occasional lack of clarity, as to
who is responsible for specific future actions, for example mixing. I automatically took
on roles such as mixing and mastering engineer; yet, I can imagine that this lack of
clarity could impact on projects with less defined role divisions. Related to this is an
issue of lack of communication among users regarding the creative direction. In this
project, some users did not initiate a discussion regarding new additions, such as lyrics
or recorded vocal tracks. This is, however, not necessarily a negative aspect of project
work, as it allows for an immediacy of contributions, although the impact of such
behaviour can vary in other projects executed with RMCS. Since multiple users can
affect various parameters of the project, it is of utmost importance to learn early in the
process which mixing actions are public and which are private. The ability to have this
distinction is an important feature of Ohm Studio and is particularly useful in
synchronous sessions, but I discovered that it can also frustrate newcomers if they do
not understand the mechanics of this process.
As noted above, some users reported problems of losing control over the mix,
which could be hijacked and compromised by fellow project members. This risk is
related to public projects and admittedly it can be a source of anxiety as to whether
mixing can be a safe process with other users logged in to the project at the same time
or being able to change it in asynchronous sessions. Even during synchronous sessions,
users have the ability to change parameters in real time, which might not be
immediately obvious to another collaborator. The positive side of having projects open
to the public is the ease with which users can join in and participate. In this project,
vocal contributions from Users 2 and 3 were received because the project was open to
the public and there was no barrier to entry.
On the technical side, the software allows for an efficient backup system, as the
‘Snapshot’ 14 creation tool allows for an automated as well as user determined project
backup. This helps to ease the anxiety around other users being able to modify the
project. Furthermore, I learned that options concerning parameter automation are quite
advanced as individual automation lanes are provided for each automated parameter.
These can affect various mixer as well as plug-in parameters. The incorporation of
third-party plug-ins was another valuable feature allowing for the use of tools that I
was familiar with after working in other DAWs. However, users need to be mindful
14

The term ‘Snapshot’ in Ohm Studio refers to the ability to save the current state of the project. The software
does this automatically at regular time intervals and at the close down of a project, but project administrators can
also create custom made snapshots at any given time.
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that noticeable latency can be caused by a specific use of plug-ins, for example placing
a mastering plug-in such as iZotope Ozone on the master track. Some of the limiting
technical aspects that I came across were lack of ability to insert markers or colour code
tracks, which would help with labelling different sections of the song. I also found that
the tempo of audio files could not be efficiently changed at a later stage of song
production, after files have been already recorded or imported. Sometimes, only after
a composition is substantially developed, it becomes evident that a change of tempo
might be required and Ohm Studio limits the ability to do so when using audio tracks.
Apart from impacting on tempo changes, more advanced audio quantisation features,
such as those available in DAWs like Ableton Live and Logic Pro, would allow
correcting timing mistakes after live recordings. I also discovered that Ohm Studio
does not send a MIDI out signal. This could be a problematic feature to implement in
the context of collaboration, as it would enable having pure MIDI tracks that could be
sent to external hardware equipment rather than software plug-ins, which would
exclude the possibility of collaborators hearing a sound from such tracks. These
limitations were a reason for my decision to finalise the composition outside of Ohm
Studio. While this is consistent with the vision of the software creators for the platform
to not necessarily be a final mixing environment (Nelis 2010), I was interested in how
much can be achieved in Ohm Studio alone. Since I avoided moving outside of the
platform in composition B3, I felt I had addressed that question already, and so C3 is
an example of the journey from the initial mix in Ohm Studio and how it can be
modified in an external environment, in my case within Ableton Live.

Compositions D1
Project title: Various titles as described below. Group D1 includes projects by various
artists, featuring selected samples and recordings that I published on Audiotool
Artist name: Various
Platform: Audiotool
Number of active participants: 10
Number of total participants: 11
Implemented production modes: CS
Active participants:
User 33
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
User 34
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
User 35
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
User 36
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
User 37
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
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User 38
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
User 39
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city, USA
User 40
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: Barcelona, Spain
User 41
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: Illinois, USA
User 42
Contribution to the project: composition, production
Location: undisclosed city and country
RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
Audiotool playlist featuring 13 compositions:
http://www.audiotool.com/album/LA2p7fc
Titles and URLs to individual compositions:
Project ‘Work Remake’, by User 33, 135 BPM, duration: 02:29:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/work-vczporvo/
Project ‘Reflection’, by User 34, 120 BPM, duration: 02:14:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/reflection-ffqoickn/
Project ‘Currysang’, by User 35, 130 BPM, duration: 01:04:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/currysang/
Project ‘Noise (Demo)’, by User 36, 120 BPM, duration: 02:02:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/noise_demo/
Project ‘Raw Noise’, by User 36, 120 BPM, duration: 02:32:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/raw_noise/
Project ‘R111’, by User 37, 120 BPM, duration: 11:28:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/delay-6xqbsr7i/
Project ‘SSSSSSS’, by User 37, 127 BPM, duration: 08:08:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/sssssss/
Project ‘Life And Death’, by User 38, 120 BPM, duration: 01:38:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/life_and_death-rpkj7r/
Project ‘...Uoy Thiw’, by User 39, 100 BPM, duration: 05:31:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/uoy_thiw/
Project ‘Universe’, by User 39, 128 BPM, duration: 03:52:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/universe-hphcblg/
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Project ‘Nebel’, by User 40, 128 BPM, duration: 04:56:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/nebel/
Project ‘Always (Feat. Kryptic)’, by User 41, 150 BPM, duration: 02:16:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/always_feat_kryptic/
Project ‘Bellhop’, by User 42, 89 BPM, duration: 01:58:
https://www.audiotool.com/track/bellhop-wkeelkd/
Project ‘B I U’, by User 43, 127 BPM, duration: 02:42:
RMCS URL not available as project was removed by User 43 from Audiotool

Audio 24. Composition D1 – project ‘Work Remake’

Audio 25. Composition D1 – project ‘Reflection’

Audio 26. Composition D1 – project ‘Currysang’

Audio 27. Composition D1 – project ‘Noise (Demo)’

Audio 28. Composition D1 – project ‘Raw Noise’

Audio 29. Composition D1 – project ‘R111’
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Audio 30. Composition D1 – project ‘SSSSSSS’

Audio 31. Composition D1 – project ‘Life And Death’

Audio 32. Composition D1 – project ‘...Uoy Thiw’

Audio 33. Composition D1 – project ‘Universe’

Audio 34. Composition D1 – project ‘Nebel’

Audio 35. Composition D1 – project ‘Always (Feat. Kryptic)’

Audio 36. Composition D1 – project ‘Bellhop’

Audio 37. Composition D1 – project ‘B I U’
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Project background
This project provides evidence of Audiotool’s capability to facilitate what I refer to as
communal sampling (CS). The group of compositions presented here features samples
that I created by recording synthesisers and vocals in my studio and later publishing
them on Audiotool under the Creative Commons licence. The platform offers a
comprehensive management system for audio samples imported by users into their
project or recorded live in Audiotool. At the time of creating a sample a user has the
option to apply a ‘Copyright - All Rights Reserved’ or ‘Creative Commons’ licence.
Users can also search for samples using parameters such as name, BPM and time
signature information. Similarly to audio samples, Audiotool projects (referred to as
tracks within the platform) can be also created with two types of licences. The type of
licensing applied to a project affects the samples used in it. For example, if the project
is licensed under Creative Commons, samples from this project cannot be copyrighted.
In addition, Audiotool manages the use of instrument presets, of which implementation
by other platform users is tracked in a similar way to samples. Used samples and presets
are automatically attributed to original creators, whenever other platform users
incorporate such content in their projects (Figure 4.24).
Figure 4.24. List of assets of the project titled ‘Currysang’ by User 35, featuring KOshowKO
sample ‘We’ll lose what we have – vox’

Compositions in group D1 were made viable by the above approach to sample licensing
and my uploading of Creative Commons licensed content to Audiotool, which allowed
participating users to include my samples in their tracks. The samples users assimilated
were originally incorporated in compositions A1 and C1 as well my non-collaborative
Audiotool project titled ‘Berg (Quick Test)’, where I recorded my voice through a
laptop built-in microphone with the use of Audiotool’s sound recorder. The way
participants incorporated samples ranged from subtle and difficult to recognise to very
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explicit and featured as important elements of their compositions. Various samples
from A1 have been incorporated by Users 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41. Samples from C1
have been implemented by Users 33, 34, 35 and 43, while User 42 incorporated my
sample originally published in the composition ‘Berg (Quick Test)’.
User 36’s compositions ‘Noise (Demo)’ (Audio 27) and ‘Raw Noise’ (Audio
28) are both made up from only the Iubar Project’s sample titled ‘Glitch 1A’. The same
sample was also used in a very pronounced way by User 39 in his two compositions
‘...Uoy Thiw’ (Audio 32) and ‘Universe’ (Audio 33). In ‘...Uoy Thiw’ the sample
reappears throughout the entire composition, having a strong influence on the mood of
the song. In ‘Universe’ the sample is featured very clearly in the introductory part of
the composition as well as in the outro. This sample was also implemented by User 41
(Audio 35), but in this instance it was manipulated heavily and incorporated in a
dubstep production. As a result, the original sample is unrecognisable in this
composition. User 40 implemented another Iubar sample, titled ‘Glitch 2’ (Audio 34),
which sonically was very close to the ‘Glitch 1A’ sample. Here, the sample is also
hardly audible and buried deep in the mix underneath other elements. A different
sample from composition A1, titled ‘Low Drone’, was incorporated by User 37. This
sample was used in a very subtle way in the project titled ‘R111’ (Audio 29), where it
was pushed to the background of the mix. Another composition of User 37 titled
‘SSSSSSS’ utilised the same Iubar sample but in a much more obvious way, making it
an integral and audible part of the mix, repeated throughout the composition (Audio
30). User 38 incorporated Iubar’s sample titled ‘Guitar 7B Outro’ in the outro of his
own composition titled ‘Life And Death’ (Audio 31). The sample is featured in a very
pronounced way in the mix; however, User 38’s composition is very far removed from
my own production under the Iubar Project moniker. Out of the various users listed
above, the work of Users 36 and 37 was stylistically the most related to Iubar.
In relation to the samples taken from composition C1, User 33 (Audio 24) and
User 34 (Audio 25) incorporated samples ‘KOshowKO Synth (A)’ and ‘KOshowKO
Synth (B)’. In both instances, the samples were used very subtly. In addition,
compositions by these two users are stylistically close to C1. Vocal samples taken from
C1 were very well pronounced in the compositions of User 35 (Audio 26) and User 43.
Although User 43 removed this composition from Audiotool a few months after it was
published. While it was published on Audiotool, I downloaded the MP3 version of the
composition, which can be streamed via the embedded audio file in Audio 37.
The sample taken from my project ‘Berg (Quick Test)’ was used by User 42 in
the composition titled ‘Bellhop’ (Audio 36). It was incorporated in a very pronounced
way and without much processing; in fact, my voice in this sample is more recognisable
than it was in ‘Berg (Quick Test)’ where it was processed to the point of not being
intelligible. As this was the only time this vocal sample was incorporated by another
user, I started a conversation with this user using the PW tool. In response to my
comment commending User 42 for using this sample I received the following response:
“I had so much fun using this sample! It was the perfect touch to what I was putting
together! It was very interesting to work with I must say” (see Figure 4.25).
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Figure 4.25. An exchange of comments with the use of PW with User 42

Project evaluation
I perceive the creative outcomes obtained from this group of compositions as aligned
with Navas’ observation that “remix culture aims to find a balance between the
individual and the collective, the creator and audience, creative license and intellectual
rights” (2012: 60). Taking advantage of Audiotool’s support for sampling and remixing
via Creative Commons licensing and automated crediting, a large group of users
embedded the work of an individual producer in a larger group of compositions that
remain available to the audience of the platform. The audience is one collective and the
remixers of my work can be seen as a collective body as well. With Audiotool, the
creator and audience’s roles are often interchangeable and my action as an Audiotool
producer listening to music of other Audiotool members is an example of that. The
roots of remixing lie in sonic experimentation and sampling (Navas 2012), and
compositions that belong to this group evidence these processes. Many of the
compositions here can be seen as experiments involving sampling. While none of them
are formally classified as remixes of the original work on Audiotool, compositions by
User 37 and 43 evoke the original in a way that a remix could as well.
I initially attempted to find remixers within the Audiotool community of users
willing to work with compositions A1 or B1, however this brought no result. In the
absence of my success in finding active remixers for one of my completed
compositions on Audiotool, the ability to facilitate communal sampling has been a
unique development concerning my work within this RMCS platform. As communal
sampling is handled by the Audiotool sample management system, it does not require
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prior contact of users with the original sample creator in order to receive permission to
use such material. The Audiotool software is responsible for listing all assets on each
project’s assets page. These could include samples as well as synthesiser presets
created by other users. Original creators of such samples and presets are notified via
email as soon as their work has been appropriated in other users’ compositions. On
occasions, I utilised the UW and PW communication tools and attempted to engage
users via comments about their work. This did not prove fruitful as the responses were
typically very brief (Figure 4.26). Even if the responses were longer (Figure 4.25), the
perception that emerges from these discussions is that UW and PW are not designed as
tools for longer conversations. It is safe to say that this groupware did not help in
substantially increasing my contact with users incorporating CS or in getting to know
them better.
Figure 4.26. An exchange of comments with the use of UW with User 39

In the absence of direct communication with platform users incorporating my samples
in their work, I tried to learn more about them by looking at information listed on their
Audiotool profiles. The popularity of these participants within Audiotool’s community
varied substantially as some had none or very few followers (for example, Users 34
and 35) and some had many followers (User 39 had 331 followers, User 40 had 210
followers, User 41 had 471 followers and User 43 had 849 followers). I observed that
members of the Audiotool Artists Facebook group often celebrate the number of
followers a given user has on Audiotool. This is manifested in posting thank you notes
as well as listing how many people follow a given user on Audiotool. Some users
provide this information on their Audiotool profile walls where they list it as a
milestone achievement. For example, User 41’s profile information lists a date when
he reached 400 followers as one the key facts concerning this user. Looking at these
statistics, it becomes clear that communal sampling is of equal interest to very popular
as well as little known members of the platform’s community. Presumably the latter
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group consists of relative newcomers or users who did not put substantial effort into
building their profile within the community of users.
Many Audiotool members, including the relatively popular ones, did not share
any personal information about themselves. Looking at profiles of users who
incorporated my samples I found that only two out of 11 users who engaged in CS
publicly disclosed their location. Furthermore, the same users who did not disclose
their location did not provide links to other web outlets, which are commonly listed on
Audiotool profiles. These links often include SoundCloud, Facebook and Bandcamp
profiles. This sense of anonymity is something I observed across all three platforms I
worked with; however, Audiotool’s lack of advanced communication tools makes
breaking through that anonymity more difficult than it is on the two other researched
platforms.
The impact of my samples on the projects where they were featured varied,
depending upon how significantly the sample was utlised in the arrangement.
Compositions by Users 35 and 43 feature a vocal sample that I incorporated in C1 in
such a clearly pronounced way that they could be considered remixes. In some other
cases, my samples are so obscured by processing and the placement in the mix that
their usage does not permit recognition of the original material. An example of such
sample use is the production by User 41. As a creator, I feel much stronger affinity
with projects incorporating CS where my samples are well pronounced and
recognisable as it gives them a new life beyond the original work and allows me to hear
them in new musical contexts. A good example of such use is the composition titled
‘Bellhop’ by User 42, as well as tracks created by Users 35 and 43.
The work of some of the users appropriating my samples was often aligned
stylistically with the work of my projects from where the samples were taken. This
indicates that my samples carry a strong enough musical statement, which is inspiring
to producers working with styles of music represented in my own productions.
Furthermore, the ability to incorporate CS in one’s projects is a feature I found very
beneficial and also incorporated in my own compositions A1, B1 and C1, as evidenced
on the assets pages of all three projects (see URLs listed in the sections relevant to each
of these compositions). I found this approach enabled me to enrich my projects and
develop them relatively quickly. The way Audiotool facilitates and manages sampling
makes working with this type of material very easy. It also affords building a stronger
creative community of practice with producers contributing to the broader pool of sonic
material that they freely open for other users to incorporate and manipulate. Despite
the notion of contributing to the community, the process is automatically managed and
users typically do not interact with original sample creators. The automated crediting
of original creators via the assets page of each project makes the process of sampling
very straightforward and avoids potential copyright disputes. This is an efficient system
of managing the audio content within a closed ecosystem of this RMCS platform and
is made possible by the self-contained design of Audiotool. Such a system would be
substantially harder to implement within Blend where multiple DAWs are supported
and Ohm Studio where music producers can use their own plug-ins.

Composition D2
Project title: ‘Lose What We Have’
Artist name: KOshowKO
Platform: Blend
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Number of active participants: 3
Number of total participants: 7
Implemented production modes: DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 15
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Zaporozhye, Ukraine
User 17
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Chapel Hill, USA
RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
Original mix by Martin Koszolko, 89 BPM, duration: 03:23:
https://blend.io/project/54a3d0af72548ccd7f001bb4
First remix by User 15, 125 BPM, duration: 04:13:
https://blend.io/project/54a70af4bcc7dfe322001999
Second remix by User 17, 125 BPM, duration: 03:36:
https://blend.io/electrobongo/koshowko-lose-what-we-have-for-remixing-from-pos
Audio 38. Composition D2 – original mix

Audio 39. Composition D2 – first remix

Audio 40. Composition D2 – second remix

Project background
In order to facilitate the remixing process on Blend, I utilised the composition titled
‘Lose What We Have’, which was originally released by KOshowKO in 2010 on the
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Clan Analogue label (Audio 38). Previously, I used selected vocal samples taken from
this composition in project C1, documenting my work within an externally instigated
project on Audiotool. This composition was initially produced with Propellerhead
Reason and Cockos Reaper software; however, now my intention was to publish it as
an Ableton Live set on Blend. As a basis of this Ableton Live set, I used three vocal
stems as well as the instrumental version of the song created several years earlier. These
were imported into Ableton Live in the WAV format. The screenshot of the initial
project that was published as a first version on Blend can be seen in Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.27. Stems of the original mix of composition D2 published on Blend

With this project I was open to contributions in any genre of music. My previous
experiences as a remixer as well as an artist being remixed by other music producers
indicated that the genre in which a remix is produced is often closely aligned with the
musical profile of a given producer. Therefore, I was expecting that whoever would get
involved in this project would produce a remix in a style that is aligned with her or his
musical experience and profile. My description of the project on Blend clearly stated
my openness to submissions in various genres. In order to provide a detailed
background of my original composition, I also included a YouTube link to the music
video accompanying the song.
Within the first week after the publication on Blend, three users pulled the track.
In order to engage them further, I followed up with each via the use of PM. I thanked
them for downloading the project and encouraged them to produce a remix. Two of
these users replied and expressed a desire to work on remixes of this composition. In
our PM conversations, we exchanged information about their progress as well as their
perception of this track. Within two weeks from pulling the original set, Users 15
(Figure 4.28, Audio 39) and 17 (Figure 4.29, Audio 40) published their remixes. As
can be seen in the below screenshots, User 15 implemented both MIDI and audio in his
remix, whereas User 17’s Ableton Live set was a lot more heavily based on audio
content. The only MIDI track implemented by User 17 utilises the Ableton Sampler
instrument, which also features an audio file as the sound source (Figure 4.29). In
addition, User 17 worked exclusively with Ableton Live stock effects, which ensured
compatibility with my own DAW set up. User 15, on the other hand, implemented a
third-party instrument plug-in—reFX Nexus—which I did not have installed and which
can be seen as missing in the Ableton Live set created by User 15 and opened on my
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computer (Figure 4.28). This lack of compatibility disturbs the collaborator’s ability to
maintain the sound of a track while attempting to modify it and could have been
prevented by using the ‘Freeze Track’ function in Ableton Live. I have witnessed this
kind of issue on several occasions while collaborating with Blend users, which
indicates that many users of this platform are not fully aware of how to maximise the
collaborative outcomes of their work. This can be achieved by creating projects
compatible with other users’ software set-ups and therefore enabling music producers
the unrestricted ability of working with the supplied material.
Figure 4.28. Composition D2, remix by User 15

Figure 4.29. Composition D2, remix by User 17
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After Users 15 and 17 submitted their work, three further users pulled this track.
However, as it was several months after the publication of the project, I decided not to
follow up with private messages. This decision was due to my desire to not prolong the
work on any given project for more than six months. Moreover, I was interested in
finding out if these other three users would contribute anything to the project regardless
of whether I contacted them or not. As a result, no further contribution was received
from other Blend users.
Project evaluation
Two of the submitted remixes are stylistically similar to each other and represent the
genre of house music. They were pulled within a few days of each other and developed
simultaneously, which excludes the possibility that the publication of the first remix
(by User 15) might have influenced the second one. In our communication, User 15
did not refer to particular musical inspirations or references. User 17 on the other hand
communicated:
I thought about the idea of "the answer". Kind of like when hip hop folks battle.
The original track is haunting, and sounds creepy (like the video), but if you read
the lyrics, they are more philosophy and not dark unless you put in dark context
like the video. Anyway, I thought about a wacky "answer" where it would be the
exact same lyrics but in an uplifting music version. Then it’s an experiment.
Which lyrics do you think are more positive, song 1 or song 2? Well, the answer
is, the lyrics are the same (User 17 via Blend private messaging, 2015).
To me, User 17’s feedback on my composition was an important piece of information.
I am always interested in hearing about people’s perception of my music. His proposed
modus operandi was innovative and strengthened my understanding of how this user
perceived the original composition as well as the meaning of the lyrics. User 17
produced two iterations of the remix. The first one was longer than the original song,
while the second and final version of the remix was shortened to approximate the
original mix and potentially fit into the existing music video. The desire to fit the length
of the music video was communicated to me in further PM exchanges with the user.
While I have not attempted to replace the music in the film clip with User 17’s remix,
this approach also demonstrates a more analytical remixing strategy where other, nonmusical factors are taken into consideration.
This remixing project allowed me to explore passive crowdsourcing
opportunities within Blend. I label my method passive as I did not approach anyone in
order to request initial contributions. The only input I received came from Blend users
previously unknown to me. Two remixes is not a large number, yet I think it was
important to measure what level of response a project can receive organically, without
any promotion beside MUSC. While the preliminary approach was passive, shortly
after the project publication I attempted to actively engage participants and
incorporated PM as soon as they downloaded the project. This communication strategy
was useful, as it allowed me to quickly determine which users might be actively
engaged in the project. Furthermore, PM allowed in-depth conversations about the
creative approach implemented by a remixer, as was the case with User 17.
While working on D2, I continued learning how other users approach music
production in Ableton Live. For example, User 15’s Ableton set demonstrates the
creation and processing of the bass and sub-bass tracks utilising Ableton’s Operator
synthesiser as well as various effects (Figures 4.30 and 4.31). I found the
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implementation of signal processing on these two tracks particularly interesting, not
because I learned a new technique but because it allowed me to see that other Ableton
Live users implement the processing of these elements of the mix in a similar way to
me. That involves breaking the two bass tracks into separate frequency bands and
processing them differently in order to emphasise more mid-range on the bass track
and low bass frequency range on the sub-bass track. Another element of User 15’s set
up that is similar to the way I often work was the implementation of Ableton locators
indicating important sections of the composition (see Figure 4.28).
Figure 4.30. Processing of the bass track implemented by User 15

Figure 4.31. Processing of the sub bass track implemented by User 15

Composition D3
Project title: ‘Lose What We Have (Blues Remix)’
Artist name: KOshowKO
Platform: Ohm Studio
Number of active participants: 4
Number of total participants: 9
Implemented production modes: DWPU
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 19
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesiser, harmonica, guitar,
drum programming, vocals, mixing
Location: Swindon, UK
User 20
Contribution to the project: bass guitar
Location: undisclosed city, Canada
User 21
Contribution to the project: drums
Location: Brisbane, Australia
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BPM and duration of the composition: 76 BPM, duration: 02:41
RMCS URL: https://www.ohmstudio.com/node/265840
Audio 41. Composition D3 – stage one

Audio 42. Composition D3 – stage two

Audio 43. Composition D3 – stage three

Audio 44. Composition D3 – stage four

Audio 45. Composition D3 – stage five

Project background
For D3 I utilised the same composition as in project D2. Ideally, the same composition
would have been used in D1 as well, but this was not possible due to Audiotool’s lack
of support for importing long audio samples. The rationale for using the same
composition was to examine how a different community of RMCS users can respond
to the same musical challenge. The initial project I created on Ohm Studio consisted of
the same stems as described in relation to D2. While I had already tested opportunities
for spontaneous project development and passive crowdsourcing on Ohm Studio with
project A3 and to some degree C3, I did not intend to engage in only this type of
production here. In D3 I started utilising more extensively the platform’s PUC and PRC
communication tools in order to actively search for collaborators. My crowdsourcing
process started a day after the project’s publication when I posted an invitation to
collaboration using the FOR tool. This did not bring any responses and I moved on to
incorporating PUC and then consequently PRC, which proved more effective.
With the PUC tool, I was able to start a conversation with User 19 who expressed
interest in creating a remix of ‘Lose What We Have’. This Ohm Studio user told me
that he found the lyrics very captivating and liked the lead singer’s breathy vocal
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timbre. On the first day of our discussions, I was asked about participating in a Skype
video chat with this user. With the use of this VID groupware tool we were able to
discuss the aims of my project and talk about our past musical experiences.
Consequently, User 19 asked me to help him create a ‘Clone’ 15 of the original
composition, as he did not want to modify the original project. The utilisation of Ohm
Studio’s project ‘Cloning’ function meant that this remix became a new and separate
project within Ohm Studio. The original project containing stems of the song was
available on Blend simultaneously to the blues-oriented remix that User 19 started to
develop. This simultaneous existence of both projects meant there was always an
opportunity for other Ohm Studio members to start modifying the original version and
create new remixes. Yet, despite four other users joining the original project, no further
remixes or modifications of the original composition were created.
The first version published by User 19 can be heard in Audio 41. Two weeks
later User 19 expanded the song structure and added a harmonica line. The second
version can be heard in Audio 42. A week later, while working on the project E3 with
User 21, I asked if he might be interested in adding a drum line to composition D3.
However, before proceeding with the invitation, I sought permission from User 19,
who was the initial remix producer. User 19 was interested in expanding the
arrangement, and after receiving his invitation User 21 immediately joined the project.
At the same time, User 19 was also logged in on Ohm Studio and the three of us opened
project D3 at the same time and worked synchronously. We used PRC to communicate
and discuss the musical ideas for the drum section (Figure 4.32). As a result, User 21
recorded a drum track within a few minutes. On the same day, using PUC, I also asked
User 20 whether he might be interested in adding a bass guitar section. In this instance,
I also sought the permission of User 19 to involve the bass player. User 19 guided User
20 in regard to the bass recording in a similar way to the session with User 21. The
third stage of the song with the added new drums and bass can be heard in Audio 43.
Figure 4.32. A synchronous session in Ohm Studio with three users logged in and utilising PRC

15 Cloning a project in Ohm Studio means duplicating it, so that an exact copy is created. Only a project
administrator can change project properties to make it ‘Cloneable’.
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For several weeks, stage three of the mix remained the final version of the composition,
which did not receive further input from other users. Eventually, I decided to step in
and correct the timing of the vocals, which were out of sync with the music due to the
change of the project’s tempo that occurred at an early stage of User 19’s remix
production. To amend the timing of the vocals, I revisited the Ableton Live session of
this song, reduced its tempo from 89 BPM to 76 BPM and exported the lead vocal stem
with the new tempo. As a next step, I imported the vocal stem into Ohm Studio and
now its tempo was matched to the rest of the arrangement. The fourth stage of the
composition can be heard in Audio 44. The screenshot depicting this stage of the
composition can be seen in Figure 4.33. Listening to this version, I was not fully
satisfied with how short it was (02:19) and I also thought that the outro part could be
improved as it seemed a bit rushed. In order to implement changes, I extended the
duration of the final instrumental bridge featuring guitar and organ lines. I also added
cymbals in order to enhance the percussion line. Other changes involved the inclusion
of more vocal lines featured in the outro of the song and processing of the guitar with
Ohm Studio’s OhmBoyz delay. Furthermore, knowing that no other users had worked
on this composition for several weeks, I included the following third-party effects:
Oxford Reverb on the auxiliary bus and iZotope’s DDLY Dynamic Delay, Nectar,
Ozone 7 Vintage Compressor and Vintage EQ as inserts on the vocal tracks. Since I
was the only person now working on the project, the incorporation of these effects was
unlikely to affect the compatibility with computer set-ups of other participants and
allowed me to add enhancements via high-end processing. The final mix of the
composition can be heard in Audio 45.
Figure 4.33. Stage four of composition D3, including vocal tracks re-imported at 76 BPM. Visible
on the right side is also the list of all project contributors

Project evaluation
Similar to my crowdsourcing efforts in composition B3, the FOR tool incorporated in
this project proved ineffective in finding collaborators. This motivated me to try other
forms of engagement and, ultimately, led to exploring various options for establishing
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contacts with members of the Ohm Studio community of users. Rather than inundate
currently active users with calls for participation, I initially spent more time socialising
with them using PUC. This process allowed me to get acquainted with new users and
to re-establish rapport with those whom I already knew. Our Ohm Studio public chat
discussions were about music of various members and also about non-musical matters.
Online socialisation, not focused on my project, was an essential element of creating
bonds with users and part of a process that leads to building one’s profile within the
RMCS community of practice. As highlighted by Wenger-Trayner (2015), social
interactions that include discussions, helping each other and sharing information are
essential elements of forming communities of practice. Borzillo (2007) also alludes to
social interactions as generators of new understanding, which in my experience
correlates to learning from members of RMCS communities.
Composition D3 was an important part of my learning how to engage with the
community of RMCS users and strengthen the chances of future collaborations. All
users who participated in this project were Ohm Studio members with whom I
socialised using PUC first. User 19 was my key collaborator who demonstrated strong
engagement in the production process. As I had numerous opportunities to discuss his
musical background and musical interests using PUC, PRC and VID, I knew that he
was a musician with about 50 years of experience (see Appendix A: RMCS User
Interview 2). This user expressed the desire to help in progressing the remix idea further
and his initial production was a catalyst to all developments concerning D3. Even
though User 19 was the key person driving the initial development and production, this
composition is also an example of my glue role (Bolinger, Bonner and Okhuysen 2009)
within the project, as I was required to manage elements of the production process that
included sourcing of additional session musicians, correction of the tempo-related
issues and some concluding mixing duties.
User 19’s musical background was not electronic and one of the musical styles
he was particularly interested in was blues. For me, this created a very unique
opportunity to witness a new remixing paradigm that was far removed from the
electronic remix production I was familiar with. It also provided an opportunity for me
to participate in the creation of a remix in a style that had not previously been part of
KOshowKO’s repertoire. As a result, this participation gave me the opportunity to learn
from the community of users working with the genre of blues music.
My previous experience of working with various producers creating remixes
outside of RMCS typically involved the handing of the stems of a song to a producer
and then receiving a final product that did not require my input besides providing my
feedback on a first draft. That initial feedback was required in order to ensure that the
remix was progressing in a direction aligned with my artistic aims. While the remixing
process of this composition included User 19’s requests for my feedback, it also
involved a higher degree of my production input. However, I am far from drawing a
conclusion that this is symptomatic of crowdsourcing remixes in Ohm Studio.
My discussions with User 19 made it clear he was not interested in electronic
music production and creating a remix in this vein. A challenge was his lack of
familiarity with elements of electronic music production such as time stretching of
audio files. In addition, Ohm Studio does not include this functionality. As a result, I
was more than happy to step in and correct the timing of the vocals as I thought the
initial lack of sync with the song’s tempo compromised what otherwise was a very
unique remixing outcome. My involvement in this process as well as in the sourcing of
additional musicians to play on this composition meant that this production was not a
fully independent outcome for User 19. Therefore, in order to avoid conflicts, I was
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requesting User 19’s permissions for major changes or developments concerning the
project.
After concluding our work on D3, I was asked to help User 19 with one of his
projects. This is an example of how various forms of social interactions achieved with
the use of groupware tools helped to strengthen my creative relationship with this user.
He worked on a collection of covers of David Bowie songs for his stage musical
‘Ziggy—the story of an alien’, and because he liked the voice of the singer featured on
D3 he asked me if we both would like to work with him on a cover version of Bowie’s
song ‘Five Years’. I wanted to reciprocate the creative effort of User 19 in D3, and as
a result I conducted a recording session with the singer as well contributed production
work for the ‘Five Years’ project. 16 While, due to space constraints, I do not include
the analysis of that production in my dissertation, it was yet another example of
externally instigated collaboration within Ohm Studio, involving multiple members of
its community and crowdsourced by User 19. The collaboration on Bowie’s cover,
stemming from our collective work on D3, also demonstrates the potential that RMCS
offers music producers looking for interesting international projects that can expand
their creative portfolios.

Composition E1
Project title: ‘The Border’
Artist name: Iubar Project
Platform: Blend
Number of active participants: 3
Number of total participants: 12
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU, IEP
Active participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers and drum
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 9
Contribution to the project: bass programming
Location: undisclosed city in California, USA
User 29
Contribution to the project: bass and synthesiser line programming
Location: undisclosed city in Mexico
BPM and duration of the compositions: 98 BPM, duration: 04:19
RMCS URLs:
First version by Martin Koszolko:
https://blend.io/project/52e3cf05e09b48c336000c49
Second version by User 29: https://blend.io/project/52e56ff8e09b48c336001223

16

Our collaboration on ‘Five Years’ can be heard at: https://www.ohmstudio.com/session/271769/five-years-featmagnolia-david-bowie-cover (accessed 3rd January 2017).
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Third version by User 9: https://blend.io/project/5300605f607db3bd770000a8
Audio 46. Composition E1 – first version

Audio 47. Composition E1 – second version

Audio 48. Composition E1 – third version

Project background
As a starting point for this project, I utilised guitar lines recorded four years earlier in
Poland for Iubar Project by User 6, who was not an active member of Blend. After I
implemented significant new additions to the composition, which became heavily
driven by drums and percussion, I wanted to credit the original contribution of User 6
and titled the project ‘The Border’. This was the translation of the Polish word
‘Granica’, used by User 6 as a title for the sketch of the composition utilising only his
guitar recordings. The tempo, energy and melody of the guitar tracks inspired me to
create an energetic, fast-paced drum arrangement aided by some cinematic, synthesiser
sounds (see Figure 4.34 for the visual representation of the initial mix). The fast-paced
drums and a very strong presence of rhythm differentiated this composition from
previous Iubar Project tracks, which had elements of ambient and drone and were
played at slower tempos. Due to this point of musical difference, this project is
clustered in group E of the compositions. While I was not sure if this composition could
fit the existing material of Iubar, it allowed me to explore a new musical direction
within RMCS.
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Figure 4.34. Ableton Live-based mix of E1 uploaded to Blend as heard in Audio 46

As the project was conducted prior to Blend enabling the PM functionality, as well as
being one of my first projects within this platform, I passively waited for the
community of users to find the project and contribute musical ideas. After publication
on Blend, the project received a spontaneous contribution from User 29 who was
unknown to me (see Audio 47). The creative contribution from this user was not
published correctly on Blend, as instead of updating the existing project, User 29
published it as a brand new work on Blend, making it impossible to see where the
project had started. I attempted to resolve this issue with the use of PW, as in the
absence of PM, it was the only way to converse on Blend (see Figure 4.35). Despite
my attempts, I was unable to convince this user to republish the project correctly and
it remained featured on his profile as original work. Hoping for further contributions
from this user, I did not want to press the point of re-publishing further. However, such
contributions never materialised. Overall, I was not satisfied with the input of user 29
as I felt that it was not musically appropriate and did not fit the existing arrangement.
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Figure 4.35. Discussion with User 29 using the PW tool where I attempted to convince the user to
publish the project in a way reflecting where it was pulled from

Wanting to receive more contributions but not being able to utilise the PM tool on
Blend, I invited an external participant—User 9—with whom I previously worked on
composition A2 in Ohm Studio and who had previous experience with Ableton Live.
This user contributed a synthesiser-based, arpeggiated bass line, which I found more
suitable timbre-wise than the contribution of User 29 (see Audio 48). On the other
hand, User 9’s bass line was very repetitive and needed further work in order to suit
the arrangement. Yet further work was not provided and the single bass line was the
only submission from User 9. Not being able to progress this project to a successful
collaborative and creative outcome on Blend, I exported the audio stems from Ableton
Live and created a stem-based version of this composition on Ohm Studio. I wanted to
compare whether the response from the Ohm Studio community might be different and
whether it would be possible to successfully complete this composition with the use of
a different RMCS platform. My crowdsourcing efforts on Ohm Studio involved PUC
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and PM, which in the past had proven effective crowdsourcing tools. The previously
mentioned User 9, who was an Ohm Studio member, responded to my invitation to
participate there but he was happy to collaborate on the initial project published on
Blend. Despite advertising the call for collaborators on the Ohm Studio forum as well
as asking some of my previous contacts for participation via PM, I was not able to
generate other interest in this composition on Ohm Studio.
Project evaluation
I deem the outcomes of this project to be unsatisfactory from both a collaborative and
creative point of view. I did not find collaborators who were able to progress their work
to a satisfactory creative outcome. Overall, 12 users found the project worth pulling,
yet the low conversion rate and subsequent small number of actual contributions
indicates that many users were not inspired by the project and did not become active
participants. Reflecting back on the musical challenge that this composition posed, I
think there was very little room left for other contributions. While I initially expected
that a bass line would be the most desired new element, repeated listening of the sketch
uploaded to Blend made it clear to me that due to the fast tempo of the drums, there is
not much room left for the bass line. In addition, matters are further complicated by a
substantial amount of low end present in the kick drum. This means that for a bass line
to sit well in the mix, it would need to be concentrated more in the mid-range of the
frequency spectrum. While I encountered such separation of the kick and bass in many
of my previous productions, the fast tempo combined with a kick drum already
featuring low-end frequency content made the task of a potential bass line contributor
more challenging. Finally, the drums contain electronic elements, which suggests that
a bass line played on a synthesiser rather than guitar could have been most suitable,
which posed another limitation. The above suggests some of the reasons why this
project did not lead to a successful outcome.
Another reflection on this project is that it suffered from what Burgess refers to
as ‘demo-itis’ (2013: 161). This could be defined as an excessive attachment to the
demo version of the song and a subsequent rejection of new additions. While I think
that my dissatisfaction with the contributions from my two collaborators on Blend was
grounded in the existing demo version, retrospectively I recognise I could have tried
amending the arrangement of the initial sketch in order to create more room for the
collaborators. A way to look at my inaction in relation to amending what I published
on Blend is to recognise it as a form of anxiety over how difficult it can be to maintain
the feel of a demo once the studio work begins and when more people get involved in
working on it. This kind of difficulty is discussed by Moorefield (2005: 86) in the
context of working in big studios. However, my project suggests that work with RMCS,
which operates as a form of a limitless studio, can lead to a similar perception of the
loss of control over what can happen to a demo version when collaborators start their
creative input.

Composition E2
Project titles: ‘Something Darkish’ (on Blend), ‘Wild, Hard, Happy and High’ (on
Ohm Studio)
Artist name: to be decided
Platform: Ohm Studio / Blend
Number of active Blend participants: 3
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Number of total Blend participants: 5
Number of active Ohm Studio participants: 7
Number of total Ohm Studio participants: 11
Implemented production modes: AW, DWPU
Active Blend participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers
programming, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 24
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers
programming, mixing
Location: undisclosed city, Germany
User 31
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers
programming, mixing
Location: Gloucester, UK
Active Ohm Studio participants:
User 1 - Martin Koszolko
Contribution to the project: composition, production, synthesisers
programming, backing vocals, mixing
Location: Melbourne, Australia
User 2
Contribution to the project: male vocals
Location: New Jersey, USA
User 21
Contribution to the project: drums playing and recording
Location: Brisbane, Australia
User 22
Contribution to the project: electric guitar playing and recording
Location: undisclosed city, USA
User 23
Contribution to the project: synthesiser programming, mixing
Location: undisclosed city, USA
User 25
Contribution to the project: drums programming, mixing
Location: Tychy, Poland
User 30
Contribution to the project: arranging, backing vocals, co-production
Location: undisclosed city, Germany
RMCS URLs, BPM and duration of the compositions:
First version in Blend by Martin Koszolko, 92 BPM, duration: 01:48:
https://blend.io/pos/something-darkish
Second version in Blend by User 24, 120 BPM, duration: 05:44:
https://blend.io/Spage/something-darkish-from-pos
Third version in Blend by User 31, 125 BPM, duration: 02:50:

and drum

and drum

and drum

and drum
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https://blend.io/pasztor/something-darkish-stems-from-pos
Ohm Studio version, 92 BPM, duration: 03:33:
http://www.ohmstudio.com/session/270672/wild-hard-happy-and-high

Audio 49. Composition E2 – first version in Blend

Audio 50. Composition E2 – second version in Blend

Audio 51. Composition E2 – third version in Blend

Audio 52. Composition E2 – Ohm Studio version - stage one

Audio 53. Composition E2 – Ohm Studio version - stage two

Project background
This composition was started without a pre-defined musical style in mind. It was
initiated after a chance encounter with another Ohm Studio user (User 21) on PUC.
The project is an example of improvisational collaboration (Sawyer 2007). There were
no pre-defined musical objectives and each participant’s musical background
influenced the composition. User 21 and I agreed to conduct a spontaneous recording
session where I chose the initial tempo and contributed the underlying chord structure,
using a quickly chosen Novation Xio lead synthesiser patch. In response, User 21
proceeded to record a multi-track drum part using a TD 30KV Roland drum kit. After
the initial collaboration with User 21, who left the future of the project in my hands, I
took on the role of executive producer and aimed to connect with other users to assess
how the song could be developed collaboratively.
I continued to crowdsource other musical input in the days following the initial
session with User 21. Sourced contributions included guitar and bass lines (User 22)
and additional synthesiser lines (User 23). Following these contributions, I attempted
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to find additional songwriting input from other users of Ohm Studio. The main
communication tools utilised in this process were PM, PRC, PUC, TAG and MUSC.
Although my attempts led to several other users joining the project, no other useful
input was recorded for over two months. In addition to the input I actively
crowdsourced, five other users joined the project without contributing anything. I
classify these users as passive participants.
The lack of further response via Ohm Studio led to incorporating the EXUG
tool on Facebook. I subsequently invited User 25 who contributed some new
percussion parts. During our discussion using PRC, User 25 said the style of the
existing composition was too far removed from the hip-hop he normally works on. As
such, he was unable to contribute anything of value or help with developing the song
structure further. Simultaneously to using EXUG, I migrated the initial mix from Ohm
Studio to Ableton Live where I added further production and songwriting elements (see
Figure 4.36 and Audio 49). I decided to publish this new mix on Ohm Studio and also
Blend. From this point, I engaged in further interactions with users of these two
platforms.
Figure 4.36. Conversion of stems exported from Ohm Studio into an Ableton Live set. Visible is
also a kick drum replacement that I implemented while preserving the timing of the original kick
drum line recorded by User 21.

On Blend I used PM to contact 10 selected new users, which resulted in two additional
versions of this composition. User 24 developed a dub mix of the initial composition,
which took the earlier short mix to a much longer song form (Audio 50). Another
change in this version was the abandonment of all existing synthesiser parts and change
of key from G minor to C minor. This user encountered substantial technical difficulties
when trying to make the full project available via Blend for pulling. After five failed
attempts I received a working Ableton Live set and attempted to incorporate the
original synthesiser parts back into the arrangement. Yet I could not achieve
satisfactory results, possibly due to the fact the drum parts as well as the tempo of the
new version were substantially different from the original.
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User 31, who I also made contact with using PM, requested a stems version of
this project, which I made available initially only in the Ableton Live format. The main
DAW employed by this user was Propellerhead Reason, and the stems format on Blend
would allow him to import uncompressed audio files into his preferred DAW. Upon
this request I published another version of the project, which User 31 downloaded
immediately and started working on. He published his version two weeks later. It was
influenced by disco and preserved the chord progression as well as the guitar lines. The
rest of the arrangement was brand new and the creator labelled his production as a
remix (Audio 51).
Searching for further collaborative input on Ohm Studio led me to incorporate
the PUC groupware tool. I found that direct calls for participation did not bring desired
results. However, during one of the chats I mentioned the project in passing, which led
to User 30 joining and discussing various songwriting ideas via the PRC tool. This user
suggested building the song structure around lyrics and recommended searching for
suitable lyrics on the Songwriters of New York website (see Figure 4.37 for how this
information was implemented in the Ohm Studio project). This website features a
collection of original lyrics and encourages their use in music in exchange for 30% of
the gross royalties from songs generating income. A week after our first encounter,
User 30 had chosen a lyric tilted ‘Wild, Hard, Happy and High’ written by Billy Jones,
one of the lyricists featured on the website. User 30 subsequently did a small re-edit of
the song’s arrangement and incorporated a large portion of this lyric into the song by
singing and recording guide vocals. This early version inspired me to rearrange and
expand the song further and add backing vocals in order to accommodate all lyrics as
well as create space for a chorus. It became clear that the part I initially thought of as
the bridge could work as the chorus with the new lyrics. Audio 52 demonstrates this
stage of song development. Consequently, finding a suitable singer emerged as a
required task. Using PRC I contacted User 2, who I had previously worked with on
composition C3. He was online at the same time, accepted the invitation and very
quickly started recording vocals. Due to the time difference, he was only able to record
a section of the first verse at our first session. User 2 promised to continue the recording
in the following days, and within a week the song had a completed lead vocal line. As
the work progressed, User 30 became an active participant in the project and his input
included further arrangement changes and co-production. As soon as the new structure,
lyrics and vocals had been incorporated into the song, I changed its status on Ohm
Studio from public to private, which meant that users wanting to participate now
needed to send a request to join the project. Another change, stemming from the used
lyrics, was that the Ohm Studio version was renamed. Audio 53 demonstrates a
developed mix with the lead vocals by User 2.
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Figure 4.37. Utilisation of the SN tool featuring a link to the lyrics copied from the Songwriters of
New York website and implemented in a document outlining the placement of the lyrics in relation
to bar numbers. Also visible is a track with guide vocals recorded in order to give direction to the
future vocalist.

Project evaluation
This composition was an improvisational collaboration. A difficulty arose when it
became clear that contributors came from varied musical backgrounds. For example,
User 22 was a heavy metal player who I initially invited to contribute a bass line, but
who ended up contributing several electric guitar lines as well. As a result, received
musical contributions were quite disparate. The initial improvisation was not planned,
and the project lacked clear creative objectives from the beginning. In my subsequent
crowdsourcing work, I aimed to steer the composition in a direction aligned with my
musical strengths and experiences of producing and composing for KOshowKO.
However, I gave up on this when I realised the Blend remixes were exploring genres
very different from the original version, and when User 30’s work in Ohm Studio led
to the incorporation of lyrics and vocals which changed the song substantially. Unlike
some of my other collaborative compositions where I provided a set of initial musical
ideas, the starting point of this song, an improvised session with User 21, meant I was
unable to control the stylistic outcome to the same extent as my other projects.
Interactions between project participants impacted and inspired my songwriting
and production ideas. This project was a songwriting and production jam session in an
online space. The outcomes of the project, particularly within Ohm Studio, suggest that
while fast collaborative songwriting can be difficult to achieve, it is ultimately possible
as long as effort is dedicated to participating in public discussions with the use of the
PUC tool. Some safeguarding techniques that could be useful in future jam sessions
include placing stronger emphasis on initial analysis of the musical interests of
participants, as well as on their willingness to commit to more than simply contributing
a few short musical phrases.
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The early phase of work conducted in Ohm Studio was highly interactive with
multiple PRC and PUC discussions taking place (see Figure 4.38). These discussions
allowed for the brainstorming and analysis of ideas. Overall, requesting specific
musical contributions to already developed longer song forms has been relatively easy.
On the other hand, it seemed initially quite difficult to produce a fully developed song
structure and expand the early musical sketch into a longer piece. Ultimately, the
connectivity facilitated by Ohm Studio’s chat tools was instrumental to the eventual
breakthrough and final shape of this composition.
Figure 4.38. Utilisation of the PUC tool featuring a discussion on project E2

The starting point for developing musical ideas in Ohm Studio was highly spontaneous
and unplanned. My collaboration with User 21 happened without the initial plan to play
music together and work on a new musical piece. Once certain ideas were recorded,
further developments became more considerate of the existing elements. In Ohm
Studio, I felt a sense of responsibility to preserve User 21’s drums, as he was one of
the project initiators. Such considerations did not exist for the two participants on Blend
who approached the process as remixing and discarded the drums in both cases.
The production style of User 24, who was responsible for the expansion of the
initial ideas into the first remix on Blend, was characterised by a very strong adherence
to the dub genre. I was interested to hear how he could transform the initial musical
sketch into this style. The resulting production did not utilise many of the original
stems, and instead made use mostly of the guitar tracks featured in the original mix I
posted on Blend. The lack of more prominent use of other initial musical ideas led to
User 24’s mix being too far removed from the original concept. As a consequence, I
perceived the resulting composition as an experiment, which does not have a strong
musical connection to the previous incarnation of the track. This is not due to the dub
style of the music, but rather the removal of original synthesiser parts. The change of
key was not a major overhaul of the harmonic direction since the new key of C minor
is harmonically compatible to the old key of G minor. User 24 appeared not interested
in further collaborative work and approached his contribution more as a remix. An
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expression of this attitude was negligence to upload the full Ableton Live set to Blend,
preventing me from contributing new musical ideas. After hearing User 24’s version,
I considered incorporating dub elements into the arrangement of a potential future
expansion of my initial sketch from Blend.
My curiosity to see what other production approaches might be possible led to
inviting User 31. His contribution was also a remix, yet in a very different style to User
24’s work. The remix created by User 31, while demonstrating good musicality and
production skills, is also far removed from the original version and does not include
prominent use of its stems. This approach made it harder for me to make a musical
connection between User 31’s production and my initial draft, and because of that, I
could not consider it to be a clearly related, expanded version of the first version that I
published.
Upon reflection, the initial songwriting roadblock on Ohm Studio, which led to
moving the song into Ableton Live and subsequently publishing it on Blend, was a
valuable development. Having the same composition available on two RMCS
platforms illustrates how a particular idea might develop, depending on the platform
on which it is published. This project demonstrates that Blend productions are very
likely to take the form of remixes in different EDM styles, whereas collaborative work
within Ohm Studio is likely to include sustained compositional development of just
one version of a song, and may incorporate live instruments and elements of other
styles beyond EDM. The development of this project on Ohm Studio is an illustration
of the potential of this platform for simulating face-to-face jam sessions and harnessing
the “global cultural flow” (Appadurai 1990: 301). Synchronous writing and production
is an exciting process where there are strong motivations to come up with interesting
contributions on the spur of the moment. This closely resembles working with band
members in the same physical space and geographic location.

Summary
The majority of my RMCS collaborations were successful in the sense that they met or
exceeded the initial project objectives. As I progressed in my project work, I realised
that in order to secure the most satisfying contributions, it was helpful to articulate my
creative objectives concerning a project. These were typically related to skill gaps that
I identified in regard to my ability to contribute to a given composition. Examples of
identified skill gaps include songwriting and vocal or instrumental input. I also realised
that it is not always possible or useful to clearly define artistic or skill needs. The
process of jamming and producing with RMCS necessitates openness to the
unexpected. For example, projects such as A3, B2, C3 and E2 brought unexpected
musical results, which were also satisfying artistically. Clearly stating creative
objectives might be difficult when a project is in an embryonic stage and it is hard to
know in which direction it should go. An example of such a project is E2. To this end,
the outcomes of my work confirm Sawyer’s assertion (2003: 12) that it can be difficult
to predict the direction of a creative group’s performance due to too much potential
variability in what might happen during the collaborative process. Consequently, I was
frequently surprised with the outcomes of the collective work. As the successful
articulation of creative objectives is linked to the use of available communication tools
(Leonard and Swap 2005), my project work led me to analysing the impact of
groupware tools on my work. As evidenced by the fieldwork detailed above, the built-
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in groupware tools of RMCS are essential to facilitating successful collaboration and
keeping collaborators engaged beyond their initial expression of interest.
My project work allowed me to understand that achieving cohesiveness within
one group of compositions created with different RMCS platforms can be challenging.
For example, in relation to compositions from group B, I found it challenging to
produce cohesive musical content that could have enough common musical
denominators to belong to one artist’s release, such as an EP. I believe two factors
cause this challenge. First, working with three RMCS platforms meant that it was
necessary to deal with a variety of different approaches to sound production and access
to particular editing and production tools. Second, in a majority of the compositions
forming this research project, I worked with different collaborators who would often
appear on only one track. Furthermore, apart from User 9, no other collaborator worked
with me on more than one platform. This led to the common situation where a different
musician would influence each composition. My collaborative partners often came
from varied musical backgrounds and were inspired by different styles of music. This
impacted on ideas they brought to the projects. As a result, each of the compositions
within group B sounds different, despite sharing the stylistic aims outlined in Chapter
One. These factors would make it difficult to place compositions from group B next to
each other on the same music release under one artist name.
Conversely, compositions produced with one RMCS platform are much more
likely to lead to a cohesive collection of music as evidenced by the outcomes of projects
A2, B2 and D2. It was difficult for me to evaluate project A2 before I received all
musical submissions from active collaborators. However, once the compositions were
collected, I was satisfied with their overall sound and could imagine them constituting
one cohesive music release. An important consideration is that I chose three RMCS
platforms to work with in order to broaden the scope of my research. Therefore, the
difficulty of achieving cohesive musical output could be limited by persisting with one
RMCS platform for the production of a series of compositions. Working with the same
contributors could further aid this objective, if they had an established style consistent
across several compositions. An example is the input of User 17 with whom I
collaborated on projects B2 and D2, and whose input bears signs of a consistent style
of music production.
The creative outcomes of my projects were highly dependent on community
engagement. In this regard, the job of a collaborative project facilitator was to inspire
group members’ passion for the project while being mindful of their diversity of
thinking (Leonard and Swap 2005). Securing input from valuable collaborators is of
utmost importance in the context of RMCS. This takes time and effort, which needs to
be spent on building trust and establishing one’s profile within the community.
Engaging in other users’ instigated projects helps to establish one’s profile and
potentially to be seen as a valuable contributor rather than someone who only asks for
creative favours and expects contributions from others. I have worked with several
users who were very generous with the time they spent on projects that I instigated. I
perceived some of my collaborators (such as User 2, User 16, User 17 and User 21) as
very active members of RMCS communities. I frequently encountered them online and
found it easy to engage them in my projects.
In my evaluation of composition D3, I referred to performing the glue role
(Bolinger, Bonner and Okhuysen 2009) in the project where I was responsible for
bringing various collaborators together. Yet looking at the multitude of projects
described above, I think the glue role can be attributed to my work in the majority of
the compositions. This meant that I was responsible for instigating the work, bringing
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participants together and finalising the mix. Through these actions I attempted to create
optimal settings for the collaborations, although I admit I was not always able to
achieve exactly what I hoped for. However, in these cases, I was satisfied with
following the flow of the creative group process. I discuss my understanding of
following the group flow in the next chapter.
Some of my projects, for example A3, C3 and E2, are manifestations of various
approaches to improvisation and interactional synchrony. All of these projects were
developed while participants improvised in the settings of a virtual studio, and
interestingly all of them have been created in Ohm Studio. This provides evidence that
a synchronous collaborative environment is significantly more suitable to facilitating
studio-based improvisation than asynchronous RMCS. If “improvisation is the extreme
case of group creativity” (Sawyer 2003: 13) then my experience indicates that the
aspect of collectivity is specifically strengthened in improvised compositions created
by multiple individuals communicating via RMCS. Interactional synchrony is
dependent on the rhythm and timing of user actions (Sawyer 2003), and asynchronous
platforms such as Audiotool and Blend do not facilitate it. Ohm Studio allows for
interactional synchrony. While interactions within RMCS do not provide the same
amount of interactional synchrony as I have witnessed in live music performance
contexts, it was still present while working on the above compositions. Depending on
the RMCS platform, producers either conduct independent work that involves a series
of exchanges and remixes, or the collaboration can more closely resemble that of the
instant, in-the-moment interaction of music rehearsals. Different modes of work are
afforded by different RMCS platforms, and thus it is important to consider software
features when assessing the suitability of a platform for a particular project.
Musicians working in studio settings face multiple challenges affecting their
performance, which include difficulty to hold steady tempos, not having sufficient
virtuosity and being affected by studio nerves (Burgess 2013). Working in RMCS does
not allow a producer to have visual feedback indicating how collaborating musicians
might be affected by the above challenges. Consequently, the only way to judge
whether there could have been anything affecting musical performance is to examine
the musical contribution of a given person. The lack of face-to-face contact in RMCS
also prevents the producer from expressing empathy and providing guidance at the time
when a stressful situation occurs. The ability to provide such support and act sensitively
is, as asserted by Burgess (2013), an effective way to improve the outcome of face-toface studio sessions. Based on my research, this is unfortunately not possible in RMCS
with the same immediacy. The typical situation within RMCS is that problems or
challenges can be discussed, but the indication of them occurring is not evident
immediately and requires communicating via groupware or becomes evident through
the content of recordings.
While conducting my project work, I discovered that in comparison to face-toface, non-RMCS based work, an extended time was needed in order to be able to
effectively communicate musical ideas and the direction of the project. In light of this,
the lack of immediacy in the virtual environment does extend the time required to
accomplish creative objectives and finalise the production. I anticipate that a longerterm virtual collaboration could lead to establishing tested and effective ways of
working among the collaborators, which would improve workflow and utilise
successful communication strategies. A major obstacle here would be the difficulty in
maintaining collaborations over a long period of time, especially if collaborating
musicians never had the opportunity to meet in non-virtual settings.
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My work demonstrates that RMCS allows for an additional agent, in the form
of an executive producer, to influence the creative group process. I undertook this role
in a majority of the compositions, and to an extent, my work contradicts Sawyer’s
assertion that the defining characteristics of group creativity include “collective, group
efforts, in which no single individual can determine the performance of the group”
(Sawyer 2003: 13). While the executive producers in RMCS work within the group,
they have the ability to shape the outcomes of the collaborative contributions, and can
steer the final product in their desired direction. In the collaborative environment of
RMCS, producers understood as auteurs (Burgess 2013) are like sculptors who shape
the sonic form using the submitted musical elements, including their own contributions.
In this setting, producers can inject their own ideas into the mix and these ideas can
determine the final result. Examples of such actions are evident in projects A1, A3, B1,
B3, C1, C2, C3 and D3. Producers in RMCS have the ability to rebalance the elements
but also to reject those deemed as unsuitable. They can determine the overall direction
of the group effort more than any single individual contributor. As an executive
producer in the majority of the compositions, I looked for solutions to problems and
creative challenges emerging from group work. While I did not encounter any major
conflicts with other collaborators, I felt that being the originator or a major creative
contributor to the projects would allow me to determine the best way forward for a
potential resolution of a difficult situation, and ultimately towards the completion of
the projects.
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Chapter 5: Contemporary Collaborative
Music Production Practices in the Cloud
Introduction
In this chapter I evaluate and analyse the research findings of my project work and put
them into a broader critical context. My account of current contemporary collaborative
music production practices in the cloud is linked to my practitioner-based enquiry
approach as I was facilitating collaborative processes as well as joining externally
instigated collaborations as an active contributor. Reflecting on observations made
during these productions, I examine the behaviour and structure of RMCS groups and
analyse the engagement of my collaborators in crowdsourced projects. The RMCS
communication tools impacted heavily on the process of negotiating the creative
outcomes and I analyse their use and impact in this chapter as well. Additionally, based
on the analysis of my research findings, I outline seven phases of user-instigated
collaborative project development.
Music production is often a complex process and “given the array of aesthetic
sensibilities engaged in the making of a single recording going well beyond a single
individual’s, the creative activity seen in the recording studio is very much a collective
one” (McIntyre 2007). Related to this is Hansen’s observation that
“every complex enterprise requires collaboration” (2009: xi). The examination
presented in this chapter covers essential tools and processes of complex collaborative
practices that take place in the sphere of RMCS. In order to look at more tangible
components of my creative work, in the latter part of this chapter I examine the method
of collaborative composition and music production in the cloud, including remixing. I
also analyse the process of crowdsourcing that took place in my project work. The
qualitative aspects of my creative outcomes are analysed in the sections on learning
from other RMCS users as well as working with the flow of user communities and
trying to achieve desired musical results.
This chapter is a search for both quality and value in RMCS, two notions that
constitute the nature of action research (McIntosh 2010). My discussion, framed
through the lens of my practice, allows me to present a multidimensional answer to my
research question and analyse the key ways in which RMCS impacts on music
production. In addition to contributing to the field of the art of record production, I
believe that some of the findings presented in this chapter can be transferable to other
disciplines involving creative group work in virtual spaces.

Group Structure and Behaviour
My work with RMCS demonstrates that in the production process lesser importance is
placed on a user’s personal biography, age and social context while technical
experience, musical and collaborative abilities are of the highest priority. Based on
their skills, users perform various roles, such as recording and mixing, in addition to
playing musical instruments. Analysis of team roles and the contribution of individuals
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to the group in organisational settings (Belbin 2010b; Hartley 2010) indicates that some
roles performed by team members can be perceived as less appealing than others.
Contrasting these findings with the context of RMCS, I did not notice such
discrimination in relation to people performing various roles in collaborative
compositions. This suggests that in creative, music-oriented settings, team roles are not
classified in the same way as in organisational settings, where Belbin conducted his
research. A further important difference between the formal settings used for Belbin’s
research and RMCS is that it is much more likely that music producers working in the
informal settings of RMCS will perform multiple roles at once. In business
organisations, groups that are most effective at improving companies’ performance are
often characterised by a diversity and spread of talent rather than being composed
completely of individuals possessing multiple skills (Belbin 2010a). Belbin also
suggests that groups without the spread of abilities are referred to as possessing the
Apollo syndrome, where their productivity is hindered by arguing and overanalysing.
If I substitute mental ability for the skills useful in RMCS settings, such as musical
aptitude and music production skills, then my own experience confirms Belbin’s
findings. For example, I consider composition B3 as affected by the Apollo syndrome,
while composition C3 was characterised by a spread of abilities. In B3 there were two
strong opinions regarding musical composition, and as a result a long time was spent
on discussing the compositional direction. In contrast, each of the participants in
composition C3 assumed their role automatically and with little input from other group
members working on the song. The resulting production and composition process in
C3 was much less complex and progressed without major interruptions and long
discussions.
In the context of RMCS-based group work, the spread of various music
production and performance skills within a group is important; however the possession
of a multitude of skills by an individual is also beneficial, as music production requires
a mix of varied technical and musical skills. In my experience, both types of skills are
needed in order to maintain efficiency and achieve results quickly. My RMCS practice
indicates that producers with a wider palette of musical skills can provide more input
at the songwriting and arrangement stage. I acknowledge that there is a risk of
personality clashes affecting similarly skilled RMCS collaborators, but given the
relatively unstructured settings of RMCS group work I can still see value in having
several highly skilled individuals working on one project.
Due to the different required skill sets, it is difficult to adapt optimal
commercial business team scenarios to those encountered in remote music
collaboration contexts. Consequently, an amended definition of successful groups is
needed to explain the challenges within RMCS. This definition needs to embrace the
spread of abilities but also add a set of knowledge required by all team members. I
propose that the most successful teams working within RMCS can be characterised by
the spread of music production abilities while requiring each group member to possess
a very good working knowledge of the chosen platform as well as a broad knowledge
regarding music composition and styles of music concerning the project.
Despite differences between the settings in which RMCS groups and Belbin’s
groups function, there are two unifying dimensions to groups operating in various
settings and with various levels of formality attached to them: social and task
dimensions (Jaques and Salmon 2010). The social dimension is responsible for
provision of emotional involvement, morale, interest and loyalty. The task dimension
provides stability, purpose, direction and a sense of accomplishment. Both of these
dimensions were present during my project work and were crucial to the successful
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productions. Typically, it is the role of the project instigator, the executive producer, to
make sure that social and task dimensions are clearly established and present in the
group work. Additionally, members of well-functioning groups also exhibit awareness
of these dimensions when working on a project.
One of the key attributes of successful groups in business organisations is the
ability to adjust when any gaps in the group make-up are recognised (Belbin 2010a).
However, I discovered that informal groups created within RMCS communities have
a limited potential to adjust. Instead, a group would dissolve and a project would
remain unfinished, an example of which is composition E1. Belbin’s findings are
related to examples where organisational mechanisms would protect teams’ existence
and drive them to accomplish set tasks. Such mechanisms are not available to RMCS
users; however, the strengths of the social dimension and its impact on social
involvement within a group can be treated as a functional replacement of the
organisational mechanisms available to the groups analysed by Belbin. For example,
composition B3 serves as evidence of the group thriving in the face of adversity, such
as difficulty in agreeing on songwriting direction and finding a suitable singer for the
project. In this composition, I worked with a musician known to me beforehand, with
whom I established stronger bonds online, as well as with an external musician invited
to become a member of the community of Ohm Studio users.
In relation to group building and maintenance, I discovered that the effort and
time spent on these tasks within RMCS networks often correlates directly with a
successful production. Building relationships and cohesiveness among group members
is an element of group maintenance and an integral part of the social dimension that
provides a sense of loyalty within the group (Jaques and Salmon 2010). In her
ethnographic research on personal connections in the digital age, Baym also writes
about a strong sense of online group membership serving as “bases for the creation of
new relationships as people from multiple locations gather synchronously or
asynchronously to discuss topics of shared interest, role play, or just hang out” (2010:
72). The notion of ‘just hanging out’ is also a part of RMCS relationships as many
conversations I had with the use of tools such as PM, PRC and PUC were informal,
often humorous conversations not related to any music production projects. In addition,
when I engaged in discussions with such collaborators as User 4, User 9, User 19, User
27 and User 28, we often talked about our musical interests or our own lives, again
drifting away from topics related to work on specific compositions. These
conversations were instrumental in helping me to get to know these users on a deeper
level and made me feel a stronger sense of connection with them.
RMCS users often bypass limitations of the platform and use external tools
aiding group building, an example of which is the use of Facebook groups by members
of Audiotool. As the platform lacks the more sophisticated communication features
available within Ohm Studio, significant difficulty arises in engaging Audiotool’s
community of users without resorting to performing group maintenance and group task
functions via Facebook. Projects A1, B1 and C1 are examples of the collaborative
results that can be achieved in the absence of integrated groupware solutions such as
PM, PUC and FOR. The lack of dedicated communication tools within Audiotool
restricts the pool of users to those who can be contacted via Facebook. Having to resort
to third-party social networking software means that collaboration is not as effective as
when performing group-building tasks directly within RMCS.
The ability to remain anonymous is sometimes a factor encouraging the use of
RMCS (Freeman 2014). A large proportion of users I encountered employed
pseudonyms and frequently did not disclose such details as location or age. In my
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experience, anonymity is not an obstacle in forming closer bonds with users. I worked
extensively with users without ever learning their real names or details about age or
exact location. I also perceived the desire of some users to remain anonymous as a sign
of the removal of their ego from the collaborative process as their musical contribution
was the only way they expressed themselves. On occasions, I would work with users
who remained anonymous throughout the entire collaborative process despite lengthy
discussions concerning the project, which provided an ample opportunity for them to
talk about aspects of their identity such as their name, place of residence, age or
occupation. An example of such a collaborative partner was User 9 with whom I
collaborated on two compositions and with whom I spent long hours in Ohm Studio’s
private chat room.

User Engagement in Crowdsourced Projects
I notice a discrepancy between the number of users expressing interest in a project and
the eventual contributions stemming from this interest. Frequently a large number of
people would express initial interest in collaboration, but this typically ended up being
a much smaller number of active participants. Such expressions of interest are
classified differently, depending on the RMCS platform. On Ohm Studio, users are
classified as ‘contributors’ as soon as they open a project. On Blend, users need to pull
a project. On Audiotool, users can request to be added as a contributor to the original
project, or remix an existing one and thus create a new version.
One of the misconceptions around how a piece of music functions in the online
space is that it can attract attention merely by being available online to an unlimited
number of people. Commercial music releases are typically made available to purchase
for consumers via online music stores such as iTunes, Bandcamp and Beatport. In the
sphere of RMCS, musical ideas are uploaded to engage collaborators. However, my
experience as both a music producer selling music online and a RMCS user indicates
that projects simply uploaded online will attract very little to no attention. The
uploading needs to be followed by a series of promotional efforts. My interactions with
other musicians selling music as well as observations of other RMCS users confirm
that a passive approach to music dissemination often leads to projects being ignored.
Therefore, a key element to success involves those responsible for the music taking a
proactive approach to marketing. However, also important is taking a proactive
approach to building relationships. For selling music online, such relationships are with
fans, as potential buyers of the music. For RMCS, such relationships are with other
users, as potential collaborators. All of this is necessary in a contemporary context
“characterized through changes and new modes of music production, distribution and
consumption as a consequence of digital technology and the new musical arenas
opened by the Internet” (Danielsen, Zeiner-Henriksen and Hawkins 2015).
In order to achieve creative objectives and lead projects to completion, music
producers face the task of successfully engaging the community. Achieving such user
engagement is the marker of a successful production campaign. The level of
community engagement in the crowdsourced campaigns I conducted can be linked to
the following factors: the available communication tools (groupware); the music
style/genre interests of users; and the sound editing and processing features available
in the platform. The social networking component of RMCS enables browsing through
a multitude of user profiles on each of the platforms. As demonstrated in Figure 3.01
(page 33), there are over 700,000 users of just two RMCS platforms discussed in this
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research. The insight into these profiles is, however, simply the first step in building
engagement. The next step is dependent on the specific communication options that are
available and involves one or a combination of the tools outlined in Figure 3.14 (page
54).
RMCS users connect and build relationships via the available groupware tools.
This is linked to the most important modus operandi of building relationships—
engaging in conversations with other users. These conversations need to involve much
more than simply a call for collaborators. Constant calls for collaborators are akin to
taking without giving back, and therefore the potential “reciprocity” (Makelberge
2012) of RMCS is not fully realised. The effort spent on building relationships with
other RMCS users leads to increased trust and knowledge of users’ musical capabilities
and interests. Even platforms with limited communication tools, such as Audiotool,
have thriving communities. Users find ways to overcome limitations. However,
platforms with more complex and useful communication tools, such as Ohm Studio,
allow for a higher level of interaction. Ohm Studio’s PRC, PUC and FOR tools were
the most useful, alongside PM, which is also available on Blend. PM allowed me to
achieve more immediate results and build stronger bonds with other users, which I
found more difficult within Audiotool. With the use of PM I was able to privately
discuss finer details of a project and related collaborative processes. In regard to my
future practice, this means I would be using Ohm Studio and Blend a great deal more
than the current version of Audiotool when engaging in collaborative work. The way I
see myself approaching collaborations in the future is to use Ohm Studio for nonAbleton Live work where I would look for partners who can engage in co-writing and
recording. Reflecting on my work on projects such as B3 and C3, I can also see the
need to finalise certain aspects of Ohm Studio production in Ableton Live, which I
have been using extensively in the past few years. This is exactly what Ohm Studio
makers have anticipated (Nelis 2010) and does not diminish the value of their software.
Since Blend supports Ableton Live and incorporates the PM tool, I can also see myself
using it in future collaborations, particularly where creation of multiple versions of one
composition or remix production would be required.
The level of RMCS user engagement in collaborative projects is affected by
other factors too. I observed that the duration of time since the initial uploading of a
composition can affect the level of RMCS user interaction. Across all three platforms,
the number of plays, downloads and comments is higher for newer songs than older
songs. This could be related to newer songs appearing in news feeds on Audiotool and
Blend, and in the list of recent public projects on Ohm Studio. Older compositions get
pushed down the lists and are much harder to find. Therefore, it is important to take
advantage of the momentum of a newly published project, as it is likely to receive less
user interaction as time passes.
RMCS groups tend to be small, which increases the scope of user participation.
Jaques and Salmon (2010) discuss group behaviour in the online space and refer to how
participation can decrease as group numbers increase. In my experience this is also the
case for collaborative work in RMCS. I have worked effectively on projects with a
small number of participants, but have found problems trying to engage a larger group.
Much more important than the number of collaborators is the level of commitment to
the project and the subsequent level of involvement.
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Groupware Tools in Project Work
Available groupware tools are strategically important to the facilitation and outcomes
of crowdsourcing music production campaigns. Since the availability of various tools
differs from platform to platform it is necessary to understand these differences before
commencing music production campaigns in RMCS. This section details my
examination of the use of groupware tools in crowdsourced projects. The following
discussion supplements the information on how various groupware was used in relation
to each of the compositions, as outlined in Chapter Four. Of particular interest to my
research is how these tools impact on the process of crowdsourcing the musical input,
which was an important element of the majority of my RMCS-based music production
activities. Three types of groupware tools—Private Messaging (PM), Chat Rooms
(PRC & PUC) and External User Groups (EXUG)—were of particular importance to
facilitating effective crowdsourcing within RMCS, and for these I provide diagrams
outlining steps involved in music production aided by these tools.
Discussion Forum (FOR)
For the duration of my project, the FOR groupware tool has been available only to Ohm
Studio users. In May 2017, the beta version of Audiotool Board has been launched but
remains unavailable to the general public at the time of writing. The functionality of
this Board seems to resemble Ohm Studio’s discussion forum. The key advantage of
Ohm Studio’s FOR is the provision of access to a vast range of technical resources
regarding the platform. These resources are presented as discussions on various topics
and posts featuring answers to user queries. Importantly, the forum is also used to seek
collaborators. I incorporated FOR in my attempts to find participants for projects B3
and D3; however, in these particular cases my implementation of FOR did not yield
any results. The impact of FOR on educating platform users is related to providing
information on various technical topics. This type of information is not time sensitive,
as posts and discussions concerning technical features can be of use to present and
future users. The impact of FOR on the process of collaboration is less substantial as
calls for collaboration are mostly time sensitive, since users looking for collaborators
often need to find them within a specific time frame. My own experience of posting on
the forum in order to find collaborators indicates that this tool is far less effective than
private and public chats (PRC & PUC), which allowed me to crowdsource musical
input successfully in compositions where FOR was ineffective. My project work
indicates that platform users are not visiting the forum often enough to respond to calls
for collaborators in a timely manner. Furthermore, it is likely that fewer users are
visiting FOR at any given time than those who are using Ohm Studio chat systems.
Musical Contribution in the Form of Composition and/or Recording (MUSC)
The use of the MUSC groupware tool relates to contributing and publishing musical
ideas within a project. As depicted in Figure 3.14, MUSC is a tool that is used in both
passive and active forms of communication. It also encompasses the process of
publishing projects and making them available to the community. The process of
project publication is often the first in the series of crowdsourcing actions and triggers
other forms of interaction with the community. In MUSC, the musical contribution
becomes a form of communication where the music speaks for itself and becomes the
message that is interpreted by other collaborators. The type of groupware used for
communication that follows MUSC depends upon the type of RMCS platform used.
On Blend and Ohm Studio, MUSC is often followed with the use of PM, while on
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Audiotool it is more likely to be followed with the use of PW and EXUG. Ohm Studiospecific groupware tools often used after MUSC are PRC and ST. The process of music
creation associated with MUSC lies at the heart of the act of remote music
collaboration. As it enables non-verbal communication, MUSC is a RMCS-specific
groupware.
Private Messaging (PM)
As discussed in Chapter Four, both Blend and Ohm Studio enable PM. This tool is
optimal for discussing projects on Blend. In Ohm Studio, which facilitates the most
advanced PM system, it is available alongside private and public chat tools. In
comparison to the ability to publicly announce projects to online users via the public
chat system, PM is a target-specific tool, permitting one to reach users who are online
as well as offline. When using private messaging and attempting to engage users, I was
often faced with the option to cold call. I incorporated cold calling in order to message
users known to me as well as users with whom I had no previous contact. The response
rate was 100% for the former group of users, while for the latter group the average
response rate was around 70%. In relation to communicating with users known to me,
PM was often used in conjunction with other messaging tools, such as EM and EXPM.
The lack of immediate feedback in PM is a major barrier in regards to
facilitating successful crowdsourcing campaigns. When messaging users via the PM
systems on Blend and Ohm Studio it is impossible to know whether they are still active
within the platform and whether they received the message. As my project work
illustrates, the rate of responses can vary between projects. In addition, responses can
be sent late and miss the deadline of a project. All of the above impacts negatively on
the music production process. Yet at present, despite these difficulties, PM remains one
of the most effective communication tools available to RMCS users. I frequently
incorporate it in my work within Blend and Ohm Studio and find it an essential part of
my workflow concerning the process of collaborative music production. The absence
of PM in Audiotool makes it clear how needed and useful this tool can be to the
collaborating parties. With the use of this groupware I am able to find new collaborators
and discuss details of the projects. Furthermore, I am able to provide users with
feedback on their work and therefore steer them in the direction aligned with my vision
for a project.
Figure 5.01 represents typical phases of crowdsourcing with the use of PM.
This diagram outlines a process where PM is used as a key tool in project-oriented
communication. The diagram excludes situations where PM is used in addition to other
groupware, such as PRC, PUC, UW or PW. As seen here, PM can be incorporated
throughout the production process, starting from the initial crowdsourcing phase.
Based on my experience, the most functional design of the PM tool should aim for it
to work as a replacement for groupware such as EM and EXPM. In order to achieve
this, it is important to implement two key features—a comprehensive message
archiving system (currently missing on Blend) and the ability to notify users when their
messages are read. An example of the latter functionality is the private messaging
system incorporated on Facebook. PM is a critically important tool for working
effectively with RMCS, yet software manufacturers, particularly on Audiotool and to
a lesser degree on Blend, have not placed enough emphasis on developing it.
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Figure 5.01. Crowdsourcing with the use of PM

1. Private message sent to selected users inviting them to join the project
2. Users accept or ignore the invitation
3. Users who accepted invitations join the public project
4. Contributions
5. Further private messaging discussing the project

Private Chat and Public Chat (PRC & PUC)
Private and public chat systems are currently available only to Ohm Studio users. PRC
and PUC facilitate real-time communication, difficult to replicate with another
groupware tool, apart from VID. The key advantage of the immediacy afforded by PRC
and PUC is the ability to discuss project-related matters synchronously, which is
closely aligned with the synchronous collaboration, also available only on Ohm Studio.
A synchronous discussion brings the ability of a communication more akin to a
conversation. Ohm Studio chat systems allow users to have personal conversations that
contribute to building a sense of deeper connection with users. This is not easily
afforded by other groupware tools, particularly in relation to communicating with users
unknown prior to working on a given collaborative composition.
In addition to facilitating communication resembling face-to-face discussions
better than any other groupware tool, PRC and PUC are highly useful in crowdsourcing
efforts at early stages of project production. When using PUC, I was able to post public
announcements to groups of users logged in at a given time. This often led to inviting
users to participate in projects that I instigated. Moreover, I could respond to
announcements of other users, which led to my participation in projects C3 and E2.
When project work is underway, discussions move to PRC, and depending on the
number of participants they can include multiple users at once. The shift from PUC to
PRC in the process of project work is outlined in Figure 5.02.
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Figure 5.02. Crowdsourcing with the use of PRC and PUC

1. Generic conversation unrelated to the project (PUC)
2. Announcement of the project to a group of users logged in at a given
time (PUC)
3. Expressions of interest from group members (PUC)
4. Users join the public project
5. Further communication using PRC
6. Contributions to the project / Further communication using PRC

When using PRC, I am able to discuss details of project production or the desired
direction. Results from these conversations often include changes of the compositional
direction as well as new musical ideas or changes in the instrumentation and mix. These
types of outcomes stemming from PRC characterise every Ohm Studio project that I
worked on. Such results signal the importance of the chat tools to the compositional
process as well as to the overarching music production process. Another significant
aspect of the chat tools is their impact on facilitating effective troubleshooting of
technical problems. At early stages of my work in Ohm Studio I would typically ask
publicly about a problem that I encountered and someone would offer helpful
suggestions shortly after I posted a query. With time, as my knowledge of the platform
grew, I started to provide technical advice to users via PUC or to my collaborators with
the use of PRC.
The incorporation of the chat systems leads to increased user engagement and
impacts on how many users become active contributors. This suggests how important
this functionality is to RMCS. Frequent visits to the chat room allow observing the
affinity among users and that some of them regularly participate in public discussions.
Even without knowing specific users, I have witnessed how the chat can allow the
recruitment of musicians to work on collaborative projects. There is also an element of
unpredictability that I have witnessed when logging in to Ohm Studio, as one never
knows who will be present at a given time and what projects might be discussed and
announced. In addition, there is an element of anticipation and excitement connected
to wanting to find out who is on the chat and what discussions might take place there.
In the majority of my attempts to crowdsource with the use of Ohm Studio’s
PUC, I have been successful in engaging participants. In the case of project B2, when
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I was unable to engage a suitable person directly via the chat, I generated a public group
discussion leading to suggestions as to which user of Ohm Studio might be a suitable
match for my project. As a result, I sent a private message to the suggested user—a
vocalist with the vocal range I was looking for. Two weeks later I received his response
where he expressed willingness to participate in the project. However, by that time I
had already started working with another vocalist who recorded all required parts. The
example of a delayed response of the user via private messaging, and the resulting
inability to collaborate, illustrates the benefits of the immediacy of the chat system in
comparison to the PM tool. As I highlighted in Chapter Three, the availability of both
types of chat in Ohm Studio set this platform apart from other RMCS. PRC and PUC
are tested and highly important communication features that dramatically raise the level
of communication and allow users to create stronger bonds. This is confirmed by my
work with various users of Ohm Studio—a community where I established some of the
strongest online relationships within RMCS.
User Wall and Project Wall (UW & PW)
Both forms of wall posting are available to users of Audiotool and Ohm Studio,
whereas users of Blend can post only to the walls available on project pages (PW). The
common approach to using these forms of communication is to post comments, which
in my experience are used to provide or request feedback or express willingness to
collaborate. As Blend and Ohm Studio incorporate the PM functionality in addition to
UW and PW tools, it is reasonable to expect a follow up private message in response
to a request made with the use of the wall commenting system. In the absence of PM,
users of Audiotool can only resort to publicly posting their email addresses or expect
to be contacted via other public social profiles that can be listed on their Audiotool
pages. These often include Bandcamp, Facebook, SoundCloud, Twitter and YouTube.
To make efficient use of UW and PW, it is important to understand the
intricacies of a given platform as they incorporate these groupware tools in somewhat
different ways. One of my interviewees pointed out the importance of understanding
the technical aspects of commenting utilised across PW on Blend:
The comments section is invaluable, especially once people cotton on to
using the @ replies so a conversation flows properly between users. They
should really tell you how that works somewhere (i.e. If someone writes
@monochromeecho when addressing me I will be notified so I can reply. If
they just write my name I might never read it if it’s on somebody else’s
page) (Interview with Simon Little, see Appendix A: RMCS User Interview
7).
While the above statement was made in relation to Blend, similar observations were
made in relation to UW and PW tools also available on Audiotool (for example, see
Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 6).
The commenting is a mode of communication frequently incorporated by
RMCS users, particularly on Audiotool and Blend. UW and PW allow simple
interaction in comparison to more sophisticated tools such as PUC and PM, yet their
strength lies in the public expression of users’ opinions, which are often delivered in
the form of feedback on musical compositions. These public statements can be
perceived as manifestations of how a community responds to a given musical piece and
they allow the formation of an opinion about the status of a song creator within the
community of users. Multiple positive comments indicate that a significant audience is
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listening and positively reacting to one’s music. This in turn indicates that a larger
network of creative connections surrounds a given user. The size of the network can
also be seen as an enhancement of a user’s profile within the community.
Sticky Note (SN)
The SN tool available only to users of Ohm Studio is a feature that allows posting of
messages placed on a chosen mixer track in a project at a specific point in the timeline.
I have utilised this system in projects where synchronous work was not always possible
due to the unavailability of a given user to collaborate in real time. Examples of
compositions where SN was utilised include B3, C3, D3 and E2. Notes posted within
a project might be targeting a specific collaborator, yet are visible to all project
participants. This public visibility of SN made me consider other users not targeted by
my messages, so when writing the content of the SN I would always try to make it clear
who I was addressing and why.
While the SN is a relatively simple way of connecting with other project
participants, it is a unique and highly useful tool. Its significance lies in how it is tied
to a project. The placement of notes within the tracks in the sequencer view allows
collaborators to clearly signal which element of the composition they are referring to.
Notes can be seen as temporary ‘to do’ lists which can be removed when tasks are
completed, and therefore used as reminders and an expansion of production notes that
a producer might want to keep. The downside of SN lies in the fact that project
participants are not notified when a note is being posted and unless they open a project
they might not be aware that someone was trying to communicate a specific issue or
action—upon returning to projects after weeks of inactivity I saw a note that required
my attention. This experience taught me that SN is best used in projects where
collaborative work is being done on a regular basis. Projects at early stages of
development without many musical contributions might be left abandoned and
resorting to using SN in them can be a risky strategy resulting in communication
breakdowns.
Tags (TAG)
Tagging is a tool allowing the association of one’s project with various searchable key
words and therefore increasing the likelihood of projects being found by suitable
collaborators. Tags could refer to stylistic elements of the composition, instruments
used, required creative input and various benefits of engaging in the project, for
example a feature spot on an official artist’s release, which is often offered as a prize
in various contests on Blend. While tagging is available in all three RMCS platforms,
I found I had the biggest need for this tool within Blend. This was likely due to the fact
that on Blend I was often searching for tags associated with specific genres and DAWs
in order to allocate suitable collaborators whom I later contacted via PM. On Audiotool,
in the absence of PM, I resorted to sourcing collaborators via EXUG, while on Ohm
Studio the public chat was the most effective crowdsourcing tool, limiting my reliance
on searching tags and subsequent cold calling via PM. As a result, I used the TAG tool
less often within the other two platforms.
Email (EM)
Email is a tool external to RMCS systems and the necessity for its use stems from two
key factors. First, EM is being incorporated as a subsidiary tool complementing less
efficient communication methods available within RMCS. Second, in relation to users
who knew each other prior to collaborating, the use of EM is convenient, as these users
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incorporate already established, trusted methods of non-RMCS based communication.
EM is a highly effective and widely known groupware tool. However, in the context of
RMCS, the main difficulty with incorporating it lies in the fact that users need to try
other forms of communication first, in order to exchange their emails and agree that
this tool can be used. Users do not normally publish their emails on profile pages, and
therefore this information is not widely available. Furthermore, the difficulty of
incorporating EM is increased by the desire of many RMCS users to remain anonymous
throughout the collaborative process. The advantage of using EM over tools such as
PM or EXPM is the access to a comprehensive message archiving system which is
sometimes missing in the above-mentioned groupware. The advanced message
archiving allows for keyword searching and easy message retrieval, which I found
particularly important when attempting to change the creative direction of projects and
when engaging in lengthy conversations with users. An example of the extensive use
of EM was my work with User 4 on projects B3 and C3. A further advantage of EM
over PM is the ability to format messages with various font types, embedding of URLs
and the ability to include attachments. I incorporated all of these features in the process
of communicating with User 4 and found they helped me to convey information faster
and more easily.
External Private Messaging (EXPM)
In my work, EXPM became a tool that I frequently incorporated while communicating
with users of various RMCS. While Facebook private messaging was the most
commonly used tool, on occasions I also resorted to SoundCloud’s private messaging.
While EXPM is in many respects similar to email, Facebook’s implementation of this
tool makes archiving of individual messages rather difficult. Within Facebook, all
messages are saved as one conversation thread and searching for specific messages and
past discussion topics is a lengthy process. The above limitations were the reason why
sometimes, after establishing good rapport with my collaborators, I proposed switching
to email as a more attractive and useful tool. Nevertheless, since RMCS users often
publicise their social networking outlets on user walls, incorporating EXPM is often
the first step in establishing a discussion, particularly within Audiotool. On Blend, prior
to that platform incorporating PM, I also resorted to using EXPM in my collaborative
practice. Despite its limitations, EXPM is frequently used in RMCS-oriented
communication, and it often impacts on the connectivity between users by allowing
them to go beyond the existing limitations of selected RMCS platforms.
External User Groups (EXUG)
Communicating with RMCS users via Facebook groups (EXUG), the key
communication option available to users of Audiotool, is restrictive, primarily due to a
very small proportion of users of this platform being active on Facebook. The
membership of the most populated Audiotool Artists Facebook group increased from
504 members in March 2015 to 858 members in April 2017. This, however, is a small
fraction of the 650,000 registered Audiotool users reported by December 2014 (see
again Figure 3.01).
EXUG offers the ability to receive feedback on one’s work. Moreover, various
users regularly participate in discussions concerning RMCS-based music production,
and as a result most of the posts receive attention and comments. I was able to engage
collaborators in two of my projects via the Audiotool Artists Facebook group and I
found it an effective tool in announcing the projects and gauging interest. This allowed
me to invite users to become co-authors of these two projects. Yet I found out that the
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level of interest exceeded the level of participation. In project A1, five users responded
to the invitation to become a co-author, yet only one of them became an actual creative
contributor to the composition.
After users start collaborative work in Audiotool, it is helpful to find a platform
for discussing projects outside of the public, group discussion on Facebook. An easy
option available to users of the group is to move their conversations to private
messaging on Facebook, which is typically related to sending a given user an invitation
to become a Facebook ‘friend’. The process of crowdsourcing with the use of EXUG
is demonstrated in Figure 5.03.
Figure 5.03. Crowdsourcing with the use of EXUG

1. Public announcement of the project to group members
2. Expressions of interest from group members
3. Invitation to become a project co-author sent to users who expressed interest
4. Users accept or ignore the invitation
5. Once the invitation is accepted, users can start contributing to the project
6. Contributions
7. Switch from EXUG to EXPM (private messaging)

Video Conferencing (VID)
Based on my project work, in order to effectively execute crowdsourced campaigns I
suggest implementation of various additional groupware tools. While a video
conferencing tool is currently not available in any of the researched platforms, on
several occasions, particularly when working with Ohm Studio, I have witnessed users
asking about video conferencing functionality on a public chat or inviting me to discuss
project related matters with them using this form of communication. As a result, I used
Skype’s video conferencing software when working with users 4 and 19 on projects
within Ohm Studio. I observed two key advantages of using this mode of
communication with other Ohm Studio users. Firstly, the VID tool allows for more
immediate feedback in comparison to PRC and PUC tools, which are the only other
comparative synchronous tools. Secondly, it allows for the creation of stronger bonds
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with users and therefore it is a useful team-building tool. Ultimately, these advantages
can lead to a more efficient execution of collaborative campaigns.

Phases of Collaborative Project Development
I have defined seven phases of user-instigated collaborative project development
(Figure 5.04) where I expand on Gellert and Nowak’s model of phases of group
development (2004: 183). In my model, phases 1, 2, 3 and 6 are solo processes. Phases
4 and 5 are group processes, while phase 7 is an automated process that does not require
input from the producer/creator, past the initial set up stage.
Figure 5.04. Phases of collaborative project development

The collaborative process within different RMCS varies dramatically as the platforms
offer different sets of features that facilitate contrasting approaches to music creation
(see Figure 3.01). As a result, each system allows different levels of crowdsourcing,
composing and remixing. For example, phase 4A is heavily dependent on a platform’s
functionality and communication among users is handled in a variety of ways. The
implemented communication tools, such as profile pages, chat rooms and private
messaging, are instrumental in finding collaborators, inviting them to participate and
discussing the songwriting and production processes. Phases 4 and 5 involve
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collaborative learning that potentially “fosters the development of critical thinking
through discussion, clarification of ideas, and evaluation of others’ ideas” (Gokhale
1995). These two phases also include crowdsourced processes of remixing and/or
composing. The process of crowdsourcing is initiated by the producer/composer who
sets out the project in phase 3. There are elements of the above phases, such as 7B, that
are not supported by all systems. For example, Ohm Studio does not currently offer
opportunities to monetise music created within the platform, whereas Audiotool and
Blend have their own record labels that offer to sell the music of selected users. Further
monetisation opportunities exist on Blend in the form of Blend Market, allowing users
of the platform to sell stems, templates, plug-ins, presets and sample packs.
Users participating in online collaboration often know very little about their
musical partners. The phase 3B is when decisions whether to get involved or not are
being made and such decisions seem to be driven by a combination of the following
factors:
• Interest in a particular style of music;
• The timing of the advertisement of a project to the community;
• The availability and set of skills of a particular contributor.
With RMCS, creators of original compositions are able to take on a more passive role,
to some degree, in relation to promoting their projects to the community of users. At
times, there is no need to send direct invitations to individual users as the community
can autonomously discover the project and users can voluntarily join in as soon as it is
made public. This type of spontaneous collaboration has been particularly frequent
during my work with Blend and Ohm Studio. Audiotool requires an invitation from the
author in order to participate in collaborative music making within an original project.
However, I have also incorporated a more pro-active approach and invited users both
known to me as well as users I have never worked with before to join my projects.
Typically, I employed this targeted method subsequent to the initial response of the
community, after which I could identify musical skills required for a project. I also
found that advertising projects on Ohm Studio’s public chat often led to discussing
them with individual users who expressed interest in collaborating.

Composing and Remixing in the Cloud
The collaborative compositional process that I often engaged in can be understood as
a form of “spontaneous composition” (Alperson in Sawyer 2003). In the context of my
work, I link this spontaneity to the process of jamming, elements of which were
noticeably present in my work with RMCS platforms. I use the term ‘jamming’ in my
research to define an activity involving improvising new musical ideas and assessing
their usefulness for a composition. Jamming in my research can be linked to networked
improvisation activities, which “reinforce existing musical skills focused around sonic
expression and communication, but also involve new skills and understandings to
provide a range of opportunities for engaging with music making” (Brown and Dillon
2007). In relation to asynchronous cloud-based collaborative music production, the
notion of jamming is intertwined with the songwriting process. Jamming here has to
be distinguished from real-time distributed music performance available in
synchronous software or via hardware systems. Synchronous systems have been
described in depth by researchers such as Barbosa (2003), Weinberg (2005) and Traub
(2005). Ohm Studio has a substantial advantage concerning the process of jamming as
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it offers a near real-time exchange of musical ideas, and a private chat room and
messaging to discuss them. This, again, is indicative of the importance of
communication systems built into RMCS.
In Ohm Studio, users can choose between synchronous and asynchronous
editing and mixing in a project, and because of that I classify this software as a hybrid
system (see again Figure 3.01). The compositional process varies between synchronous
platforms like Ohm Studio and asynchronous ones such as Audiotool and Blend. In the
synchronous domain, collaborating composers have clearer insight into each other’s
actions and therefore their responses can be more immediate. The process of
composition in asynchronous platforms leaves collaborators less aware of what their
partner is doing. As such, it resembles the collaborative method predating RMCS as
exemplified by interactions between David Bowie and Brian Eno during their work on
Bowie’s album Heroes (Bowie 1977). In this instance, the two collaborators would
work in isolation developing their musical ideas and later try to combine them into a
new musical work (David Bowie - The Un-Aired Interview 1977 [2015]). An integral
part of this process was an element of surprise, which I also experienced, particularly
when working with asynchronous systems on such compositions as B1, B2, D2, E1
and E2. Whether this surprise was pleasant or not was dependent on the quality of
musical ideas and how they were aligned with my creative objectives for each of the
compositions.
Audiotool and Blend are asynchronous and do not offer as good an
approximation of real-time work. Jamming and spontaneous composition are still
possible but at the expense of a slower exchange of ideas. An important consideration
here is whether the lack of immediate feedback impacts negatively on the creative
process. The production process in Audiotool and Blend is more isolated. However,
there are also benefits of this type of work. For example, there is more time to refine
and present ideas to a collaborator. In addition, as the asynchronous process is less
fluid, it is easier to draw demarcation lines through the final compositional work and
establish with greater precision the creative input of each participant. It can be argued
that an important aspect of choosing a given RMCS platform is individual preference
for the mode of collaborative work. Perhaps it is the close approximation of sharing a
recording studio with collaborative partners (Ohm Studio), or maybe the preferred
mode of work is a less immediate process—an approximation of exchanging files with
other producers (Audiotool and Blend).
Alongside jamming aiding the compositional method, the process of remixing
can be another element of RMCS-based work. This is evident with all platforms
enabling, and in fact encouraging, modification of the original work uploaded by users.
Audiotool and Blend attract primarily EDM producers, and both platforms have
generated a large number of remixes. For my purposes, the term ‘remixing’ is
understood as creating a new version of an existing composition with the incorporation
of stems of the original material. The process of remixing is one of reorganisation and
recontextualisation and often involves rewriting the original composition (Moorefield
2005). Recontextualisation was particularly evident in compositions from group D1
where users of Audiotool incorporated my samples in their own work in ways that
ranged from extensive to subtle and minimal.
Remixing in RMCS is peer-driven, which correlates with Heimans and Timms’
definition of open, participatory and peer-driven businesses and online platforms as
representatives of the ‘New Power’ model (2014). One of the key behaviours
associated with the New Power model is “remixing or adapting existing content or
assets with a new message or flavour” (Heimans and Timms 2014). Furthermore,
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current trends of digitalisation and mobility contribute to the ease with which remixes
can be created and disseminated, and RMCS platforms offer a new take on this process.
The novelty here can be attributed to the disruption of the traditional top-down system
of authority related to music creation (Egenes 2016, Hattenstone 2017) and a more
egalitarian way of approaching remixing. In RMCS the lines between remixers and
audiences are blurred, as members of RMCS communities are typically both creators
and listeners. Each platform allows users to access original project sessions, which in
turn offers insight into how other producers arrange their work, what tools they use,
and so on. Producers on Audiotool can enable each of their projects to be remixed upon
publishing, which, combined with the self-contained nature of the platform, allows
remixers access to an exact copy of the original project. Blend users need to remain
mindful of the necessity of including all samples used in a composition and publishing
self-contained projects, as my experience indicates that this is an area neglected by
some producers on Blend. This slows down the remixing, and collaboration in general,
as users need to wait for missing content to be supplied before they can add further
contributions. The process of remixing is less common on Ohm Studio. However, the
available tools make it easier than on Blend to avoid compatibility errors and present
the projects to collaborators in such a way that the audio and MIDI data as well as
playback are identical for all involved parties.
RMCS users need to be aware of the stylistic biases that are associated with
each platform and of the potential impact of these on usability. When conducting my
fieldwork, I encountered difficulties in executing certain projects if they did not
sufficiently align with the generic conventions of the majority of users of a given
RMCS. For example, project A2, in the atonal and experimental style of ambient/drone
that I initiated on Blend, while generating some initial interest, did not result in
contributions from the community of users for several weeks. However, this motivated
me to work harder on implementing various crowdsourcing techniques, such as private
messaging of users with whom I had not worked before, as well as contacting a local
ambient music producer who I knew in person and inviting him to sign up and work
with me on Blend. In another case of working with this genre on Blend (composition
C2), several users downloaded my project, but this did not result in further creative
contributions. Conversely, projects on Blend that I initiated in EDM styles found a
more engaged audience and led to community participation resulting in creative
contributions. The majority of users of a specific RMCS seem to prefer certain genres;
however, these technologies could arguably be used to create any style of music.

Crowdsourcing
After interviewing various RMCS users with whom I collaborated, I noted that the vast
majority of them do not gain financial reward from their music production in RMCS.
Furthermore, notions of fame or social pressure have not been listed as factors
influencing my interviewees. Aspects of enjoyment of working collectively with other
people and creating music seem to be important motivating factors. I conclude that
intrinsic motivation is the prominent driving force responsible for the participation of
amateur RMCS users in crowdsourcing. In his examination of this process, Brabham
(2013) refers to psychological dimensions of intrinsic and extrinsic motivators to
participate in crowdsourcing. Intrinsic motivators could include fun or a challenge,
while extrinsic motivators could include financial reward, fame or social pressure (Deci
and Ryan in Brabham 2013).
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While my project indicates that amateur producers constitute a large proportion
of RMCS users, it is likely that extrinsic motivators could play a more important role
in relation to professional music producers using RMCS. The term crowdsourcing,
often used on Blend, was first used within this system at the launch of the collaborative
EP production campaign by Mad Zach. He is a relatively established artist and can be
classified as a professional producer using RMCS. While defining his crowdsourced
project on Blend he asserted:
This is an experiment in interactive musicology. Collaboration has always been
there, and even internationally and remotely as of the past few years. But this
project signals a new era of collaborative possibility. People from all around the
world will be able to contribute their ideas to creating the original tunes. I’m still
not sure exactly how it will turn out, but I’m really excited about what this could
become! (Blend Blog 2014).
This reflects the open nature of crowdsourcing, its global reach and uncertainties
regarding the outcome. Crowdsourcing in this context demands openness from each of
the parties but particularly from the person initiating the project and sharing his/her
music with a large number of people. Crowdsourcing is not restricted to the Blend
environment, as other discussed RMCS tools enable it as well.
During my project work I engaged in crowdsourcing with two main objectives
in mind. One was the intention to find suitable collaborators to work with me on new
compositions and provide specific musical parts. An example of such a scenario is
project C3 where a contribution of a live bass guitar player was needed. The second
objective was the requirement for a less specific musical input. This allowed opening
up projects to unpredictable creative outcomes, while maintaining the ability to decide
on the final form and direction. Examples include compositions A1 and E2 as well as
remixes in groups D2 and D3. Both of these objectives can be achieved separately or
combined within one project. An example of combining them is project C3 where the
early vocal contribution by two participants was offered without me expecting the
vocals to be in a specific style or even expecting vocals at all. Once the track’s character
and structure were formed, a need for a more specific contribution arose and this led to
sending the invitation to the bass player, who later recorded his guitar parts.
In the context of creative work, crowdsourcing has been criticised as potentially
leading to outsourcing and, as a result, diminishing the monetary value of creative
professionals (Howe 2006, 2009). This resonates with the general anxieties regarding
changes inflicted by new technologies on the music industry (Carson 2014). Howe’s
criticism was directed primarily at the visual arts industry but it seems valid to inquire
whether crowdsourcing and online collaboration can pose similar risk to musicians.
My experience indicates that this is not the case in the current landscape of RMCS
dominated by amateurs driven by intrinsic motivation and not concerned about gaining
profit from their collaborative work. Users engaged in remote music collaboration
frequently do not take a business-minded approach, and contractual agendas are often
ignored. These users frequently engage in amateur music making but discussions on
how to manage creative contributions and, if applicable, the division of writer credits
often does not take place until phase 5 of the project development (see again Figure
5.04). A pro-active producer instigating discussions about writer credits can resolve
this at an early stage of the production process and hopefully achieve a satisfactory
outcome for everyone involved. However, an informal, no-obligations approach is the
prevailing attitude, and the spontaneity of collaboration and the musical outcomes are
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prioritised as the key objectives. This spontaneity is particularly common when it
comes to user engagement in projects created as ‘public’ and therefore open for
contribution from any member of the particular community. In addition to open public
projects, RMCS enable private or hidden projects and thereby a more targeted approach
to choosing collaborative partners. This is especially useful for projects planned for
commercial release from the onset.
I have engaged in crowdsourcing without the upfront financial remuneration.
Furthermore, I treated collaborators as creative equals, in that I offered them
songwriting or production credits where applicable. I have engaged in collaborative
work with the aim of potentially releasing the resulting music commercially. However,
in such projects, the key question had been how to negotiate the songwriting credit,
rather than how to pay collaborators, as financial remuneration would then be
dependent on the commercial success of a given release. In theory, nothing stops users
from offering financial remuneration upfront to their collaborators and employing them
as session musicians. It has been indicated that linking users’ popularity and credibility
to their monetisation options is on the agenda for Blend developers (Weiss 2013).
One of the most powerful aspects of engaging other, often unknown users who
volunteer their skills and time is that it enables one to overcome one’s limitations in
various areas of music composition, performance and production. A feature of
collaborative teamwork is its democratic aspect. Makelberge refers to Internet-aided
collective creation as
A truly democratic way where a musician is not told by anyone else what,
when and where to play, but is merely equipped with judgement and offers
his or her compositions to the world, while peers reincorporate them into new
creations (songs, mix tapes, DJ sets, etc.), if they find them fitting (2012).
Effective crowdsourcing with a large group of international musicians requires good
project management and communication skills. Trial and error are also involved in
establishing the level of interest and amount of contribution that participants are
prepared to offer. As a consequence, online interactions have strong parallels to
working on offline projects in our individual localities, where effective communication
is crucial in conducting a successful group project. These similarities between offline
and online modes of work indicate that even if a necessary prerequisite to a recording
studio functioning as a networked node was the loss of studios’ initial connection with
the ‘local’ (Théberge 2004), perhaps another link between online and offline, which is
more difficult to break, is the way in which we interact with each other. This too
resonates with Théberge’s perception of the significance of “the quality of the musical
and social relationships that are made with and through” networked studios (2004:
779).
Considering groupware features and usability analysed in previous sections of
this chapter, I conclude that groupware functionality available currently in RMCS is
one of the weaker aspects of the researched platforms. The crowdsourcing work that I
have done was often negatively affected by limited groupware functionality,
particularly within Audiotool and Blend. Therefore, improvements in groupware
functionality could substantially elevate the success rate of collaborative projects.
However, it should also be noted that not one single aspect of RMCS could be
responsible for successful crowdsourcing on its own. Advanced music production
features and reliability of technical infrastructure are equally critical.
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Following the Flow Versus Forcing Results
In all projects, apart from compositions D1, D2, D3 and E2, I strived to achieve musical
outcomes within the broad parameters of a pre-defined musical style. In some projects
I also strived to find contributors able to provide a very specific sound, for example in
project B3 I was looking for a male vocalist who was able to sing falsetto. In these
parts of my project work where I aimed to achieve specific musical goals, two modes
of achieving the final outcome emerged. The first one involves pursuing the initial goal
until the exact, initially desired effect is achieved. The second mode of work involves
letting several members of the online community play to the best of their ability and
later choosing takes from these recordings. Often, these takes have been far removed
from my initial concept of what might be a suitable direction for a song. In the second
mode, we are following the flow of events and letting the current of the collaboration
carry us, while still maintaining the power of veto. Going with the flow and permitting
a more flexible approach can lead to interesting, yet unplanned, creative outcomes.
Peter Goss, one of the musicians with whom I collaborated in Ohm Studio, has had a
similar experience related to how the final creative output can vary from what was
initially expected:
Regarding your thoughts about Flow vs Planning. Yes, my observations have
been the same. When I invited collaborators for the first project I created on
Ohm, I asked for someone to play some fast guitar work, which I am not fast
enough myself to play. The result was not what I had in mind, but still fitted the
song. So you have to make a compromise with what your head is hearing and
what actually gets recorded. But the same is true when you play with a group of
musicians in the same room. I have taken songs to band practice sessions with a
particular riff or sound in my head and when we start playing the song it always
transforms into something different. Sometimes you like the interpretation,
sometimes you don’t (Email communication, 23rd October 2015).
The level of creative flexibility required from a project producer varies depending on
the received input. As stated by another of my collaborators: “adapting to different
ideas is elementary in the collaborative music process. If you are unable to align your
work to different inputs, you don’t have to work together with other artists in my
opinion” (Interview with Metin Filiz, see Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 5). While
I had specific considerations impacting on my decisions whether to go with the flow or
to reject it, for some of my collaborators going with the flow is such an essential
element of working in RMCS that they see it as a critical part of their work process.
Simon Little asserts: “I go with the flow wherever possible. Otherwise I might as well
do it myself” (Interview with the user, see Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 7).
I have worked on some compositions where less specific musical input was
required, simply because there was no specified creative pitch regarding a given
instrumental part. An example of such an approach is composition E2. In this instance,
there was an assumption from the start that the flow of the online community and
associated creative input would be what carried the composition forward. E2 is a
composition where even potentially unsuitable contributions could be accommodated,
for example a heavy metal guitar riff contributed by User 22. However, there are
situations when the project creator has a very firm idea of the required creative input.
Examples of such compositions are A3, B1, B3 and E1. When the community was
steering the project in a new, unplanned and undesired direction, I sometimes had no
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other option but to deem the result unsuitable, as was the case with E1. Other factors
that influence my decisions whether to go with the flow of the communal input or reject
it are related to the production and performance skills of the participants. When I deem
the input of my collaborators to be of very high quality, such as in compositions A3,
B3 and C3, I am more than happy to reconsider my own initial plan for a given
composition. When I perceive the input as low quality in regards to production or
performance, such as in composition E1, I feel that rejecting the flow is very important,
even if it means not progressing with the composition and deeming it incomplete.
Sometimes collaborators deliver a very acceptable performance, yet they steer the
project in a stylistic direction that is far removed from my own creative objectives. This
signals another point where choosing between accepting or rejecting the flow is
required. Composition B1 is an example where, despite my efforts, it was very difficult
to accommodate the creative input of the community into the final version.
In describing potential difficulties that might emerge in collaborative work and
referring to his own pioneering online composition “Cathedral” (1997), Duckworth
acknowledged that the complexity of creative options on offer alongside changing
group dynamics and new forms of expression can lead group compositions in
unpredictable directions. This discrepancy between the producer’s creative objectives
and the creative direction enforced by the community of practice is a sign of challenges
related to project management, which I further analyse in the Conclusion.

Learning From the Community
Learning from RMCS communities is an important way of overcoming various types
of challenges encountered during collaborative project work. Mutually beneficial
exchanges of thoughts and musical ideas are at the core of networked collaboration.
Makelberge asserts that “approaching networked music from the point of reciprocity,
we will see that the three terms – collaboration, cooperation and collective creation –
all spread out along an axis of less to more intense reciprocity” (2012: 28). The notion
of teamwork is closely connected with the ability to learn from other users. As each
platform allows access to original project sessions, this in turn offers insight into how
other producers arrange their work, what tools they use, and so on. The educational
value of RMCS platforms has been noted by Carson (2014), Weiss (2013) and Pejrolo
(2014). Collaborative learning has been proven to enhance problem-solving skills
(Gokhale 1995). Furthermore, as Clifford observes, “collaborative learning teams are
said to attain higher-level thinking and preserve information for longer times than
students working individually” (2012). Learning from more experienced users is
another important element of RMCS, making online platforms less isolating in
comparison to the solitary experience associated with offline DAWs. Brown (in
Salavuo 2006), while discussing the cognitive diversity of online music communities,
refers to the concept of distributed expertise, where “individual members may possess
knowledge of a particular subject, which exceeds the knowledge of the whole
community” (2006: 255). Simon Little, who collaborated with me on composition A2
on Blend, explains:
To reiterate what a great experience it has been working on so much different
music and how much I have learnt as a result. In the six months or so since
signing up I have improved my craft as a producer of electronic music at a much
faster rate than in a whole year of tinkering on my own. It has provided me with
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great motivation to get involved and put in time and effort, which I would have
struggled with on my own. The feeling of community and support is wonderful
(Interview with the user, see Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 7).
In addition to helping users learn the functionality of a given platform and overcome
design-oriented challenges, RMCS provides opportunities for the teaching of music
theory, synthesis, remixing, performance and production, and allows substantial cost
savings in the educational sector. In 2014, I used Audiotool in my teaching of the
‘Computer Sound Production’ course at an undergraduate level at RMIT University,
and in 2015 I incorporated Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio in the curriculum of two
other courses at the same university: ‘Music: Performance and Production’ and ‘Music:
People and Practices’. In my experience, using RMCS in the tertiary education setting
helps to facilitate group assignments and streamlines access to projects for students
during production work as well as for academic staff at the grading stage. Another
example of a higher education institution that has used Blend to deliver course content
is Berklee College of Music, which uses the platform to foster collaboration and
distribute projects to students in their ‘Introduction to Ableton Live’ course (Coursera
2015 – 2017).
An additional aspect of learning from the members of RMCS communities is
the opportunity to receive feedback on one’s music and therefore learn how other music
producers react to a particular piece:
A few key Blend members will usually have a listen to a track and give me their
critique. It especially helps to have other people’s take on a mix to gain some
feedback as to what the music sounds like with: A) a different monitoring system
and B) fresh ears (Simon Little, interview with the user, see Appendix A: RMCS
User Interview 7).
Other Blend collaborators expressed similar observations (for example, see Appendix
A: RMCS User Interview 8). The prospect of receiving a critique from other
practitioners in the field is valuable, particularly given that this opportunity is more
limited in the non-RMCS-based music production landscape. One of the limitations
that bedroom producers face is that they often work on their own. Consequently, it is
more difficult for them to hear informed feedback about their work prior to publishing
it. RMCS provides the environment where such feedback can be received more easily
and potentially from a large number of other practitioners.
A significant facet of learning from the community is how this translates into
the feeling of being inspired by others. As demonstrated through my project work, I
frequently felt inspired by actions of project participants and their musical input
influenced my responses. One of my collaborators, Connor O’Brien, describes the
compounding effect that hearing the input of collaborating musicians can have on the
evolution of the song: “getting to hear the song from both viewpoints can evolve the
sound into something neither of you could’ve made on your own, but it still retains the
flair of both (or all, if more than two) original artists” (Interview with the user, see
Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 6). In my experience, the inspiration can be
uplifting when working with talented individuals. When I worked on projects such as
A3, B3 or C3, I felt motivated to match the musical standard of my collaborators. This
is akin to the notion of being reciprocally influenced by actions of other musicians
(Weinberg 2005) and symbolises the creative aspect of learning from others.
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Summary
I have drawn parallels and analysed differences between groups of collaborators
operating in formal business settings and informal groups operating within RMCS. One
of the limitations of informal social groups formed within RMCS communities is their
restricted potential to adjust when there is an imbalance, for example a lack of a specific
skill is identified. A factor impacting on this limited potential is the unavailability of
clearly defined structures and procedures typically available in business settings and in
larger organisations (Belbin 2010a). These can protect the group working towards a
common goal by offering a set of defined procedures concerning collaborative
teamwork.
However, the social dimension of the group is a potent aspect influencing the
group’s adaptability and chances of survival in the face of adversity. All collaborative
groups formed in my project work were informal and a large proportion of taken actions
were spontaneous and unplanned. Members of RMCS communities have been
generously offering their time and skills without ever asking about financial
remuneration. The assessment of outcomes of my compositional work leads to the
conclusion that there is a large element of unpredictability in regard to the final creative
output. A user can choose to harness this unpredictability and follow the creative flow
of the community. However, the musical results could be far removed from what was
planned initially for the composition. When the production process is not firmly
planned, the results can often bring elements of novelty and it is up to the project’s
executive producer to decide whether or how to incorporate the creative input.
RMCS offers a democratic working environment where amateurs and
professionals can collaborate, discuss ideas and learn from each other (Duckworth
2005). The large and growing number of users, free access to advanced sound editing
features and the availability of new forms of engagement contribute to the disruptive
potential of RMCS. The inclusion of social networks increases the engagement of
participants and is likely an appealing factor for users. The potential of RMCS lies in
combining the collaborative GUI features and technical solutions supporting
collaborative music production within thriving online communities and appropriate
social networking tools. As demonstrated, various platforms implement social
networking and communication tools in a variety of ways, and the successful
implementation of this functionality has a strong correlation to facilitating engagement
of previously unknown musical partners.
Researchers of organisational group creativity have focused on face-to-face
interactions of group members or suggested that this kind of communication is most
desirable for complex tasks (Leonard and Swap 2005). Therefore, in relation to my
research project, a question arose whether existing communication tools within RMCS
are sufficient for effective communication of project related tasks and, ultimately,
whether these tools allow producers to lead musical projects to satisfactory
conclusions. In the context of my research, Hansen’s assertion that “collaboration is a
means to an end, and that end is great performance” (2009: 16) suggested I should
scrutinise various collaborative practices and tools, such as groupware, and ascertain
their impact on music production outcomes and assess whether they allow musicians
to achieve great performance.
I have analysed the communication methods available in RMCS and conclude
that their functionality would benefit from further improvements, in order to increase
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the value of RMCS and grow the success rate of collaborative campaigns. Reflection
on my collaborative processes allows me to assert that further improvement of the
existing communication tools or development of new ones, such as VID, would allow
for optimisation of the achieved results and streamlining of the collaborative process.
While groupware features are developed differently across the researched platforms
and already offer a powerful set of tools for music producers looking for collaborators,
my project work and subsequent findings suggest there is room for improvement.
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Conclusion
Introduction
I came to this project as a music creator dissatisfied with non-RMCS-based
collaborative methods and a desire to understand how to make the process of remote
collaboration more efficient. Through undertaking the project work involving various
modes of collaborative practice within selected musical styles and framed through the
lens of practice-based enquiry, I have demonstrated that communities of RMCS users
consist of individuals capable of enriching one’s musical projects and fulfilling specific
skill gaps as identified by the music producer. However, perseverance is required to
locate and engage suitable collaborators. If users take time to build relationships with
members of RMCS communities and understand how to effectively use available
groupware tools, then satisfactory results can be obtained. Such results are aided by the
status of a given user within the community and ultimately by the implementation of
appropriate groupware tools. When considering which RMCS platform to work with,
it helps if one understands their differences. These are characterised by such aspects as
the features affecting music production, groupware tools and approach to
synchronicity, which all have an impact on the outcome of music production.
The increased amount of time that one needs to spend on navigating the large
communities of users, locating and engaging with potential collaborators and building
relationships with them might be limiting factors of RMCS to users needing to work to
a tight schedule. Therefore, projects characterised by short production time frames
might not be successfully executed within RMCS, because obtaining satisfactory
results would then be more difficult. The majority of my projects required more than
one month of production time, and others took close to six months of production time.
The experience of synchronous work facilitated by tools such as the chat
enables connectivity between users that resembles face-to-face conversations. This
experience makes it possible to feel thrilled by developments concerning the song
because users can discuss it in real time and share the enjoyment coming from creative
actions. Specific songwriting actions, such as creation of new musical lines, can have
immediate impact on collaborators working in synchronous systems. This in turn
permits a response that enables collaborators to shape the composition in a more
interactive way than in asynchronous systems where users are unaware of the actions
of the collaborator until he/she publishes the project. In addition, projects published on
asynchronous systems such as Audiotool and Blend typically contain multiple changes
and additions, and a collaborating party listening to this contribution is responding to
a larger set of musical parameters than while working on specific tasks in real time
within Ohm Studio.
Each of the researched RMCS facilitates a different approach to crowdsourcing.
Within Ohm Studio, it is more efficient to work on building a user’s profile and
eventually proceed to inviting selected users rather than hope for spontaneous
participation in public projects. Such spontaneous participation is possible, as
demonstrated in projects such as C3 and E2; however, RMCS contributions are more
often a result of actively engaging with other users and incorporating groupware tools.
My experience highlights that spontaneous user participation within Ohm Studio is less
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likely to stem from users unknown to us finding projects online and contributing to
them based on the pitch provided on the project’s wall. If users join in this way, they
would be unlikely to become active participants. The majority of contributions to my
Ohm Studio projects came from people with whom I discussed the projects in advance.
One exception is project C3, which was a public collaboration event facilitated by Ohm
Force, the manufacturers of the platform. In a similar way, the involvement of
Audiotool users was a result of implementing the External User Groups on Facebook
(EXUG), crowdsourcing user input via discussions there and later via Facebook
messaging as well. Blend is the platform where crowdsourcing can happen in the most
passive way, as I received input from users with whom I did not have any initial
discussions. Examples of such input are projects B2, D2 and E1, although I learned
that a proactive approach to crowdsourcing reflected in building one’s profile within
the community and direct messaging of users is also required on Blend, in order to
maximise users’ participation.
Overall, remote online collaboration does not exclude certain artist profilebuilding behaviours that are also common in face-to-face communication. These
include building trust, as well as engaging in regular conversations with RMCS users
in order to become known to them. All of this takes time and indicates that effective
remote music collaboration is not a way of work that necessarily allows time saving,
in comparison to face-to-face collaborative projects. In fact, my experience indicates
that RMCS music production is more time consuming than face-to-face studio-based
work. Therefore, the discussion on the potential benefits of remote music collaboration
should be focusing on the unprecedented ability to crowdsource international talent.
My experience indicates that this can be done successfully, provided that enough time
is invested in specific community building actions and communication with the
members of RMCS.
My project work allowed me to witness that RMCS is utilised primarily by
amateurs rather than professional musicians. As indicated by the vast majority of my
collaborators who answered my calls for participation in interviews, they do not belong
to a Performing Rights Organisation (PRO) in their country. This is evidenced in the
User Interviews featured in Appendix A, where only one interviewee is a PRO member.
Some of my collaborators do not sell the music that they create with RMCS either (see
Appendix A: RMCS User Interviews 1, 3, 4). Monetisation was never brought up by
any of my collaborators, which indicates that their participation was driven by the
pursuit of enjoyment or artistic merits rather than financial ones.

Project Management Challenges
The premise of using RMCS is not to make face-to-face interactions between musicians
obsolete. It is to provide a viable alternative that allows crowdsourcing of musical
talent and leads to an expansion of one’s creative networks that extend far beyond the
confines of the physical studio. My project serves as evidence that RMCS-based
interactions between remotely located collaborators can impact positively on music
production by allowing them to fulfil musical objectives and learn from one another.
At the same time, my practice-based enquiry is a reminder that remote music
collaboration is not without its set of challenges affecting the outcomes of the
production process. The stylistic bias of users can be a restrictive factor in relation to
what projects can find traction within RMCS communities. Furthermore, even though
the available groupware tools are critical to establishing rapport with other users and
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discussing project direction, not all RMCS manufacturers have implemented them to a
satisfactory level, which influences how users can connect and communicate ideas
related to music production. Some of the other challenges are not dissimilar to what
music producers face in non-collaborative DAW environments. For example, a lack of
technical proficiency and inability to perform sound engineering tasks will negatively
impact on the input of a user and his/her capacity to capture musical ideas.
A unique challenge stemming from engagement in cloud-based interaction is
related to managing complex projects. The possibility of easily finding and engaging
multiple collaborators while working on a particular composition increases the
complexity of the production process by necessitating information exchange with
multiple parties, often simultaneously. Managing this complexity is increasingly an
issue now, as the tools are more multifaceted and technologically advanced. The higher
number of people using RMCS platforms means that finding suitable collaborators
often requires a trial and error approach. Furthermore, there are situations when
overcoming technical problems can be challenging, given multiple remote
collaborators with varied technical skills and different types of equipment. A failure to
effectively resolve project management challenges can render crowdsourcing efforts
ineffective.
Working in different time zones is also an issue associated with project
management challenges. In relation to asynchronous collaboration, time zone
differences can have various repercussions, depending on arrangements within a group.
Kear (2010) highlights how asynchronous communication tools allow users to choose
a convenient time for interacting with others. In Chapter Three, I discussed how being
located in various time zones impacts on the numbers of users available to collaborate
at a given time. However, the key problem with managing collaboration across
different time zones is the difficulty in synchronising users’ work within synchronous
systems such as Ohm Studio. It requires discipline and planning, without which it can
be difficult for users to meet, collaborate and discuss their projects in real time.
Working collaboratively in the cloud can lead to some potential conflicts
regarding the ownership of content created with various partners. Figure 3.01 illustrates
different approaches to copyright and project ownership management within
Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio. As with offline collaborations, these matters are
best dealt with early on in a joint songwriting process (James 2013). Determining a
song’s ownership can become a complex issue and it is difficult to predict all possible
problems that can arise when co-writers engage in a lengthy creative process. Being a
collaborative songwriter for many years, I am sensitive to the importance of protecting
one’s intellectual property. My discovery in RMCS that several very skilled musicians
who I interacted with are not members of PROs signals that protecting their rights as
authors was not of high importance to them. From a legal point of view, lack of PRO
membership prevents composers from registering as co-authors of collaboratively
created pieces. Despite these challenges, conflicts in RMCS are rare. Moreover, if some
disagreements emerge, they are not very strong as dissatisfied collaborators can just
disappear quietly. Several passive participants in my compositions simply withdrew
early in the process. On rare occasions, as was the case with User 5 in Composition C3,
participants leave after their initial creative contribution. In all my collaborations, I
have not encountered any major conflicts. Instead of arguing, when creative obstacles
or minor disagreements were encountered (see, for example, compositions B1, B2 and
E2), I turned my energy into finding solutions. This has proven to be an effective
strategy, leading to successful completion of these projects. It means that RMCS is an
environment where one does not typically invest energy in conflict. Being online, often
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anonymously, means that collaborators are not as accountable as in face-to-face
interactions so there is a limited likelihood of collaborators explaining themselves. In
my experience they just leave if they are not satisfied. Interviews featured in Appendix
A illustrate this issue further, as four of my interviewees refer to conflict situations
encountered by them (see Appendix A: RMCS User Interviews 2, 3, 5 and 6). Examples
that they provide discuss ego-based conflicts, lack of receiving due credit,
incomparable musicianship and copyright violation. However, user ElectroBongo also
believes that RMCS conflicts are not as strong as those encountered in face-to-face
situations (Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 3). Another collaborator, Connor
O’Brien, points out the responsiveness of RMCS management in addressing copyright
violations (Appendix A: RMCS User Interview 6).
Creative relationships formed while collaborating in RMCS start with great
ease. This sometimes leads to the relationship being very transient. For example, I
encountered collaborators offering to contribute to specific parts of a song or proposing
general songwriting input without ultimately delivering anything. It is also not
uncommon to witness multiple RMCS users joining projects open to the public and
leaving these projects without any communication. In addition, the level of loyalty of
a collaborator that we might never meet in person could be harder to determine early
on in the process, which necessitates stronger trust being placed on the prospective
partners and their integrity. One of the characteristics of the New Power model is the
ease with which people can join organisations and share their ideas (Heimans
and Timms 2014). However, Heimans and Timms question the endurance of these
organisations and easily formed affiliations and suggest they are fast but fickle. In
relation to RMCS, there are some striking parallels. There are no costs associated with
becoming a user of the software. The inclusion of social networks means that sharing
is a powerful feature of the collaborative platforms. Seeing the growing competition in
the field, it is valid to ask how sustainable each of the platforms will be over time.
Unfortunately, the now dysfunctional Rocket Network, eSession, IndabaMusic
Mantis, Aviary Myna and Geisha Music platforms are examples of failing start-ups and
unsuccessful projects in this field.

Technical Challenges
The contemporary RMCS platforms represent a new generation of collaborative tools
for music producers and exemplify progress that has been made in this field. The
development of Web 2.0 combined with the emergence of innovative software
platforms has opened new avenues for the crowdsourcing of musical input and
collective work. Yet it needs to be acknowledged that the researched platforms present
a set of technical challenges, which can affect collaborating parties. For example,
during my collaborative work in Ohm Studio with a bass player based in Poland, the
production process was slowed down as my collaborator had encountered numerous
software and hardware problems that were too difficult for him to troubleshoot. I
offered my technical assistance but it was relatively hard to effectively diagnose his
system remotely. As a result, the troubleshooting process took several days of
discussions and experimenting with various system settings. Blend compositions C2
and E2 illustrate that even though a large proportion of Blend users were able to execute
the project publishing process successfully, some of my collaborators did struggle and
required guidance as well as multiple attempts at completing the task successfully. This
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presents a challenge to the flow of collaboration as incorrectly published projects
prevent further contributions from other users due to missing audio or MIDI content.
Overall, collaborative DAWs launched between 2012 and 2017 cannot match
the number of features provided by some of their established non-collaborative
counterparts such as Ableton Live, Steinberg Cubase or Apple Logic Pro. Users of
platforms like Audiotool and Ohm Studio face two choices: either adapt and use the
existing functionality to its fullest potential, or use these online DAWs as
complementary software. The latter case necessitates that development of ideas,
mixing or instrument programming take place in non-collaborative DAWs, where more
production tools and features are available.
Furthermore, cloud-based music production is being impacted by problems
affecting all computer music production, such as viruses, hardware failures, software
incompatibilities and crashes (Mountain 2005: 558). The dependence on having an
Internet connection adds another layer of potential risk, as on a global scale servers can
be down from time to time, and on a personal scale one’s Internet connection can also
fail due to various factors. As illustrated in Figure 3.01, at the time of writing, offline
versions are being developed for two of the discussed DAWs, which will eliminate
some risk.
My practice-based research enquiry suggests the implementation of various
additional operational features which would benefit music producers working with
RMCS. Some of these features could be of value to all platforms and some are platform
specific, as different designs are characterised by different limitations. A desired
functionality, currently unavailable in all of the RMCS platforms that I used, is
enhanced portability, enabling the use of RMCS software on battery-operated devices,
such as tablets and smartphones. Audiotool will most likely be the first software
capable of providing such functionality, which I believe is dependent on a successful
re-coding of the platform with the use of HTML 5 programming language. The
transition to a portable tool could be relatively easy for Audiotool as it runs in a web
browser and does not require any software installed on the user’s device. The current
version of the software is coded in Flash, which is not supported by Apple iOS. The
Apple operating system hosts the largest number of music making apps, which I
incorporate in my production practice and live performance on a regular basis. The
creation of a version of Ohm Studio capable of running on portable platforms would
necessitate re-coding of the software in a way that it can run on iOS or Android devices,
and as such requires a larger amount of work in comparison to Audiotool. The issue of
portability and support for iOS or Android systems would be even more difficult to
implement in Blend, as it depends on third-party DAWs, which at the moment are
designed to work only with operating systems such as Windows and Mac OS.
An operational feature that would benefit the production process within
Audiotool and Ohm Studio is an improved time stretching engine. Both platforms have
it currently implemented in a very basic form, which limits my options while producing
and composing music within these environments. The key problem exacerbated by the
current implementation of time stretching is that it is very difficult to change the tempo
of a piece after audio samples are imported into a project. The Audiotool software has
a particular need for four further operational features: ability to export uncompressed
audio formats; ability to return to an earlier version of the composition; enhanced
length of audio files that can be imported into projects; and implementation of more
advanced audio mastering tools. These Audiotool-specific needs relate to the
limitations exhibited in the current design and are also related to the platform being a
closed ecosystem, which cannot be enhanced with third-party software.
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Future Work
There are several areas of academic enquiry that are related to my research, and their
exploration in the context of RMCS will help to expand our understanding of the field
of remote music collaboration. One of these areas is research into creativity. Studying
RMCS in the context of existing models of creativity would enable finding out how
working with the collaborative platforms relates to these models. For example, future
investigations could examine music creation with RMCS in relation to the Systems
theories of creativity, which take the view that “creativity results from a complex
system of interacting and interrelated factors” (Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco 2010: 28).
Another topic closely linked to my research on RMCS is social networking. As
an integral part of the platforms that I examined, social networks deserve further
investigation in the context of how they relate to networking among musicians and
what threats and opportunities they might pose to productivity, career development and
crowdsourcing with RMCS. Other issues beyond the scope of my project that future
research could engage with include the legal and cultural implications of online music
production platforms.
The gender imbalance evident in RMCS communities, while aligned with wider
trends in the industry (Burgess 2013), should also be noted and warrants further
research. While, due to the lack of data, I cannot be certain of the gender of users who
contributed to the D1 group of compositions, 30 out of 31 other users who actively
participated in my project work were male. While it was not my intention to analyse
gender differences in my dissertation, this discrepancy in the world of RMCS could be
of interest to future researchers examining the area.
Further investigation into the technical aspects of RMCS could produce
findings of value to manufacturers of the software interested in improving their
products. A research area related to the design of collaborative platforms is how they
implement monetisation and how this approach could be improved. An in-depth
examination of options for monetisation within RMCS warrants more investigation, as
it could be of benefit to users and manufacturers alike. In the music industry, where
successful monetisation of products is often a challenge (Baym 2011; Vellar 2012),
RMCS can be explored as a new source of income revenue. Future research could
explore the notion of collective authorship, which in the context of RMCS can be
impacted by the anonymity of participants or anonymous contributors abandoning
projects in the midst of the creative process. As collaborative practices become more
widespread among musicians, new forms of creative expression will likely emerge.
RMCS has the potential for helping to deliver new formats of music to consumers, such
as music releases distributed in the form of work in progress and stems of final
compositions available for purchase as sound packs. In fact, Blend is already offering
monetisation of similar content.
Given the existing large number of users of RMCS and the growth of these
numbers that I observed, it is likely that the importance of RMCS will increase as the
software becomes ubiquitous. Another indicator of what the future will likely hold is
the increased entry into the market of cloud collaboration by established companies. In
the context of smaller companies that developed pioneering RMCS products discussed
in my research, future academic investigation could examine the scope of these
companies to develop a sustainable business model. Without such development, there
might be risks to the future of such companies and their products, especially given the
likely competition from more established audio software brands. The field of online
music production and collaboration is undergoing a phase of unprecedented growth
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and I believe that more research analysing a wider array of platforms is needed in order
to deepen our understanding of the complexity of options on offer.

Summary of Contributions
My research project presents a structured analysis of the field of contemporary RMCS
based on my work with the communities of users of the selected remote music
production platforms. The parameters determining my analysis included the time frame
as well as the specific platforms chosen for music production. In 2012, I chose three
very different platforms and utilised them over the course of five years. My project
demonstrates that the collaborative practices of crowdsourcing, composing, jamming
and remixing are impacted by such aspects of RMCS as groupware functionality,
stylistic inclination of users and technical sophistication of the software. I showed that
groupware functionality has a strong influence on the effectiveness of communication
implemented in crowdsourced project work. The stylistic inclination of users is a factor
that can determine the crowdsourcing potential for a given musical project, and
knowledge of this inclination within a platform is required in order to execute an
effective music production campaign. The technical sophistication of software was not
a major limiting factor; however, it certainly impacts on the final creative result. This
sophistication, demonstrated through the availability of specific editing and sound
production tools, influences the sonic shape of the compositions, and accordingly, is
an important consideration from the music production point of view.
I developed models outlining phases of communication within RMCS and
phases of collaborative project development. The discussion of these models has
helped me to analyse the effectiveness of available communication methods as well as
the project development methods that are possible within RMCS. Despite specific
shortcomings of RMCS that my research has highlighted, my findings indicate that
collaborative methodologies facilitated by the researched platforms represent a major
leap forward in regard to the collaborative opportunities available to music producers.
Social networking, communication tools and avenues for jamming and remixing can
foster musical understanding, and enable experimentation and the pooling of
knowledge towards a common goal. Since anyone can join projects set up as public,
cloud-based collaboration opens up one’s studio to unforeseen musical guests who can
contribute innovation, skills and equipment. In addition to contributing their musical
knowledge, participants bring their unique instruments and sound. My experience of
producing music on a semi-professional level in the past decade without RMCS
resonated with the argument presented by Carson that working with a DAW in a homebased studio can be an isolating experience (2014). The use of RMCS led to changes
in my compositional workflow. My songwriting process has become substantially
more social and open. I have exposed my work to the input of other musicians with all
its associated possibilities and unpredictability. My collaborative processes have
shifted, as I am no longer restricted by geographical context. Earlier in my producing
career, I often found that collaborators typically met offline before commencing an
online exchange of ideas and sound files. It is apparent that there is a significant shift
in this interaction in the sense that such offline meetings are no longer a prerequisite to
building trust and achieving fulfilling musical outcomes.
The use of Internet cloud technology has the potential to break down borders
and reshape music scenes, while also eroding or substantially reducing the time delay
that is currently part of the workflow of musicians exchanging data files via the Internet
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without RMCS. This breaking down of borders could also have cultural and crossgenre implications, allowing producers from different countries and musical
backgrounds to collaborate without current restrictions. At the same time it should be
acknowledged that access to this technology is dependent on a number of factors, such
as geographic location and access to fast computers and the Internet.
My research has considered the existing literature and expands knowledge by
including findings related to creative collaboration with the use of collaborative
platforms investigated by my project. Given that the field of RMCS is relatively new,
there is a lack of academic literature on the topic. Therefore, my study, conducted from
a practice-based perspective, fills a significant gap in the field of the art of record
production. The work I have done is significant for music production and collaboration
but also more broadly for creative human interaction within communities of practice.
My research is of value not just for highlighting the new methods of Internet-made
music production, but also for its capacity to increase our understanding of how
musicians or content creators choose to interact in the 21st century. One of my key aims
was to determine the impact of cloud-based tools on creative processes and
collaboration. In addition, I aimed to establish whether online music production tools
can challenge traditional DAW software in their ability to produce musical content.
My research considered the intersection of technology, teamwork and music
production, and is an important contribution to the knowledge of how these fields
intertwine and affect each other. I have considered the relevant literature on group work
and contribute findings related to the field of RMCS. These findings outline types of
interactions between RMCS users and demonstrate how effective various available
communication methods are. After assessing the design of selected RMCS, it became
apparent that despite its importance, groupware functionality is sometimes a neglected
aspect of the software design. My research demonstrates that this functionality is of
crucial importance to successful project execution. However, an advanced groupware
design is not enough to deliver successful projects. Other important factors are the set
of specific production features, reliability of technical infrastructure and stylistic
inclination of user groups. All of the above aspects have been analysed in this
dissertation, further contributing to the field of the art of record production and more
broadly to how creative practitioners can harness the potential of tools facilitating
remote collaboration.
By addressing my project’s research question, I have made the following
contributions to the academic fields of the art of record production and group creativity:







A structured analysis of the field of contemporary RMCS, based on three advanced
collaborative platforms: Audiotool, Blend and Ohm Studio.
The creation of the model of the phases and types of communication within RMCS,
as outlined in Chapter Three.
An analysis of creative outputs achieved through producing music with RMCS, as
outlined in Chapter Four.
A definition of the characteristics of successful music production teams operating
in the context of RMCS, as outlined in Chapter Five.
The creation of the model of the phases of collaborative project development, as
outlined in Chapter Five.
Mapping the architecture of musical collaboration in the online world, explained
through a discussion on the processes of crowdsourcing, remixing and jamming in
the cloud, as outlined in Chapter Five.
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The classification and examination of all groupware tools available within the
researched RMCS.
An analysis of various modes of collaborative work facilitated by online platforms.
An analysis and classification of a range of challenges facing online collaborators
operating within communities focused on music production.
Determining the potential impact of cloud-based tools on creative processes and
collaboration achieved through the understanding of requirements of project
planning and the use of groupware tools.
An understanding of how new collaborative technologies have impacted on
creative processes and interactions among music producers.
An understanding of how social networking combined with cloud-based music
production technologies can lead to new and alternative approaches to music
production in global contexts.
An outline of RMCS design shortcomings and proposed suggested improvements
that can be a valuable contribution to the further development of the software and
the industry.
My interviews with selected collaborators that are featured in Appendix A inject a
wider perspective on incorporating RMCS in music production.
My findings can be relevant to other communities of practice operating in the cloud.
Of particular significance could be discussions on sustaining relationships with
collaborators, ways of engaging participants, sustaining the collaborative
momentum and the implications of following the flow of communal creation.

I have demonstrated that RMCS allows music producers to overcome three limitations:
the lack of skills in various aspects of music composition, performance and production;
who music producers know in their localities and, as a result, who can be engaged in
working with them; and the aspect of individual learning without access to help and
feedback from a wider community of practitioners. Consequently, RMCS impacts on
music production in a variety of ways. Being free of charge, it is cost effective and it
empowers music producers to experiment and engage with a large, international
community through the process of crowdsourcing. In addition, RMCS facilitates
learning from others and receiving feedback on one’s work. Finally, it leads to
successful musical outcomes that might not be possible to achieve with other means,
particularly if the three limitations mentioned above are considered.
Through my practice-based enquiry I demonstrate that in order to successfully
implement RMCS technologies into the work of a music producer, an understanding
of how to operate within the environment of various collaborative platforms is required.
My research suggests that users attempting to incorporate these tools in the workflow
of their music production must emphasise the social element of RMCS communities of
practice. This requires understanding of how to build a profile within these
communities in order to attract collaborators and gain desirable musical outcomes. The
key to unlocking the potential of these communities is an effective and pro-active use
of the available groupware tools. Looking retrospectively at all the collaborations I
executed, I acknowledge that operating within RMCS necessitates some behaviour
similar to what a music producer would do in face-to-face contact and this includes
various forms of community engagement. The RMCS process can be a slow one and
perhaps more suited to the amateur producer rather than to the professional needing to
work to short deadlines. However, the time concerns exist primarily in relation to the
process of crowdsourcing the input of strangers. If one would like to work with
musicians previously known, as I also did in my project, the technological tools
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available in various RMCS tools are absolutely sufficient to achieve satisfactory, high
quality production results. During my work on multiple compositions created during
this project, I encountered the excitement also known to me from face-to-face studio
work. It was caused by receiving and responding to engaging musical and songwriting
ideas, which frequently met and on occasions even exceeded my initial production
objectives.
Exploring and analysing RMCS-based music production via a practice-based
methodology has been creatively and intellectually rewarding. Significant shifts have
developed in my practice, on both individual and collaborative levels. RMCS tools are
becoming increasingly important to the global community of music producers. My
project demonstrates that practice-based methodologies provide multiple avenues for
further research into RMCS, and it establishes a template for scholars to build upon
when exploring contemporary approaches to music production. Incorporating practicebased reflections allows for a deep engagement with the creative processes of music
producers, and such reflections should be at the centre of all future research on remote
music collaboration software.
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Appendices
Appendix A
RMCS User Interview 1
Participant name or pseudonym: Herman Dexter
I collaborated with this participant on compositions C3 and E3
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: New Jersey, USA.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 48.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: I consider myself amateur but experienced. I’ve been writing for about 20
years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: Songwriter.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: Never performed live. I haven’t even performed any of my written songs to
completion.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: I started out with MIDI only collaboration 1997–2000 where I played
keyboards and finger-tapped drums using General MIDI. Then from 2000–2010 I
did a lot of acoustic guitar/mandolin/tin whistle/keyboards with some singing.
The past 3 years I’m mostly doing vocals and having other musicians do the
music.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: I never limit myself to one style/genre, just whatever sounds/feels good.
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•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: No.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: No specific plans for that but if an opportunity comes up sure.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: I collaborate exclusively this way. I have limited time to write, usually 1–2
hours per day late at night, so getting together with people to rehearse is not a
possibility. Plus I am very shy musically in person. I highly doubt I could sing in
front of people as freely and uninhibited as I do through online collaboration.

•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Ohm Studio.

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: At this current time no other platform does what Ohm Studio does. It is by far
the best online collaboration system available right now.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: I’ve been involved in online collaboration since 1998 or so and have
connections with the users of these systems, so I have been an early tester of all of
the systems.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: Yes: Resrocket MIDI, first in 1997–99. Rocket Power with Cubase 1999–
2003. Jamwith.us DAW 2003-2010. Ohm Studio 2010 to current. At first the
Rocket Power with Cubase was the best system out there. Ohm Studio has
surpassed them now and is incredible. Even though the DAW of Ohm Studio is
limited when you compare it to other DAWs like Cubase, the collaborative
feature is so awesome that we’ve adapted to its limitations and realize we don’t
need all of those fancy features of the other DAWs, as you often are replacing
software features that “improve” your playing with real live musicians that can
play for real.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: I would say in the hundreds since 1997.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: This is the only way I write music nowadays. And the workflow of Ohm
Studio has definitely affected the way I compose/record in a good way. As the
motto of Ohm Studio states: “Together is Better”, I totally agree with that. I used
to play guitar but only so-so. Now I write with guitarists that are leagues above
me musically and I am much happier to focus on singing, melody, lyrics, or
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adapting pre-existing lyrics to a song.
•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: The system at Ohm Studio takes care of that. You can post your project in the
“public” space, which any users of the system can view. They can then join and
add parts. You can also chat about your project in the public chat room and ask
people to join either in the chat, or by emailing them, or sending an invite to the
project. There are always willing participants to your songs there especially if you
act enthused about them. You also will cultivate musical friendships there and
people will join you if you ask.

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: Almost always the project evolves by itself. They are a sort of “online jam”
that you can mould into a finished song through editing. Some of my most
favourite collaborations are the ones that just flow, as they seem to not fit a
calculated structured “song”. Often the free-flowing projects are the ones where
many people are involved from all over the world.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Not really. We really are kind of open source with our writing. There could be
multiple finished versions of the same song amongst the group of people involved
each posting to their own SoundCloud. We aren’t trying to make money here so
there really aren’t issues with copyright and all that.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: These people are my friends in the online collaboration sphere. We’ve never
met in person but musically I have a lot of great online friends because of the
experience, and these are people I would never have interacted with if I didn’t
have this system.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: I mostly use the tools that are within Ohm Studio: public chat, project chat,
private chat, messaging. We’ll also communicate through Facebook.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: More DAW-based features would be always welcomed but really extra fancy
features are not that necessary when you are recording with top quality musicians
in real time with Ohm Studio.
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•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: Occasionally someone comes in a public project and usually accidentally
deletes something or changes things in a way I don’t like. But Ohm Studio has the
ability to restore earlier snapshots of the project, and you can clone the project if
you like the direction it was going in prior to the newer revision you didn’t like.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: No. After a few months of getting used to Ohm Studio, I have not opened my
installation of Cubase in 3 or so years. I was using that software exclusively for
about 13 years prior to Ohm Studio. I think I have forgotten how to use it by now
and have no need to go back to it.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Not anymore. See above.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: My only other comment to add here is my ongoing concern/worry that this
technology is still ahead of the general musician’s understanding of the actual
availability of this technology. I was there for the birth and death of Rocket
Power with Cubase. There just weren’t enough musicians using and paying for
the system to keep it financially viable. I have the same concerns for Ohm Studio.
There is a learning curve involved in using these systems and I think that might
turn people off in sticking with it. More advertising is needed to make people
aware of how much incredible technology is available and how you will
exponentially grow musically when using this online collaboration system on a
regular basis. All of the Ohm Studio heavy users for the past 3 years have grown
both musically and technically by sheer repetitive use of the system. I am really
scared though that the few paying users of the system will not allow the system to
stay financially afloat.
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RMCS User Interview 2
Participant name or pseudonym: Peter Goss
I collaborated with this participant on compositions D3 and E2
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: Swindon, UK.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 65.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: My experience spans 50 years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: A and B.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: No longer performing live, but did perform for 10 years.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: Primarily songwriting, but love to experiment in other areas.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: I like to work with different styles. Nothing is out-of-bounds.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: I have recently tried to sell downloads via ReverbNation.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: See above.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: Convenience. I don’t know any local musicians.

•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Ohm Studio
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•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: The rich set of features, primarily the almost instant replay of a contributed
track.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: Web search.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: Not used others.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: Approx. 100.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: There are technical issues that can sometimes act as a barrier to creativity. It is
a richer experience creating music with others than doing it alone.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: No specific strategy. Use of description on song titles and invite known
musicians.

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: I tend to go with the flow. Sometimes the outcome is not how you would like,
but sometimes it is better than expected.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: The only conflicts I have encountered are ego based.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: I would like to think that some of the people I have worked with have become
friends. Music is a great way to bond with people.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: Online chat methods can be misleading. Skype or similar would enable you to
get your message across much more quickly.
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•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: I have no requirement for specific features.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: The only problems I encountered are with friends who are not computer
literate. It can be frustrating waiting 5 minutes for them to click the correct
button.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: I see no point in using other DAW’s. Ohm Studio offers all I need.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Other than experimentation I don’t use other DAW’s.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: From my point of view, RMCS has allowed an aging musician to get back into
music. Creating music is one of the most fulfilling things a person can do.
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RMCS User Interview 3
Participant name or pseudonym: ElectroBongo
I collaborated with this participant on compositions B2 and D2
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: Chapel Hill, United States.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 50.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: 30 years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: (C).

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: No.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: Original music production.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: Yes. Electronica; specifically chillout, minimal techno and deep house.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: No.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: No.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: I prefer to work remotely and asynchronously with others. Working
asynchronously doesn’t require creativity to be scheduled. I can create when
inspiration strikes. Working remotely removes a lot of ego involvement I’ve
experienced in the past in live collaboration.
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•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Blend.

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: Ease of use.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: From Ableton.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: I tried using Dropbox via connecting with people via MySpace. Blend is much
more streamlined and is an all in one solution.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: Approximately 30 finished collaborations over the past year. 30 additional
solo pieces published on the site as well. 20–30 additional pieces
unpublished/unfinished. I tend to rotate; a solo piece one week, a collaboration
the next. This enables me to bring things I pick up from collaborations back into
my solo work and vice versa.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: It shines light on how many more capable artists there are out there compared
to how many are actually recruited and published. But mainly it enables persons
like me who have distinct music style preferences to meet others with similar
style preferences. In the confines of one’s own geography, it is very difficult to
not only find persons with similar style preferences, but persons that are available
and motivated to collaborate.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: Posting tracks with missing pieces; e.g. missing basslines, or missing a
melody, then requesting additions.

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: I am definitely open to change and adapt quite often to others’ styles. My goal
is to explore musical genres, not be confined to one or another. However, it is
VERY difficult to recruit new collaborators. It is easy to meet inexperienced
musicians and producers. But, bringing newbies into the fold is not my motivation
in RMCS. My motivation is in exploring the depths of musical genres I am most
interested in with persons who are motivated AND capable of collaborating. It’s
an odd dynamic. I am interested in learning at a high rate. And I am interested in
sharing and exchanging. But, I am not very interested in teaching. The teaching
aspect seems to be patronizing and pretentious and have landed us in the place
immediately preceding RMCS. RCMS is different for some reason. To me, it’s a
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teacherless platform and that’s very much why I like it.
•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Yes, an artist posted a remix “contest” for publishing on their next EP release.
I was the only entrant, and received traction in the community on the remix I did,
yet was not selected. In another instance, I remixed a track and the track remix
was featured on an EP release and I was not credited on the EP. Fortunately, I
have a day job and don’t really give a shit. RMCS communities mimic other
communities, virtual and non-virtual. You are always going to have deviance. To
go in thinking otherwise is naïve and unrealistic. However, for the most part, the
artist/hobby communities I have been part of typically have less deviance than the
real life community I live in.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: I would consider myself hyper-connected and I have been involved in online
communities for 30 years, back sense the BBS, usenet and mIRC days. So, I am
accustomed to the way online relationships are often formed and play out. Thus
far RMCS users seem to be similar to other online communities, past and present.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: The messaging features with Blend are limited; thus many resort to using
Facebook and/or email for better communication.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: Many; for example, ratings for tracks as opposed to likes, the ability to edit
comments, text chat, video chat.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: Yes. Versioning of software continues to be a major issue. For example, many
persons would like to collaborate, but they only have trial versions of software.
So, software price is a major barrier to collaboration.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: I work in Ableton almost exclusively and collaborate on Blend with persons
using Ableton or publishing stems. I do all my post-production in Ableton.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Yes. In addition to Ableton Suite, I own the full version of Propellerhead
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Reason. Although the proliferation of Ableton on the Blend site has moved me
more away from Propellerhead production. I only use Propellerhead in ReWire
mode now; never for solo production; mainly because so few use it on Blend and
Blend has become my go to music production base.
•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: N/A.
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RMCS User Interview 4
Participant name or pseudonym: Bob Peele
I collaborated with this participant on compositions D3 and E3
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: Brisbane, Australia.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 61.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: Professional musician – 51 years, recording experience - 30 years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: (B) performer.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: Yes, 50 years (started in state school marching band).

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No longer.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: I have been collaborating on Ohm Studio since it was in beta, over 3 years
now. I have composed and performed drum and percussion parts with hundreds of
composers from many countries of the world. Over 1,500 projects to date. Some
self-published by the songwriters on CD and others online. Kings of Insanity is a
current heavy rock project on Reverb Nation https://www.reverbnation.com/kingsofInsanity/songs

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: No. I purposefully explore all styles.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: I do perform on other artists’ CD releases, but my contributions on percussion
rarely extend beyond the point of recording or performance. Drummers are by
nature backline support people :)

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: See above.
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•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: Drummers don’t usually do SOLO, and the pool of talent I have available
online is much larger and more accessible from my studio directly.

•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Ohm Studio exclusively. I tried several others but I prefer Ohm and indeed
have bought a lifetime membership there.

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: The fact that musicians gather there with collaboration as their main focus
(usually), and the fact that the DAW based GUI suits my methods of studio
practice and procedures.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: Word of mouth initially.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: Yes, I tested 3 others (Ninjam, Kompoz, Digital Musician) and none offered
the features of Ohm, nor had the community I found on Ohm.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: 1500.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: It gives me access to composers needing specialist drummers. So anytime I
want to make music, I log on and work through my direct invitations or explore
the public folder and see where I can assist.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: I often play a killer drum track live against the click and throw it into the
public folder to see what eventuates :)

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: Definitely a collaborative event for me, I control my parts and often redo to
better suit adds from other players, so it’s a work in progress till it’s done.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Nope, not really. We had 1 particular user who got drunk and became abusive
to other users via general and private chat. After repeated 2nd chances he was
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banned for life from the site :)
•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: Mostly project focussed, but when you do 100 or more projects with the same
crew you do tend to behave in a genuinely friendly way.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: I have run Skype and Google video streams at the same time as Ohm, and
sometimes wish that was an integrated option. Also the DAW needs to be more
complete and able to run a video track for example.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: See above.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: Nope. Work on Ohm is fully exportable and can be mastered offline as
required.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: Occasionally, but mainly I play online and live, and leave the mastering to
others with more ability.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Yes I use Logic for teaching and recording in my studio.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: I for one am very glad they exist, as they have enabled me to perform daily
and continue to improve my skills and stay very sharp on my instruments. Very
useful indeed.
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RMCS User Interview 5
Participant name or pseudonym: Metin Filiz
I collaborated with this participant on composition B1
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: I am from Romanshorn in Switzerland.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 32.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: I have been writing and producing my own music for 7-8 years now.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: Music producer.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: No.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: Writing and producing music. Instrument based performance is at the actual
technical level not possible due to high latency.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: I like music with groove and power. I`m a big fan of the 80`s styled synth
wave reproductions. Like Mitch Murder and Dan Terminus.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: Yes, I sell my tracks over a medium sized label on the usual platforms.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: Yes there is one of my latest tracks, made with Audiotool available on the
market.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: The point is that I’m very unstable in terms of motivation and my wealth of
ideas. For people like me it is great to start and then pick up the work a few days
later, without the pressure to be creative at a certain moment. Also, there is that
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problem that you get used to a track way too much after some time of listening to
it over and over again. It gets to a point where you don’t really listen to the music
anymore and you lose your ability to reflect on the music neutrally. Therefore, it
is great if another artist listens to your music with a fresh, unprejudiced ear.
•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Audiotool, I think there is nothing comparable right now.

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: I love the workflow with Audiotool, it is so helpful to directly see where the
effect or instrument is routed to. They solved this with that great cable system,
like you would attach a real component on a table. The other point is the great
community on Audiotool. There is always someone commenting on your music.
To me it is very important to get some critiques and real opinion about my work. I
really found that on this site, there are other sites like Soundcloud and Mixcloud
etc, but I think they are way too crowded and commercialised to get real feedback
of other musicians. Also, they have not enabled the use of VST plug-ins. This is a
very important part, because all the artists on this site work with the same, built-in
components and can directly learn from each other.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: I discovered Audiotool some years ago at a time when I was bored with predesigned synth patches but had no idea how to create my own. I thought that my
mix would be blurred because of the bad patches. It was on YouTube that I found
a tutorial for the Pulverisateur synthesiser - I think it was by Einhard Luther.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: Not directly. I did some projects before with Ableton. We had to exchange
our instrument exports and both of us had to rebuild the track to be able to work
on the same idea. To me this was not satisfying at all.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: I think this should be around 20 at this moment.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: You have to learn new ways to proceed during the project. Usually, I have an
idea and then I work around with different techniques and even some random
elements. Sometimes it works and I publish it and sometimes I delete the whole
project. If you are in a collaboration, you can’t just put in as many cool ideas as
possible and create something out of it. To me, it needs more planning and
communication. If your work is getting too complex, then your partner won’t be
able to catch up or you overwhelm him from the beginning.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: Usually, I just ask a person who I think is on the same level as me and is good
for a certain part that I try to create. To me it is important that the other person is
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on the same level as me. We will come back to that point.
•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: Adapting to different ideas is elementary in the collaborative music process. If
you are unable to align your work to different inputs, you don’t have to work
together with other artists in my opinion.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Yes, there are some certain conflict points. Now we come back to the part
about both artists being on a roughly same level. In my first collaboration
projects, I was way too motivated and full of ideas. Resulting in a very complex
draft with which the other artist had to start his work. He was then very slow in
my eyes and was not a big benefit to the project. I did not consider the fact that it
is nearly impossible to carry forward an already complex draft if you don’t know
the other artist and idea behind it well. In one of my later projects I was working
with David Lee, an artist way better than me on many levels. It was then, when I
recognised that it is nearly impossible for me to work on his draft, due to the
already complex state of the project and the simple fact that he is just a better
musician than I am. I was unable to add work on the same level or at least
something that is benefitting the track in any way. In that cooperation he must
have thought the same about how beneficial my input was to the project. That’s
why I think it is very important that both artists are on a comparable level and
don’t try to rush it. It may be different if both artists sit in the same room for
hours and exchange ideas about the project.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: That is a very good question! Surprisingly, some people I got to know through
Audiotool are my friends now. I talk with them also outside of Audiotool about
other topics. You get to know them and you share the same fascination for music.
Somehow, you could call us the Audiotool family.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: They could integrate something like Rabb.it. Especially with live collaboration
coming in the next months. It would add the possibility to work on the same track
at the same time.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: I would like to see a more stable sound engine. The quality of some effects is
not really satisfying, especially the EQ and Reverb effect. There are also
limitations to the project size due to the flash system Audiotool is based on right
now. Shorter latency for MIDI applications would also be great. But let us not
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forget that this is a free site with no advertisement! So it is already pretty amazing
what these guys are capable of!
•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: What is related strongly to your PC or Mac setup is how big Audiotool
projects can be before you are unable to work on the draft. If your activity
monitor is over 80% you will have strong delays and even breaks in the audio
playback. Working on an overloaded draft is horrible. At some point, you can be
sure to have a different PC setup to your cooperation partner and this can be a
problem.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: This is one of my usual working routines. I always start my track in Ableton. I
want the possibility to record my audio and MIDI notes with a real instrument,
before I use it in Audiotool. You can hear the difference between a real person
playing and notes set just by a mouse click. Sometimes I import a finished track
into Ableton to do final mastering before I publish it on the site.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Yes of course, I use Ableton most of the time.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: It is impressive how far things have come in the last few decades. I wonder if
we once will be at a point where big names and bands will use this concept to
work on music. Imagine a site on which you can upload your work and then
different big players can choose to work with you live on their new track. This
would create complete new possibilities.
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RMCS User Interview 6
Participant name or pseudonym: Connor O’Brien
I collaborated with this participant on composition A1
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: Sacramento, California, United States.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 17.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: 4.5 years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter, (B)
performer, (C) music producer?
A: Music producer, songwriter.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: No, but I wish to eventually.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: I have done many remote collaborations through Audiotool, and a few with
Ableton Live via sending files back and forth.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: Future bass & ambient.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: I am building my first album right now, which I will (hopefully) sell on CD,
vinyl, and digital download through Bandcamp and iTunes. In the past I have put
music up for free and sold digital download through Bandcamp.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: Yes, I want to do a few collaborations through Audiotool for this next album
and polish them in Ableton Live.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: There either are not a lot of electronic musicians in my area, or at least not
ones I've met, whereas online there are a lot of artists who love to work with
others. Especially Audiotool and other RMCS can have very constructive user
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bases and people like Andre (Audiotool’s CTO) are really pushing for full real
time collaboration. I think that is the biggest appeal of these programs, being able
to make music with someone you wouldn't be able to locally.
•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Audiotool.

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: Very wide and supportive community, people there are always willing to help
and it is very collaboration driven. Compared to other sites I have used, it is also
very easy to pick up and start using, especially for beginners, it is very accessible.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: As a beginning music producer, I found it through the Google chrome App
Store looking for replacements for GarageBand, my previous DAW.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: I have not used many, but one thing I notice in other RMCS platforms is the
lack of community and lack of developer involvement. Audiotool's developers
speak with users often and connect with us through social media to talk about
music and the future of Audiotool. They care about what the users think, which is
evident in the separate website they have dedicated to voting for upcoming and
proposed features.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: I have worked on maybe 40 and completed about 15–20.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: When working with another person on a song, you have a clear perception and
ideas on what they do and they have the same with what you do, where when you
are making music alone, new thoughts can get drowned out by focusing too much
on certain elements of the song. When alone, you have to take a lot of breaks to
regain your clear perception on what the music sounds like, but when working
with someone, it is much easier to bounce ideas off each other and find out what
works and what doesn't in a shorter amount of time. Getting to hear the song from
both viewpoints can evolve the sound into something neither of you could've
made on your own, but it still retains the flair of both (or all, if more than two)
original artists.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: Eventually you’ll attract a group of people that make similar music to yours
that you can send music to for input.

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community of
users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on what
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creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: N/A.
•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Due to most artists on RMCS being smaller, people don’t see it as harmful to
steal music and use it as their own. I've had a few tracks of mine taken and reuploaded with different names and the artist claiming it as their own, but as long
as it violates the copyright licence you have it posted under, a copyright complaint
to Audiotool should get it removed easily.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: Gladly I can say that I am still good friends with a lot of the people I’ve met
through RMCS. Even though I don’t check Audiotool as often, I try to keep in
touch with the people I’ve met, and I’m still really close with a few. Of course,
there are some that I’ve drifted apart from but only for reasons other than
superficiality.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you are
using would have?
A: Commenting on user walls and on tracks are the most useful communication
tools that I’ve seen. Some RMCS could have maybe a built in messaging system,
but I don't think anyone suffers without one. People find ways around it, for
example, I use Skype and Gmail for contact with one person, and the user created
Audiotool chatzy or other chatzy rooms for multiple people.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or improved
in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: Real time collaboration, full HTML5, and a sampler are three things coming
out in the next Audiotool update that I am very excited for. One thing Audiotool
really needs is .wav export for lossless quality.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: With technology, there are always technical issues around, but I haven’t
encountered any that impacted the final result of any works.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these DAWs
and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: I’ve found that Audiotool and Ableton have very similar workflows, so it is
easy to switch between the both. I often master tracks in Ableton as I can
automate a lot of things that would be more time consuming in Audiotool. I also
like Ableton’s MIDI tools better, so I will sometimes compose a song in MIDI
tracks and then export to Audiotool where I have more control over sound design
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(my copy of Ableton is a cheap/limited version and from a few years ago, and
doesn’t have any options for sound design).
•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: I use Ableton for most of my solo tracks

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: No, but thanks Martin for the opportunity to help you out with this and give
my feedback on RMCS.
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RMCS User Interview 7
Participant name or pseudonym: Simon Little
I collaborated with this participant on composition A2
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: London, United Kingdom.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 35.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: I am a professional musician (bassist) by trade, so I have about 15 years’
experience as a performer both in the studio and on stage. I started recording at
home in 2010, releasing my first self-produced solo album Mandala that same
year. As an electronic music producer/writer, I have only been active for the last
18 months. I decided to work under the name Monochrome Echo to separate this
project from my other work as a session bassist, especially as I was learning
Ableton from scratch.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: All of the above.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: Yes. Since I was about 16 so almost twenty years now.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: Yes. PPL.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: All of the above. I have been recording bass for other people’s records for the
last few years on Protools or Logic. These last few months I’ve been remixing
other people’s tracks and collaborating via Blend using Ableton. One of my
original tracks has also been remixed a couple of times by other Blend users.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: These days my writing is focused entirely on electronic music. I don’t perform
this material live. I do however frequently perform live as a session musician with
other artists as a profession.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: My solo albums are all for sale as downloads on all digital platforms but I tend
to push them via Bandcamp. My first album Mandala is also available on CD via
Bandcamp.
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•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: Almost certainly. A number of my original tracks currently on Blend will be
released in one form or another in the near future once I feel the standard it good
enough.

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: I am publishing my solo work to get feedback from the community to help me
improve my craft as an electronic music producer. Blend has been and continues
to be a fantastic learning tool as I become more familiar with Ableton and music
production in general. Remixing other people’s work has taught me so much and
forces me to work in ways that are outside my usual workflow.

•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Blend

•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: I had a look at the site and decided it looked like a fantastic opportunity to
learn some new skills and eventually gain a little exposure.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: Came across it by pure chance. I don’t remember the specifics.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: No

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: I’ve completed 10 remixes/collaborative projects so far. Although several of
these were as part of various remix contests on Blend.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: File sharing between collaborators is much easier, especially when working on
the same platform at either end. Syncing everything via Dropbox has made life
much easier than in the past. The ability to enter into a session as it appears with
your collaborator and add your own contribution makes communication more
straightforward.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: I simply ask for input, usually just in the form of comments or suggestions. A
few key Blend members will usually have a listen to a track and give me their
critique. It especially helps to have other people’s take on a mix to gain some
feedback as to what the music sounds like with a) a different monitoring system
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and b) fresh ears.
•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: I go with the flow wherever possible. Otherwise I might as well do it myself.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: None whatsoever.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: Probably too early to say although I have befriended a small group of Blend
users on Facebook via a group one of them set up to share our work.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
A: The comments section is invaluable, especially once people cotton on to using
the @ replies so a conversation flows properly between users. They should really
tell you how that works somewhere (i.e. if someone writes @monochromeecho
when addressing me I will be notified so I can reply. If they just write my name I
might never read it if it’s on somebody else’s page). The private message system
needs a bit of work; it would be good to be able to see your sent messages so you
see a whole conversation. The sharing options on projects are good. I always
share any new projects with an invite to collaborate via Twitter and usually on my
Facebook page too.

•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: Not really.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: I have faced many technical issues during my collaborative work, usually due
to my own technical ability with the DAW. But as I said I am also using the
platform as a major learning tool and I have always managed to find a way
around any technical hitches, often with the aid of fellow Blend users.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: Almost certainly if I am to release anything commercially that is currently
hosted on the site. All of my original tracks were started off-site and then
subsequently uploaded to Blend for feedback and open for collaboration.
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•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: Occasionally Logic for recording bass. Previously I used Protools LE and
GarageBand.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: Only to reiterate what a great experience it has been working on so much
different music and how much I have learnt as a result. In the six months or so
since signing up I have improved my craft as a producer of electronic music at a
much faster rate than in a whole year of tinkering on my own. It has provided me
with great motivation to get involved and put in time and effort, which I would
have struggled with on my own. The feeling of community and support is
wonderful.
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RMCS User Interview 8
Participant name or pseudonym: Nick Pasztor
I collaborated with this participant on composition E2
•

Q: What city and country are you from?
A: Gloucester, United Kingdom.

•

Q: What is your age?
A: 52.

•

Q: What level of experience in music production do you have? How many years
have you been writing, recording and/or producing?
A: 30 years.

•

Q: Which of these labels would you say are applicable to you: (A) songwriter,
(B) performer, (C) music producer?
A: C.

•

Q: Do you perform music live? If yes, how many years have you been doing this?
A: No.

•

Q: Are you a member of a Performing Rights Organisation in your country?
A: No.

•

Q: What type of creative work have you been doing with the use of remote music
collaboration software (RMCS), e.g. songwriting, production, instrument-based
performance, etc.?
A: Remix, original compositions and collaborations.

•

Q: Do you tend to compose / perform music in a specific style or styles?
A: No.

•

Q: Do you sell your music in any form (e.g. downloads, CDs, vinyl, etc.)?
A: I have received payment for remix work featured on a compilation CD.

•

Q: Do you intend to release commercially any music that you create with RMCS
or perhaps you have done it already?
A: Not sure on that, early days!

•

Q: What motivates you to use RMCS rather than work face-to-face with local
collaborators or even solo?
A: I enjoy creating music as hobby and do not plan to play live.

•

Q: Which RMCS platform are you primarily using?
A: Propellerhead Discover platform.
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•

Q: What motivated your choice of this specific RMCS platform?
A: I own and extensively use Propellerhead software; Reason 8.3 and iOS apps,
Take and Figure.

•

Q: How did you find out about this platform?
A: Propellerhead emailed me and advertised on the Internet site.

•

Q: Have you used any other RMCS platforms? If so, how do they compare to the
platform where you and I have collaborated?
A: I use SoundCloud and Blend, but I find Propellerhead very rewarding as the
community uses the same software.

•

Q: Can you estimate how many collaborative songs produced in RMCS you have
finished?
A: Around 70 as of January 2016.

•

Q: In your experience, how does remote music collaboration software impact on
the music making process?
A: I enjoy working with people from all around the world, from amateurs to fully
trained musicians and the feedback and comments keep me very motivated to
create and produce music.

•

Q: When you start a project and need musical input, what strategies have you
used in order to attract collaborators?
A: I usually download tracks from people who have uploaded a simple drum
loop, or a short guitar vocal piece and I build on this and remix, mashup etc. I also
upload short tracks where people have added a synth melody or guitar, harmonica
and have built up online friendships where we collaborate on more advanced
productions.

•

Q: When working collaboratively in RMCS do you persevere until you achieve
planned musical outcomes or do you tend to go with the flow of the community
of users and are open to change your intended musical direction, depending on
what creative input you receive from your collaborators?
A: I mainly go with the flow of the community of users and I’m open to changing
my intended musical direction.

•

Q: Have you encountered any conflicts with RMCS users? These could be about
creative, copyright or any other issues.
A: Not to date, no.

•

Q: How would you assess the quality of relationships that you formed with other
RMCS users? Are they rather superficial and/or project focused or would you say
that some of the users became your friends?
A: A bit of both to be truthful.

•

Q: Which communication tools do you find most useful to online collaboration?
Are there some additional communication tools that you wish the platform you
are using would have?
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A: I’m happy with giving my email to receive audio tracks and use the online
comments section.
•

Q: Are there any specific features you would like to see implemented or
improved in the RMCS platform that you are using?
A: Yes, and I have sent my ideas to them, which is to have some form of charts
where there are categories of collabs, remixes etc.

•

Q: Are there any specific technical or logistical issues that you encountered
during your collaborative work? Did they have a major impact on the final result
of your work?
A: Not to date, no.

•

Q: Do you tend to eventually transfer projects started in RMCS to established,
non-collaborative DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase, etc.) for final mixing
or mastering? Or perhaps you sometimes start your projects in one of these
DAWs and then move them to a RMCS platform?
A: The latter.

•

Q: Do you use any other established DAWs (such as Ableton, Logic, Cubase,
etc.) for work separate from remote collaboration?
A: I also use Logic Pro for other projects.

•

Q: Would you like to add any other reflections on RMCS?
A: I think it’s great for musical hobbyists like me who fully realise it’s just a
platform for experimenting and having fun, with the full understanding that you
are never going to get offered a recording or publishing contract.
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Appendix B
The letter of approval from the Design and Social Context
College Human Ethics Advisory Network

